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1 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA GG
(3
\-) 2 NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

3 ATOMIC SAFETY & LICENSING APPEAL BOARD

4

5 In re: :

6 KERR-McGEE CHEMICAL :

7 CORPORATION : DKT. NO. 40-2061-ML

8 (West Chicago Rare Earths :

9 Facility) :

10

11 Fifth Floor Hearing Room

12 East-West Towers

Ih 13
V 4350 East-West highway

14 Bethesda, Maryland

15 Wednesday, January 16, 1991

16

17 The above-entitled proceeding came on for oral

18 argument before the Appeal Board at 9:30 a.m., pursuant to-

19 notice.

20 BEFORE:

21 THOMAS S. MOORE, Chairman

22 CHRISTINE N. KOHL, Member

23 HOWARD A. WILBEP., Member

247~
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1 APPEARANCES:
;O -
\- / 2 For the Applicant:

'

3= COVINGTON & BURLING

4 By: Richard Meserve, Esq.

5 Peter Nickles, Esq.

6 Herb Estreicher, Esq.

7 1201 Pennsylvania Ave. NW

8 Washington, D.C. 20044

9

10 For the Intervenor State of Illinois:

11 William Seith, Esq. |

12 Douglas Rathe, Esq. I

|

[I\ 13 Assistant State Attorneys Gewneral
G

14 Babette P. Salus, Esq.

15. Senior Staff Attorney, Department of

16 Nuclear Safety

17 1035 Outer Park Drive

18 Springfield, Illinois 62704

'19

20 'For the Intervenor City of West Chicago: '

21- KARAGINIS & WHITE

22 By: Joseph V. Karaganis, Esq.

23 James D. Brusslan, Esq.

24- 414 North Orleans Street, Suite 8103

25 Chicago, Illinois 60610
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1- For the NRC Stafft

2 Ann Hodgdon, Esq.

3 Patricia Jehle, Esq.
,

4 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

5 Washington, D.C. 20555
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1 P R O C E E D-I N G-S

-i JUDGE MOORE: Good-morning. 'This morning _we-are~ '

'3 -to hear oral argument _on the appeals of the State of

4 .- -Illinois and the' City of West-Chicago from the Licensing

5 ' Board's' initial decision authorizing license amendment for-

=6 Kerr. McGee Chemical ' Corporation's West: Chicago Rare ' Earths

7 Facility.

8 We are also hearing argument this morning on the [

9 Intervenors' motions to vacate and to terminate this 1

10 proceeding. I

-11 The argument will be governed by the terrea M our-

'

12- November 28th_' order. =As stated in that order, each side-is_-

13- allowed 90 minutes for argument, and the Appellants may

14 reserve _a. portion of-their time for rebuttal.
,

15. I would hasten to add, however, that neither-side
'

16 should feel compelled to use all of their time.

17 If.the. parties will nou please_ identify themselves

.18 - sfor-the record,_we will.then proceed, and start with-the._

19 IStaff.
4

201- MS. HODGDON: I'Am Ann Hodgdon_for the_NRC Staff,

21 and this is Patriciu Jehle.
i

22- -MR.-NICKLES: Your Honor, my nameLis-Peter

23 Nickles,:with Covington & Burling, appearing on behalf-of

.
24 -Kerr McGee,-and:my-colleague, Dick _Meserve, is on the Metro-

25 -heading up here. He should-be here shortly.-

- . - - - _ _ _ _ _ _
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. 'l- MR. : SEITH: William Seith', Assistant Attorney _ , ;

2 -- General on behalf of the State _.of Illinois. . With me today

3- - is Douglas Rathe,-Assistant Attorney General,.and Babette

:4 Salus,can attorney with the, Department of Nuclear Safety.

5 MR."KARAGANIS: Joseph Karaganis, for the-City of-

6! West Chicago. With me is James Brusslan.of :q office.

7 JUDGE MOORE: Have the Appellants reached some

8_ accommodation for splitting their time?

9 MR. SEITH: The Appellants have agreed to split

10- their-time as follows:

31'l = _ Initially I will-be making ~a pre.Jentation for 15
_.

_

minutes on the. motion to terminate that was filed in12

. 13 - October.
~

14: Then Mr. Karaganis will speak.briefly on the

-15 motion to terminate, and then move to the motion to remand- _ j-

.

'16- He1will have a total of 20 minutes.

E17 Then following that, I will again make a- ;

- 18 -- 'present'ation --

19- JUDGE' MOORE: You said motion to remand. I assume

120' you meant motion-to vacate?. . -;
;

'

21' MR. SEITH: Motion to vacate or remand the first

22 filed motion that was filed in late August.
|-

--

=23 Then 25: minutes is reserved to discuss-the merits-

, . -24 -of the' appeal.

25 I will make a presentation for 15 minutes, and Mr.

g* 4--p..=g,w ,-. p--- -e,n .r-i
- .m -- - ie - - ---------h---- ---- t L
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1 Karaganis will make a presentation for 10 minutes. }
*

/,_,T
\~ ! 2 We are reserving the balance of our time for

3 rebuttal.

4 JUDGE MOORE: I didn't do my math. What is that?

5 MR. SEITH: It works out to an hour for the

6 initial presentation.

7 JUDGE MOORE: With 30 minutes for rebuttal?

8 MR. SEITH: Correct.

9 JUDGE MOORE: Isn't that a bit much for rebuttal?

10 I think it would be more reasonable to plan on something

11 like no more than 15 minutes for rebuttal.

12 MR. SEITH: I don't anticipate that we will need

<-

(s} 13 100 percent of our time, but we could --

14 JUDGE MOORE: Are we prepared to proceed? I think

15 from our perspective, we would much prefer not to have it

16 broken up like this; that you would just present your

17 arguments on the motion to terminato and proceed to the

18 merits, and the City of West Chicago can do the same thing.

19 But if you have prepared it and are not comfortable with

20 switching, we will permit you to proceed; but our preference

21 would be that you just not continue to run and back to the

22 microphone.

23 MR. SEITH: Could you give me just a moment,

24 please?-

G
25 MR. KARAGANIS: Your Honor, if I might, just as a
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1 preliminary matter, Mr. Richard Meserve has signedeupras the

C}'s - 2 person who will be arguing for Kerr McGee. I realize that

3 there must be some goof-up on the Metro, and we would

4 respectfully request that he be given an opportunity to get

5 here, so that he hears our argument. I think it would be

6 unfair for him to come in halfway through our argument, and

7 then try and be in a position of making his argument in

8 response.

9 MR. NICKLES: We have no problem with going

10 forward, Your Honor. Mr. Meserve will get here. He's on

11 the Metro.

12 JUDGE MOORE: That's fine.

p

v) 13 MR. NICKLES: I'm perfectly able to listen to(

14 these very interesting arguments.

15 JUDGE MOORE: That's fine.

16 Mr. 'ickles, could you tell me what your split

17 with the Staff is on your time?
!

18 MR. NICKLES: May it please the Court, generally

19 speaking, Your Honor, we've agreed to 60 minutes for the

20 Applicant Kerr-McGee and 30 minutes for the NRC Staff, Ms.
;

21 Hodgdon.

22 JUDGE MOORE: Thank you. The Appellants may

23 proceed.

24 MR. SEITH: After discussing with Mr. Karaganis,7-
'~

25 we would prefer to proceed as I originally outlined.
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l'- As the--panel'is no doubt aware, this appeal-today,

2 and the attendant motions concern.Kerr-McGee's proposal to-
,

:
'

3 dispose-of. 500,000 tons of radioactive material in the

4 center of the densely-populated City of West Chicago. >

5 Excuse me just a moment. I'm setting my watch, to

6 make sure I don't run over. i

-7 Kerr-McGee's proposal was approved by the Staff,
m

;

8 and then ultimately by the Atomic Safety and Licensing (

9 Board, and-Kerr-McGee's proposal is, in the opinion of the

10 State of Illinois, nothing short.of fantastic. _And I say

11 thatibecause, only in the world of fantasy could Kerr-

12 -McGee's proposed disposal cell hope to succeed as planned.- -

13 I have' outlined the order of presentation. I i

|= 14 - would like to move initially to the Illinois motion to |

15= vacate that was filed,.-I believe, in November of this year.

16 Correction. October 22, 1990.
:

17 There is, in the opinion of the people of.the

18. State of Illinois and the City of West Chicago,-a very

19- -fundamental jurisdictional _ issue that has arisen as a result _;,

20 of the. transfer of jurisdiction under Section 274 of ~ the

21 Atomic Energy Act over- 11(e) (2) byproduct material.to the-

22 State of Illinois. That' transfer of process was initiated

23 by the_ State in July of 1988'with a.-draft-proposal,.and

'

24 ' discussions ensued-with the NRC that ultimately resulted in

L O
'25| an order by the Commission on October 17, 1990 officially

1.

. _ _ - . - , -- . .- - -
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transferring: jurisdiction over 11(e) (2) byproduct material:1

- 2 to the-State of Illinois, effective November 1, 1990.

3 The transfer of jurisdiction:over that material

4 -necessarily means that the NRC no longer has jurisdiction to
i

5 hear any of the matters that are pending_before-this Panel.-
~

6 JUDGE KOHL What's your basis for making-that

L -

Is there anything in the agreement that the NRC
'

7- statement?

~ igned and approved on your; Governor's side, or anything in8 s

9 any Commission-issuance that indicates that a pending

10.~ adjudicatory proceeding,_which is part-of the processing of.
i

-11 a still pending application is to stop-immediately?
_

12 MR. SEITH: Absolutely.: There-is nothing in the

13 Commission order authorizing transfer of the jurisdiction,

14' :and nothing specifically-in the agreement. The agreement is' q

15 more generalized than that. It is not site-specific. So it i

16' is.not intended to address that particular issue in this
,

17- case.

18: JUDGE KOHL: 'Are you familiar _with the
_

'19 = Commission's. policy statement.on~the state agreement

20 : process?- I think 1981.is the operative-date.- ,

I 21 MR. SEITH:- I'have not reviewed-that recently._ _I. I

22 am relying upon --

23 JUDGE: KOHL:- Let me' read'you_that,-a portion of'

.24' that. _It does take. note of proceedings that might.be

25 pending at the time a state: agreement is negotiated:and:

L

U: .:--. . . -.- . .. - , . - . . . . . - .. -
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'10

1- signed.
y,,;n
: 2 The: policy statement says: in effecting the-- - :

U

3- 2 discontinuance-of jurisdiction, appropriate ~ arrangements U

4 will be made by NRC and the state to ensure that-there will

5 be no interference with or interruption of licensed-

6 activities, or the processing of license application, by

7- reason of the transfer.

8 Does-that language alter your position in any

9- respect?

11 0 MR. SEITH: It does not. I believe that it is .

11- also well-established Commission policy that~where there is-

12 a transfer of jurisdiction, all pending-proceedings before

{[ 13 the Commission, or its lower bodies, in the case of the

14 instant. Board --

15- JUDGE KOHL:- And your authority for that'is what?

16 MR. SEITH: My authority'for_that is'several-fold,

17 Initially, it is the "U.S.-Ecology" case, which.was decided-

18_ in.1987.

.19 JUDGE KOHL: 'That's the Appeal Board "Sheffield"

20 decision, correct?

21 MR. SEITH: Correct. Correct. In particular, I ,

22 rely upon the NRC Staff motion to terminate and vacateLthe

23 Licensing. Board's decision that wac filed in that caso on

May 28,.1987 by Ms. Hodgdon, and the lubsequent decision.

O<
24_

25 In that motion, the Staff indiccted, on Page 6 of

- <

,, _ , , _ __ _ . _
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1 'the motion: accordingly, consistent with Commission policy,- |

2 calling-for vacation of unreviewed Licensing' Board decisions

3- that have become moot while on appeal, the vacation of the-

4 Licensing Board's memoranda.and orders of February 20 and
1

5 March 10, 1987 in appropriate.

6 JUDGE KOHL: of course, that was just a pleading

7 filed by the Staff as a party in that case. That's not the-

8- Staff's position here, is it?-

9- MR. SEITH: The Staff's position is-different in

10 the instant case. I don't see a basis for the difference, j

11 but, based upon their explanation of what the Commission [

t

-12 policy is, this Appeal Board did ultimately issue a decision i

f -13 on June 16, 1987, that followed that recommendation and that-

14| Commission policy.

15 -' JUDGE KOHL: Is it your view that the transfer of
7

16 jurisdiction-from one entity to another in this case renders

17 -this case moot? Is that your argument? As I understand- *

'18 ' "Sheffield," as I read "Sheffield," that is the implicit.

19 assumption there,-because of the citation to "Munsingware"

20 and-the fact that'that-was--an enforcement' case =that the

21- Staff decided-not to-pursue, so the Staff withdrew as a ,

i

22- party.
.

23 Does that same analysis pertain in this case?

~ 24: MR. SEITH: Absolutely.

O::
25 JUDGE KOHL: So you're saying there's no longer a

_, . __ _ . _ _ - - _
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1 live controversy, no longer parties with a continuing,
O
'ss' 2 genuine interest in.this matter?

3 MR. SEITH: There is no longer a live controversy j
|
|4 under the rules and regulations of the Nuclear Regulatory

5 Commission. There may well be a live controversy with

6 respect to IDNS rules and regulations, and the application

7 of those rules and regulations to the Kerr-McGee site.

8 JUDGE KOHL: What you're saying is there is no

9 longer a controversy in the eyes of that entity that is the

10 decision-maker?

11 MR. SEITH: Correct.

12 JUDGE KOHL: Namely, the NRC.

) 13 MR. SEITH: Correct.

14 JUDGE KOHL: But I thought the definition of

15 mootness focused on whether or not there was a live

16 controversy between and among the litigants.

17 MR. SEITH: Certainly the focus in the "U.S.

18 Ecology" case as I read it was on the fact that there was

19 now a transfer of jurisdiction to the State of Illinois, and

20 that the litigation there pending could continue within that

21 forum, within the forum before the State of Illinois.

22 Likewise, the litigation could continue here, albeit it in a
|

23 different forum, before the State of Illinois.

24 In the sense of continuing the litigation under7S
~

|
25 the rules and regulations of the NRC, these issues are now

,

-__ _
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1 moot, because the NRC no longer has jurisdiction, and the
.R
\ )
N> 2 applicable rules and regulations and the appropriate body to

3 hear those issues is the Illinois Department of Nuclear

4 Safety.

5 JUDGE KOHL: If the answer is that simple, why

6 don't you think the Commission, then, in the many

7 opportunities it's had over the last few months, hasn't

8 essentially made a statement to that effect, indicated, you

9 know, we've signed the agreement; p.s., this case is overt

10 go forth and litigate in Illinois, or whatever?

11 MR. SEITH: I think they are indicating,

12 appropriately, a deference to this body to make that

() 13 determination.

14 Initially there is, obviously, an NRC process

15 which provides for hearings initially at the Board level,

16 then to this Board, and then upon the discretion and

17 acceptance by the Commission, to the Commission. And they

18 were -- obviously this matter was already pending before-

19 this Board -- giving appropriate due deference to this Panel

20 to make that determination initially.

21 JUDGE KOHL: While we're on the subject of

22 process, does the State of Illinois have a statute

23 comparable to tha Federal APA?

24 MR. SEITH: Yes.-

25 JUDGE KOHL: Could you give me the site for it,

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _
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1 please? ,

,

s 2 MR. SEITH: I'm not sure if I know if offhand.
|

3 Illinois Administrative Procedure Act. I do not know, I |
|

4 believe it's in Title V? !

..

5 (Pause.)
i

6 MR. SEITH: Chapter 127.1000, I'm advised.

7 JUDGE MOORE: Could the Commission, in the

8 agreement amendment with Illinois, have reserved for itself

9 a continuation of the appeal process that was ongoing when

10 the agreement was executed and then became effective?

11 I apologize for interrupting.

12 MR. SEITH: Not as I read "U.S. vs. Munsingware,"

()-13
'

no. I don't believe that there is any room within the

14 language of that case there on Page, starting on Page 106 --

15 JUDGE MOORE: My question was, couldn't the

16 Commission itself in the agreement, as far as put forth a

17 term of the agreement, that the Commission, the agency would

18 go ahead and finish the appeal, that was the grounds, the

19 only grounds on which it is willing to transfer authority

20 over byproduct material to Illinois?

21 Now, there's another question whether Illinois

22 would have accepted that term. But could they not have done
~

23 that?

f-
- 24 MR. SEITH: There is no basis for that type of

V
25 condition that I'm aware of under Section 274. Section 274

_
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1 is' pretty straightforward and gives a nondiscretionary --

's 2 there are certain. rules that Illinois has-to follow under !

3 Section 274 in order to obtain Agreement State status. And
_

4 if they essentially jump through those: hoops,.the NRC is *

5 obligated to transfer jurisdiction. And there is nothing,

6 as I read that section, which allows for that type of-

7 conditional transfer of jurisdiction.

8 JUDGE KOHL: Is there anything that precludes it?-

9 I don't see anything in 274 that addresses pending

10 proceedings, with the possible exception of some language

11 that talks about the state not being required to duplicate
t

12- what has been done'before the NRC.

() 13 Other than that, is there anything that says, thou

14 shalt not have any savings clauses that protect pending- ,

- 15 L- adjudicatory proceedings?-

16 MR.-SEITH Tdm certain there-are a lot of things

-17 that Section 274 does not say. I don't think you can infer

18 - by:the absence ofLthat-kind of prohibition that the

119- . Commission has some' implied authority to impose that type of-

-2 0 . condition..

21 JUDGE' KOHL: And you infer that tha['re precluded--
i

R2 2 . from wrapping up what was done? I mean, after all~this is

23 an-agreement that the Commission enters into freely.-~They

24- need not. transfer jurisdiction, do they?

E25 MR SEITH: The answer to the question, again.is,

_. _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _-___
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1 I believe,-;there are, again,;as'I. read the section, a number
O 2 of requirements: Illinois has to meet in order to obtain

3 jurisdiction. They have met'all those requirements. The

4- Commission has seen to that. And, despite our theoretical

5 debate about what the Commission could or could not have-

6 done, the fact is that they did not, in their transfer of.

7- jurisdiction, impose any such condition.

8 In the "Munsingware" case, as you have made

9 reference.to already, there the Court clearly states that

10 the established practice of_the-Court in dealing with the-

11 ' civil case from a court in the Federal system, which has ,

J

12 become moot while on its way here or pending our decision on
. ;

13 the merits, is-to reverse and vacate the judgment below; and{}-
14 remand with the direction to dismiss. And they go on to

15 reason that.it is the duty of the appellate court.to so j

16- order, because the procedure _ clears the path _for.. future

17 relitigation of the issues between the parties and-

18- eliminates a. judgment,. review of_which..was prevented through

19- ~ happenstance.-

t
20 JUDGE KOHL: Do you know-of any Federal Court |

21 .-cases that say that a transfer of jurisdiction from one !
r

22 decision-making entity _to another moots.and otherwise' live

23 case?

.
. 24- You=would agree that "Munsingware" doesn't_ apply.-

_

k ,1 -
25 .unless a case is moot, correct?

- _ __ _ - - , - - -
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1 MR. SEITH: Correct.,

''# 2 JUDGE KOHL: So do you know of any Federal Court

3 cases that characterize that type of transfer of

4 jurisdiction as an action that moots a case?

5 MR. SEITH: I confess that I am not -- I don't

6 know whether Mr. Karaganis has some reference. Also, in the ,

7 " Northwest Pipeline" caso, this is a D.C. Circuit case, in

L 8 1988, there the Court indicated that it is guided by the

9 principles of "Munsingware," and noted that there the

10 Supreme Court was confronted with an effort to employ a

'll District Court decision for collateral estoppel purposes by

12 virtue of the supervening of mootness. The decision had not

(/ 13 been reviewed on appeal, and the Court found itself duty-
s_

14 bound to vacate the lower court's opinion.

15 And so again, I would indicate that I believe the

'16 caselaw clearly indicates that there is a duty on behalf of

17 an appellate body that, where a case becomes moot due to a

18 loss of jurisdiction, or what have you, it is appropriate to

19 not only dismiss the pending appeal but also to vacate the

20 underlying decisions.

21 JUDGE MOORE: You would agree, would you not, that

L
22 even though the case, "Munsingware," does not apply unless

23 the case is moot, which was your previous answer, but that

fg 24 nevertheless, the principles underlying "Munsingware" would

N]
25 seem to be appropriately applied here,

i

i
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1 Let me explain. When a case becomes moot in an

c)G 2 Article III court, the court loses subject-matter |

3 jurisdiction. And the theory behind what happens then is
i1

4 basically that the court has inherent power to do justice i

I
5 and decide what the outstanding decision that's on review

1

6 should be vacated or left standing. 1

7 Here, by transfer of jurisdiction, it certainly

8 appears that we are without subject-matter jurisdiction.

9 So, from that point hence, it would seem that the principles

10 of why you vacate or why you don't vacate would be

11 appropriately applied here, regardless of whether the case

12 is technically moot.

() 13 Is that an appropriate analysis?
%

14 MR. SEITH: I would agree with you that there is

15 in the line of cases that have been cited to this panel a

16 relatively narrow exception to the general rule that

17 requires an appellate body to vacate the underlying trial

18 court order. |

-19 That relatively narrow exception has been outlined
,
1

20 by the appellees. They make reference to what they perceive

21 to be Illinois' attempt to bring this, the muteness or loss

22 of jurisdiction issue, upon itself when in reality what has

23 occurred is that Illinois has followed the directive of

24 Congress in applying for, seeking an application for and

25 ultimately obtaining agreement state status over the
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19.

1- 11(e) (2) byproduct material and at the same time has-

'
'

2 followed the_ direction imposed by the Illinois constitution

3 upon it.to protect the public health and welfare by
.

4 participating in this-proceeding.
!

'
5 Essentially what Kerr-McGee is suggesting is that

!

6 by not vacating the underlying order Illinois should be
,

7 required.to choose. It should either apply for and obtain

8 agreement state status or it should seek to participate in

9 an application type proceeding such as the one before the

10 panel but it can't do both. Clearly that was not the intent-

( 11 of Congress,

12 Clearly-Congress envisioned the states who have an

() 13 interest and have:the capability and the technical expertise

14 to become agreement states to exercise those rights and

15 duties to the fullest.

11 6 I submit to the panel that --'I'm runningz a little-

'

-17 bit overtime'here, but I submit _to the_ panel that there are

'18 Ta number of prejudices that can and will result to the state

19 .of Illinois if the underlying decisions is not vacated.
p

i -20 For one, Illinois will be saddled with an

21: unreviewed,- non-final agency decision that can be used-

2 21 -ultimately by Kerr-McGee in any-subsequent 274(O) hearing

j23 that'may_ proceed as a result of the-transfer ofi.
l-
'

'24 jurisdiction.

O
25 The Commission has indicated in its order

i

__ .. - _ - , _ . , _ . , _ _ _ . , , _ _
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1 transferring jurisdiction that it may be appropriate at some ]
Is

-2 point to have a hearing pursuant to 274 (O) on the j

3 ' application'of Illinois standards and Illinois would-

4 essentially be fighting a decision which it would no longer !

5 have an opportunity to review.

'6 As I indicated ---

7: JUDGE KOHLt Counsel, I'm sorry to interrupt, but.

8 wouldn't that potential 274 (O) proceeding follow some type

9 of-proceeding'before a: state agency where the state would

10 clearly be in the driver's seat?

11- MR. SEITH: I agree-100 percent. I simply-am

L12 suggesting that --

!

i) 13 JUDGE KOHL: I am trying to understand what the

14 detriments are to having a decision not be vacated vis-a-vis

15 limited the state's-options in future proceedings that it-
i

16. will' conduct itself.
~

17. MR. SEITH: Well,.the transfer of jurisdiction-

18 under 274 envisions that the state will under its program-

. 19- make an independent decision.as to the merits of the 4

20 licensee's proposal, disposal. proposal in this case. <

._ 21 = JUDGE KOHL:= And I assume that that will be some-
3 .

-22 kind of licensing proceeding-not dramatically unlike that

'23 which occurs at the NRC?-'

_O
.

Agreed.~24 MR.-SEITH:

25 JUDGE KOHL: And it would be under your

- - ., _ - ._.--
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1 Administrative Procedure Act?
(h
''-s 2 MR. SEITH: Agreed.

3 What I am suggesting is that Kerr-McGee following

4 the course of this litigation it's certainly predictable

5- that Kerr-McGee would attempt to use an unreviewed licensing

6 board decision for its collateral estoppel effects, if any,

7 before or in that proceeding before the Illinois Department

8 of Nuclear Safety. That is what I am suggesting is a

9 prejudice that may result as a result of not vacating that

10 underlying decision.

11 Kerr-McGeo has indicated-that the prejudice to

12 them would be or is the time and money and effort that they

[Ji 13 have spent in proceeding on their licensing application
u

14 .before this panel, but I would submit that that time and

15 money and expense is not as a result of anything that

16 Illinois ,as done but is the result of the requirements of

17 the regulations of the NRC.

18 Certainly it would seem to me that having spent

19 the time preparing the engineering report the other efforts

20 that Kerr-McGee has made in this licensing proceeding they

21 are certainly one step ahead in making their application to

22 the state of Illinois and will probably simply reuse many of

23 the materials they have already spent so much time

24 developing.f3
U

25 I would like to turn it over now to Mr. Karaganis,
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1 MR. KARAGANIS: May it please the Court, I think,,

- 2 Judge Moore is focused on the central question here.

3 This is not an issue of what is moot and what

4 isn't moot.

5 Mootness is simply one form of loss of

6 jurisdiction. There are other forms of loss of

7 jurisdiction.

d 8 There is no question --

9 JUDGE KOHL: So, is it your position that the case

10 isn't moot?

11 MR. KARAGANIS: There is no question there is an

12 ongoing controversy over what should be done with respect to 3

l( ) 13 the West Chicago disposal cell, without a doubt.

14 The question here is when a court or a judicial

15 body loses jurisdictirn.

16 In its order transferring 11(e) (2) Surisdiction to

17 the State of Illinois, the Commission -- and I quote --

18 says, "The Commission shall discontinue, as of the effective

19 date of this agreement, the regulatory authority of the

20 Commission in the State with respect to byproduct material,

21 as defined in Section 11(e)(1) of the Act, 55 Federal

22 Register at 48592."

23 This is not saying we have reserved some

24 jurisdiction. This is saying the jurisdiction of 11(e)(2)

25 material, which we all agree this is -- the D.C. Circuit has

. .
_-___
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1 ~ told ~us to that effect -- is now with the State of Illinois. -

I

2 and is no longer-with the Commission.- x

3 So, it's not a question of mootness. It's a

4 question of loss of jurisdiction. The case is as Judge-

5 Moore indicated.
|

6 The case law-is very clear that, when there is a

7 loss of jurisdiction, for whatever reason -- Congress passes

8 an act taking away the court's jurisdiction or there is a
-

1

-9 transfer of jurisdiction, as the case took place here, or

10 there-is mootness --

=11 JUDGE KOHL: I don't'know of any cases that

12 involve a transfer of jurisdiction.

13 I'll ask you, then, the question that I asked Mr.

|-

'Seith.' 14

1154 Are there-any cases that involve a transfer of'

16 - jurisdiction? !

' 1'7 I:think the ones you're talking about involve

.
1

1;B decontrol or deregulation of a particular commodity item,

19:- -industry,5whatever.

'
L20 MR. KARAGANIS: The cases I'm talking about arefas

J21 - Judge Moore indicated: loss of Article 3-jurisdiction.

22 For whatever reason, the jurisdiction is lost.

'23 JUDGE KOHL: Well, we're not bound 'Oy that. We're
L

o 1 24 not an Article-3 court. That is irrelevant.:'

(; --

25 MR. KARAGANIS: It is not if there is a loss of

.

> m>&x, w n = , , - e
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1 statutory jurisdic4. don.
?Q

- 2 If Congress has said once there is a 274(o)

3 agreement transferring jurisdiction, the Commission no

4 longer has jurisdiction, Congress has spoken, and with all

5 due respect to this Court and to the Commission and, indeed,

6 to the courts that have neld in similar instances, when

7 jurisdiction is lost, it's lost, and the court must -- and

8 this panel has ruled -- first things first.

9 You've got to examine your jurisdiction. If you

10 examine your jurisdiction and find it lacking, you must

11 terminate.

12 By the way, just to clarify the record, the State

( 13 agrees with that.

14 JUDGE KOHL: If you find that it is not lacking,

15 - then you can proceed.

16 MR. KARAGANIS: Oh, without question. Without

17 question.

18 If you have jurisdiction, you may proceed. If you

19 don't have it, you can't.

20 The staff has indicated, just so the record is
1.

21 clear -- the staff position here is you must terminate, and

22 that's in their brief.

23 The staff-position is, then, having decided to

fw 24 terminate, what then do you do, the second step of the

b
25 analysis.

._ -
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1 So, first things, we want to make clear, you must
O

2 terminate.

3 Second question is what de you do with respect to

4 the initial decision in license below?
;o

5 The fact is that the rule is -- the rule now of

6 law, which has been repeated time and time again by the

7 Supreme Court, in Duke Power and in Great Western Sugar, you

8 must vacate.

9 That is the black-letter rule.

10 There is a narrow exception to that rule where, as

11 a result of the culpability of the parties who were below -- '

12 in the court below, they have brought upon the loss of

() 13 jurisdiction.

14 Number one, as Mr. Seith has said, Illinois has

15 not brought this on itself in any culpable manner. It's

16 followed Congress' dictates. It's followed the exact

17 procedure that Congress dictated-in 274,

18 JUDGE KOHL: Congress mandated that the State of

19 Illinois --

20 MR. KARAGANIS: Congress mandated --

21 JUDGE KOHL:- Excuse me. May I finish?

22 MR. KARAGANIS: Yes. I'm corry.

23 JUDGE KOHL: Congress mandated that the State of

24 Illinois apply for 274 authority?

25 MR. KARAGANIS: Congress mandated that the states

|

_ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _
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1 are allowed to. app 1'y for 274.

-2 JUDGE KOHL:- Then it's permissive. It's not

3 mandat ory . -

4 MR. KARAGANIS: Well, they gave it away. '

_

5' JUDGE KOHL: Is that correct? But that's a big

6 difference in the law, permissive-actions versus mandatory.

7 MR.-KARAGANIS: Well, I think it would be a new

8 concept of Federalism if Congress gave the states a right'

9 and they said..no, you'ra going to be penalized for

-10 exercising that r2ght.

11 There is not.hing in the statute-that says the

'12 states should be penalized for exercising a right Congress

13 .has given them.

14 So, that's number one. 4

15 Number two is that theJCity of West Chicago didn't'

q
16 apply for any transfer of jurisdiction.

17 _The city of West _ Chicago here is ready, full-
-

18- blown, to seek the appellate reversal of the decision b, low,

19 because it's grossly in error.

20 JUDGE KOHL: Was'the-City of West Chicago a fully-

21- participating party and intervenor in this proceeding?

22 MR. KARAGANIS: We were -- again, I come to the

23 proceeding late, as special counsel.

24 I will tell you that the City of West Chicago did

25- intervene and was granted intervenor status.

} .
- .. - -
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1 JUDGE KOHLt I thought it was participating -- I

2 thought it took the proceeding as it found it lato in the

3 day and is participating only as s 2.715(c) interested

4 governmental --

5 MR. KARAGANIS: We are taking the proceeding,.

6 because we've got a fundamental interest in protecting the

7 health, safety, and welfaro of our citizens.

8 JUDGE KOHL: But you're not a full-fledgod

9 inte rvenor.

10 MR. KARAGANIS: Wo did not bring in evidence.

11 We're not seeking to introduce new evidence.

12 We are seeking to overturn the decision on appeal,

() 13 and we e.re proceeding forward with this appeal, and no ono

14 has said that we didn't have a right to proceed with a brief

15 on the merits, and we have done no.

16 So, we're here live, in person, ready to pursue

17 the appeal if this boord determines it has jurisdiction.,

18 We're not in a situation where we're saying drop the appeal,
.

19 but you don't have jurisdiction, and that's the contral

20 thrust of the question.

21 JUDGE MOORE: Wasn't one of the main thrusts

22 behind the mill tailings act's original enactment in '78 to

23 empower the states to be able to regulate byproduct

24 material?

25 Prior to that time, thore was no clearcut Federal

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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1 authority or certainly no adequate Federal authority to

2 regulate tailings, and many states were, in fact, regulating

3 under, presumably, state law, western states, and wasn't one

4 of the purposes of that Act to empower the states because of '

.

5 this void?

6 MR. KARAGANIS: Yes.
t

7 Assuming that they followed -- as Mr. Seith said,
|

8 assuming you went through the hoops required by the statute,

9 and then it is mandatory on the Commission, under the

10 statute, to transfer jurisdiction.

11 So, Congress set forth this series of hoops that
-

12 must be followed. The State of Illinois followed them. !

( ) 13 Jurisdiction is transferred.

14 I'd like to, if I can turn -- because this -- this

!
i15 --

16 JUDGE KOHL: Yes.- I thought you were supposed to

17 address the cther motion. 4

!
18 MR. KARAGANIS I'm switching to the motion now to

19 vacate on the grounds of newly-introduced evidence, and I |

I20 love the way these things get twisted around.

21 We haven't introduced on iota of new evidence.

22 What we've seen here --

23 JUDGE KOHL: Dut you have filed a motion to

L 24 reopen, as an alternative.
.

25 MR. KARAGANIS: Yes.

_ __ _-__--__-_- -_-_- __
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1 We have filed a motion to reopen the proceeding,

2 because number one, as of August 10, 1990, the Ccmmission is

3 asking this Board to consider new evidence -- the staff is.

4 JUDGE KOHLt I was going to say I don't think the

5 Commission is asking.

6 MR. KARAGANIS: Excuse me.

7 The staff is asking this board to amend the

8 license on the basis of new evidence and to take into the
,

9 submittals by Kerr-McGee and staff during the period of the

10 summer, after the decision of the licensing board below.

11 That is requested in the NRC brief; it's also

12 requested in Mr. Swif t's af fidavit, so what we've got here

() 13 is a staff request that new evidence be considered and amend '

,

14 the license. Why? Because tra old license is inadequate.

15 The old license doesn't protect the public health,

16 for a variety of reasons I will get into. The normal

17 procedure in such a circumstance is, when new license is

18 sought to be adduced -- and what you have'here is a

19 Commission Staff brief which basically says there were

20 errors below. We can cure these errors. We can cure these

21 errors with this new material, but there were errors below.

22 JUDGE KOHL: Does the staff say that the errors

23 were committed by the Licensing Board or were the errors in

24 the position that the staff itself --

25 MR. KARAGANIS: I think it was a combination of
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i 1 all three sr,urces of error. The Licensing Board accepted
| TO
] V 2 the argume'its of Kerr McGee and the staff, among other

3 things, tiat what they Vero proposing wasn't active

4 maintenance; that you didn't have to do a PMP event an0 you
I

: 5 didn't have to consider other things such as intrusion.

6 What you now have is the staff coming in and

7 saying, several things were wrong below but we can fix it on

8 appeal with new evidence. If you'll consider the new

9 evidence and amend the license -- remember, one of the

10 things that you've got jurisdiction here on is not simply a

11 request by the staff to affirm the decision below; you have

'12 a request by staff to amend the license.
,

13 JUDGE KOHL: But the staff is willing to let

14 Illinois and the city address that evidence.

15 MR. KARAGANIS: But you have -- again, assuming,

16 for the sake of argument, that you have jurisdiction,

17 assuming, arguendo, that the Board has jurisdiction, you

18 have a situation on appeal where a litigant below has come

19 in and said, we and our side was in error.

20 tie think the error is curable, but it must be

21 cured. The cure is a request to this Board to amend the

| 22 license. Assuming you have jurisdiction -- which is a big

23 "if," -- they're saying, amend the license, and do it on the

| 24 basis of a whole series of evidence. If you look at the --

25 JUDGE KOHL: But they are willing; are they not,

,

- - , .m
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1 to give you your opportunity to address the asserted changes

2 in the staff's position? ,s

i
3 MR. KARAGANIS: Presumably -- |

4 JUDGE KOHL: So you're getting your due process,

5 right?

6 MR. KARAGANIS: Well, not quite. One of the

7 things I wanted to make clear is, if this board says it has

8 jurisdiction, and if the Board accepts the staff's position

9 that this Board should conduct de novo evidentiary

10 proceedings, which is extremely unusual, we want some

11 discovery.

12 I've got a whole list of affidavits and technical

() 13 reports that will knock your socks off in terms of the size

14 of these proceedings. I haven't had any discovery on them.

15 They're brand new.

16 JUDGE KOHL: What happens to the underlying

17 Licensing Board decision in that scenario?

18 MR. KARAGANIS: I suggest to you that what has

19 been done .icre is all the more evidence suggesting that the

20 condition of this record with the pile of new material,

21 mitigates additionally in vacating the Licensing Board

22 decision below. You've got no party here -- I shouldn't say

23 that.

24 certainly the staff is not defending the record

25 below, sans, this new material. They're saying the new
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| 3 .aterial must be introduced in order to have a good,
! 4;
i - e definitive determination of the proceeding.
t

3 JUDGE MOORE: Hasn't what's happened, at least as'

I
L 4 to a number of the contentions that Intervenors -- that were

5 admitted to the proceeding, and the Licensing Board's

| 6 decision on those; that is, all those touching upon what you
i

i 7 would call erosion, intrusion and active maintenance --

8 haven't all of those issues now had the Licensing Board's
-

9 rationale removed?
j;
4- 10 MR. KARAGANISt Absolutely.

1 -

,

- 11 JUDGE MOORE: Even if the result were to remain r,

;

,

the same, there's no rationale from the Licensing Board to12
1

'
13 support it?

<

14 MR. KARAGANIS: Absolutely. |
!

'

15 JUDGE MOORE: On all-of those issues that touch --

- 16 MR. KARAGANIS: Erosion, intrusion -- absolutely.

17- Now, again, what we've requested is that if you're going.to
,

'
18 retain jurisdiction which, in all good faith, we don't think

- 19 you have---

20 JUDGE KOHL: We understand that argument.- You'

21 need not repeat that again.

22 MR.-KARAGANIS: If you do --

t

| 23 JUDGE MOORE: We will henceforth assume we have

. 24 jurisdiction through all of your presentation.

25 ' MR . KARAGANIS: There's no way you can defend the j

[
. . - - . - , -. . .. - - . - . - - - - -.
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1 Licensing Board decision -- and we'll get into the merits of ,

-

' - 2 the appeal -- given the changed circumstance: that the staff

- 3 has brought to bear. What should happen is that it should

j 4 go back.to the SLB.

5 JUDGE KOHLt Give me your top three changed

I 6 circumstances and explain why they're material or

7 significant?

8 MR. KARAGANISt Active maintenance; active

3 maintenance changes, among other things, -- active

10 maintenance and the technical assumptions that go with it;
.

11 namely, that the soil erosion barrier -- the soil barrier -

12 - is going to remain in place. The-fact is that now- you

() 13 have to assume-that the soil barrier won't remain in place. ,

,

14' Indeed, the-staff alludes to the hypothesis of the soil

15 barrier not remaining in place.
.,

.16 Number one --- and Dr. George Levin who submitted

17 an affidavit on our behalf, points out.very clearly that all

18 of the-emission, the radiation projections, were predicated

19- on a soil barrier being in place. So, you've got to go back-
,

i
'

.20 and reexamine what the emissioe,s would be with the soil

21 barrier not in-pla,e, to.the local community.

22 JUDGE KOHLt So that renders invalid, the analyses

23 that were done as to the' existing cobble that's always been

24- there.;

25- MR. KARAGANIS Exactly, and not of the existing-

. . . _ . _ _ _ . _ . . , _ . - _ _ ,. ; _ _,_..__-___._.,; -- . . . . . . _ , . _ . . - .
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-- I cell because the existing cell's emissions to the external .j

O 2' environment were predicated on c h foot barrier being in
'

3 place. -

'

4 JUDGE MOORE: Whether or not it invalidates them,

f5 you have a-right to challenge whether or not, as a factual

6 matter --

7 MR. KARAGANIS: Absolutely.

8 JUDGE MOOREt -- they are, so these are factual |

9- issues in which you haven't been given an opportunity to

10 challenge because the rules of the game have been changed?

'. 11 MR. KARAGANIS: They changed on appeal, exactly.

12 -Again, I say, if. Board decides to move forward with this and
I

( -13 doesn't want to send it to SLB and wants to hear the merits

~14 on all of this, these are the issues that we're going to

15 come-in with.
.i

16 Let me finish answering Board Member Kohl's

17 questions. You asked-about the maintenance rule. The

18 maintenance rule also affects intrusion. The-changa'in the.-

19 maintenance rul'e also affects the whole question of the |

20 integrity of the cell.

! '21 once you're beyond the question of active-

22 maintenance for the soil, then you now have to start looking

23 at the clay-cobble barrier in an entirely different light. ;

24 You've got new affidavits by both Their and Levin that raise |

25 serious factual questions about the clay-cobble barrier;

_ - _ _ - _ _ . . _ . _ _ _ . . . . . _ . _ _ _ . . _ _- _ ___. u . 2 _ . _ . . _ _ , . _ - .. . . _
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1 indeed, the technical analysis by the staff says the clay-
|

'

2 cobble barrier has to serve different functions. |

3 It is now the primary barrier. You get into, if )

4 you look at Their's affidavit and get into the question of

5 the mix of larger rocks with small grain materials, you get j

|
6 into Levin's testimony with respect to freeze-thaw cyclest ;

7 all of these are issues, given the fact that they've now

8 changed their position, that need exploration factually. We I

9 intend to do it by both discovery and by way of factual

10 presentation on the merits in whatever forum we're in,

11 whether it be the Licensing Board below of before this body.

12 JUDGE WILBER: You indicate that active

13 maintenance is a new issue.

14 MR. KARAGANIS: It's a new position. The --

15 JUDGE WILDER: I'm sorry, new position. All

16 right. Now, is there anything in the record before the

17 Licensing Board that would have indicated that their

18 approach was incorrect?

19 MR. KARAGANIS: Well, the Licensing Board said,

20 We're going to take Part 61 definition of active

21 maintenance; therefore, we're not going to examine the

22 issue. They took it as a legal issue. They said that the

23 question of maintenance of the grass land, of the grassy

24 materials --

25 JUDGE WILBER: Well, I understand that. I'm just

.- _ - . _ - , ,
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1 raying, wac there any challenge to this definition?_

2 MR. KARAGANIS: Yes, there was a challenge to the-

3 use of the definition by the ctate of Illinois. |

|

4 JUDGE WILDER: Okay. And you can cite that?

5 MR. KARAGANIS The active maintenance? Yes, I

6 think I can find that for the Board. I can't find it

7 immediately in front of me.

B With respect to the motion, then, let me suggest

9 that it's active maintenance. With respect to a motion to

10 vacato, it is the whole issue of the rocks. You've got a

11 very detailed affidavit. The staff technical position --

12 Dr. Lovin studied the staff technical position as to two key

() 13 characteristics of the rocks, which again changed things'

14 dramatically.
!

15 One, the core as used by Kerr McGoc, apparently on'

16 the data that is available to us in the short window of time

17 of July, violate the standards. Those rocks do. So you're
;

10 going to have to likely get rocks out West.

19 Number two, there is not, and this is one of the

20 things that's mado very, very important in the technical

21 analysis by both the NRC technical people and the DOE

22 people, you have to do this smectite analysis to determino
,

23 the characteristics of the rock, and that hasn't been done.
.

24 So that's another aspect of --

25 JUDGE MOORE: How do you respond to Kerr-McGee's

_ - . ._. . _ __ _ _ _ __ , - - _
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1 ponition that, in spite of this, they, not the staff, but

\
2 they still hold to their vegetative cover as being a

3 sufficient erosion intrusion barrier?

4 MR. KARAGANIS: If I may, Judge, Kerr-McGee, in

5 the transfer letter on the July 23rd -- it's dated July

6 20th, but it says July 23rd -- report says, We're going to

7 go to forest succession.

8 JUDGE MOORE: I'm sorry?

9 MR. KARAGANIS We're going to go to forest

10 succession. In other words, their active maintenance for

11 grasslands is premised on, indeed, active maintenance --

12 somebody out there with a mower making sure that we don't go

() 13 to a change in succession of vegetation.

14 Once the Commission definition changes, the

15 prohibition is against active maintenance, and active

16 maintenance includes mowing, then you're in a situation

17 where you're going to go fourth succession, and Kerr-McGee

18 says that.

19 Once you're in fourth succession, there is a-

20 debate. Kerr-McGee says, So? We have nature trees, and

21 they won't erode. They won't cause erosion. You have other

22 people, including the staff, that nay, What trees are going

23 to go are going, and that's again a factual issue that needs

24 further exploration.g w,
~

25 JUDGE WILBER: Your Footnote 3 -- I hope I'm in

I

.
.

. . . ..
_ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - - - - _ _
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1 the right brief this time -- speaks of the change in the

r

2 cell design, and you only mention one thing, the increase of'

3 rock size. Are there other changes? Are there any other

4 changes?

5 MR. KARAGANIS: Yes. Again, the thickness of the

6 cell barrier was used as a means of emission measurement.

7 So there's been a change in that. Without active

8 maintenance, you're going to see a thinner cell, according

9 to the facts; so you're going to have different radiation

10 emissions.

11 Number two, you've got rocks coming in that are

12 prone to rock -- I'm sorry --

() 13 JUDGE WILBER: No, no. I'm saying, were there any

14 changes in the design? You're saying what's wrong with the

15 design; I'm saying, was that the only change that was made

16 in the design?

17 MR. KARAGANIS: Well, again, we got these things

18 by way of overnight courier without opportunity to do any

19 examination. We think, as Dr. Their points out and Mr.

20 Levin points out, that the rock selected by Kerr-McGee to

21 meet the PMP and other crosional forces are not going to be

22 adequate, and they are serving a role they cannot serve

23 because, among other things, of their grain size and the

g 24 grain mix distribution that exists there.

%-]
25 That's pointed out by Dr. Their as to the grain

|

|

- _ _ - - - - _ - _ _ _ _
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1 mix distribution, saying that Kerr-McGee's projections are
'

2 based on a much different grain mix distribution.

3 Again, these are things that shouldn't be --

4 JUDGE MOORE: How,.Kerr-McGee argues, as I

5 understand it, that these are mere details.- These'are more

6 specifics on how they will execute this design, and the

7 design hasn't changed. ;

8 MR. KARAGANIS: Let me --

9 JUDGE MOORE: Is there any' answer you've given?

y Is that how you respond to Kerr-McGee?10

11 MR. KARAGANIS: We think,'and we've submitted to

12 the effect, that use of this kind of rock in this kind of

'13 design circumstances causes major problems. Now, I'm going

14 to say to-you that I think Kerr-McGee ought to-htve the

15 opportunity, when materials'are put on appeal -- indeed, ,

16 they say it. They say it's totally inappropriate for now

17 evidence to come in on appeal. That's Kerr-McGee's
t

-

18 position. It's also ours.

19 What we suggest is, is that if we have to play the ;

20 game -- and they did, too -- they submitted extra record

21 material, and we submitted extra record material in response

22 -- we think discovery is going to show that there are major

23 flaws. This is-too important an issue to-the public-health

24 o'f thousands of people for counsel to be making glib factual

25 conclusions here on a summary record-that's been put

_ _ - - _ -
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1 together by way of rush affidavits. We're entitled to,_
.' \
\ - 2 discovery, we're entitled to a hearing on the merits, we're

3 entitled to the formal procedure, again _ .' the Board retains

4 jurisdiction. That's where we are with respect to the

5 motion to vacate.

6 Again, we think it should go back to the Board,
,

7 the Licensing Board, if you're going to do it. Actually,

8 since the staff is requesting an amendment to the license,

9 it more properly goes back to the director of the -- the

10 staff itself first for proper noticing, but it should go ,

11 back to the Licensing Board. Then, if you want to have

12 hearings on the merits on it, let's put in a discovery

in) 13 schedule and a hearing schedule so that we can get to the
w-

14 merits of these issues.

15 JUDGE KOHL: Getting back to Judge Wilber's

16 question a few minutes ago about design changes, are there

17 any changes in the diversion ditches or the slope of the

18 cell, the slope of the ditches?

19 MR. KARAGANIS: Well, there appear to be. Again,

20 we were faced with the situation of suddenly we're

21 observers. You can sit in on the benches and watch what

22 goes on, and then maybe we'll let you in on a conference

23 call, but don't participate.

24 Our technical --

25 JUDGE KOHL: Well, but you eventually were

- - - - - - -
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i
i provided with the information. D-

2 MR. KARAGANIS Oh, no. j

. l
3 JUDGE KOHL: You got the Board notifications. ]
4 MR. KARAGANIS We got Board notifications, but

5- there'are a-lot of questions about those Board
.

6 notifications, tremendous questions.
!

'7 JUDGE KOHLt But there was a. lot of material
i

8 attached to those Board notifications.

9 MR. KARAGANIS: But a lot of materials with a lot i

10- of new holes. With respect to things like -- we have

=11 statements with respect to changes in-design. The

12- se'dimentation basin has had a change in design.

13 JUDGE KOHL: Kerr-McGee disputes that, as'I reen11

14 --
;

15 MR. KARAGANISt: Well', again, We have Dr.-Their's
i

16' affidavit. Again, what we need to do to explore that

17 -situation is-discovery.- We have-a lawyer saying that~it-has
,

18 . changed and a lawyer-saying-it-hasn't changed.

19 JUDGE KOHL: Okay. Let's get back to the second

-20 :part of.-the question-I-asked about ten minutes.ago. I asked

21' you to identify what you thought the changes were, and then

22 I asked-you to explain-whv they are material or significant.

23 MR. KARAGANIS: All right. I have indicated that

; 24 the loss of the grass bar.rier changes emissions.

'

25- JUDGE KOHL Okay. Right. Talk about your
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1 changen to the sedimentation pond. Why is that a material

- 2 change, assuming that there was a change?

3 MR. KARAGANIS: Well, Vith respect to it -- again,

4 I don't profess to be up on all the engineering nuances of

5 it right now -- the question is, is whether the design can

6 handle the PMP ovent. What you've got is suggestions that

7 they have not designed it to handle the appropriate PMP

8 event. Again, on cold affidavits, I can't explore that. I

9 need to have some discovery with respect to it.

10 I want to get back to something that the staff

11 says in its primary brief on the merits after looking at the

12 EPA brief. What Dr. Levin says is that you've got a number

13 of conditions now with loss of the carth and cover which can

14 lead to a breach of the clay-cobble cover.

15 Now, this is not a catastrophic breach. We're not

16 talking about the whole top blowing off. But you get a small

17 breach-in there, and you can have catastrophic consequences.

18 If you get a small breach in the material, and you've got

19 radioactive material blowing all over the west Chicago

20 community.

21 You've got a nude record here. With respect to

22 that problem, you've got a nude record because the

23 definition of active maintenance was different as it was

24 used below. It is incumbent --

25 JUDGE MOORE: Does forestation not require active

_ _ -- _ . . .- _ _ _- _
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1 Maintenance? How do you keep the trees from being cut down?

kJ 2 MR. KARAGANISt Well, one of the things about

forestation, and the record below is very mixed on this, hows

4 do you koop the trees from root projections --

S JUDGE MOORE: If you put something in the middle

6 of the city, I'm more concerned about them being cut down.

7 MR. KARAGANIS: Well, now you've con.o out with a

8 nuance, Judge, about intruders, because you've got people

9 making trees. This is going to be here for 1,000 years.

10 Somebody could say, It might make a spot for a nico hotel

11 with the view it might have.

12 You have questions of active maintenanco in a

() 13 forest situation which is going to cause, in a forest

14 situation, the destruction of the soil cover. The staff

15 agrees with that; Dr. Levin agrees with thatt Dr. Theirs has

16 agreed with it before. So loss of cover is a major thing

17 which would lead to loss of clay-cobble layer. That is an

18 important issue.

19 With respect to the other issues, and I might add

20 one of the things that is very very important -- this board-

21 directed the NRC staff to respond to the EPA brief. Now,

22 we'll get to the merits of the brief in a minute -- merits

23 of our brief. Please look the July 29, 1989 letter of the

f-~ 24 EPA. One of the things that you'll --

V
25 JUDGE KOHL: Is that in the record of this case?

_. . - - .. . .- .. - - - _
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1 MR. KARAGANIS: I don't know the answer to that,

k 2 question.s

!
'

3 JUDGE MOORE: Well, if it's not in the record, you

4 just told us a little while ago that we can't look at

5 material if it's not in the record, if I might finish
,

6 please.

7 MR. KARAGANIS: That's right.

8 JUDGE KollL So, we need to know. If you're

9 standing here asking us to look at a particular document ~~ 1

10 MR. KARAGANIS Yes, it is attached --

11 JUDGE KollL -- at.d you can't tell me where it is

12 --

() 13 MR. KARAGANIS: I can tell you where it is. It's

14 attached to the EPA brief.

15 JUDGE KollLt That doesn't make it in the record

16 for evidentiary purposes, does it, such that we could rely

17 on it.

18 JUDGE WILBER: Could you describe it a little more

19 clearly, which letter you're talking about?

20 MR. KARAGANIS: Yes, it is the July 29th letter

21 and attachment 1989 letter, it's attachment 1 to the EPA

22 brief -- this brief filed --

23 JUDGE IIILBER: Is this the one where the EPA is

24 taken a -- it's a letter to the NRC --

25 MR. KARAGANIS: That's correct.

i

. . . . . . . .- .
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1 JUDGE WILBER: -- for their position on the SFES?

2 MR. KARAGANIS That's correct.

3 JUDGE WILDER: All right. Thank you.

4 MR. KARAGANIS That's correct. And you might J

5 note that there's a whole dispute that exists, and this

6 relates to the July 31st commission staff thing on

'

7 groundwater. There's a dispute that exists as to what the

8 groundwater standards are and whether or nut this staff has
I

9 shown that RCRA-standards will be met with respect to the
,

10 groundwater contamination. Now, what-we have --

11 JUDGE KOHL: Who raised that as a contention? Did

12 -- well, there's only one party.that raised contentions here

() 13 and that's Illinois. Did they raise or attempt to raise the

14 contention that deals with groundwater and RCRA and other

15 issues?

16 MR. KARAGANIS: Ms. Kohl, I don't know what
i

17 contentions were allowed or not allowed. In-other words, I

18 don't whether -- I know that those contentions were not
,

19 dealt with by the licensing board.

20 JUDGE KOHL: Isn't that rather critical to the ,

21 presentation of your case,' knowing what the litigable. issues

22 are or the issues that were attempted to be raised? Doesn't

23 that define the scope of this proceeding?
)

24 MR. KARAGANIS: It was not in the allowed

25 contentions. Under normal circumstances, one might say it

,
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1 does define the scope of the proceeding, except, as by

2 invitation of the Board, the EPA was asked, all right,'

3 you've filed this letter, now do you have anything to tell

4 us? They proceeded to tell you.

5 JUDGE Ko}!Lt They were asked to file a brief on

6 the record that was compiled and the decision issued by the

7 Licensing Board.

8 MR. KARAGANIS: I understand.
|

9 JUDGE KOi!Lt They Woro not invited to submit new

10 material.

Il MR. KARACANISt When they did submit new material,

12 the staff stood up and said, my gosh, what the EPA says here

13 has merit to it and we want to submit new material as well.

14 All I'm saying is that the RCRA compliance issues

15 that the staff disagreed with are not addressed -- staff

_16 disagreed with in a letter, they are not addressed in the

| 17 brief here. One of the questions you've got with --

| 18 JUDGE Kol!L What I'm trying to get a handle on

|- 19 are those issues -- were they over -- did Illinois'ever sock

20 to put them into controveroy? Because, as I believe you're

21 aware, adjudicatory boards at the NRC, are only supposed to

22 look at the issues put into contest by the party.

| 23 MR. KARAGANIS: All right. I would say that

24 groundwater compliance issues were put into issue. Whetherp

25 or not there is a -- a term known as alternatjve
,

1

i

_ - . _ . _ __ _ _ _ , _ ._. - . . _ . -
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1 concentration limits, which EPA alludes to, which are

Ob- 2 premised on the fact that staff gave EPA average numbers on

3 the EP tests, the extraction procedure teste Instead of

4 giving EPA max number, instead of giving EPA the range of

5 data.

6 EPA says in their letter, you didn't give us the

7 numbers. If the numbers are high, you've got a whole

D different set of regulatory requirements here, both under, I

9 might add, both under EPA RCRA requirements and under

10 Appendix A requirements. None of this has been done.

11 Again, if you look at the groundwater analysis,

12 the whole question of corrective action, the design changes,

13- deal with the whole corrective action issue as well, and

14 what's going to be done with respect to distinguishing

15 between the existing contamination and the past

16 contamination.

17 I want to let Mr. Seith address the merits of the

18 brief.

19 JUDGE KOHL: Before you go, you keep mentioning

20 EPA. Just out of curiosity, does -- is EPA taking any

21 regulatory action, with respect to this entire matter?

22 MR. KARAGANIS Yes. Yes.

23 JUDGE KOHL: What is that?

24 MR. KARAGANIS: EPA has put on the NPL list all of

25 the ancillary sites, and indeed alluded to that, so that all
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!
I sites, but'the factory site are on the EPA circle of

2 jurisdiction at this point.

3 EPA has alluded to the fact that there will be

4 RCRA jurisdiction questions that have come up and with the

5 transfer of jurisdiction, EPA may be considering putting the

6 factory site on the on the Superfund list as well. ;

7 The logic would be that if the smaller sites are

8 on the Supe rfund list, logic would indicate that the -- that

9 the larger ,the factory site would probably also be on the-

10 superfund. They have not done that-at this time,-with the-

11 other sites that have been on the list. i

12- JUDGE WILBER: One more question please. On-page

13 11 of your brief, you speak of a water detention pond that

14 Kerr-McGee intends to' construct. I look-at the layout of

15 'that and there are 2 of those. Do you know which one you

i; 16 are referring to? I don't know if one of these is not yet
,

!

17 constructed and is to be constructed.

18 MR. KARAGANIS: (Consults document.)
h

19 JUDGE.WILBER: My next question is, is that a

20 temporary pond or is it a' permanent structure or what is it?

21 MR. KARAGANIS: I don't know the. answer to that

22 question.

23. JUDGE WILBER: All right.

24. MR. SEITH: I ani going to try to. hold as close to

25 our original division of time as possible. I'll take about

_ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - -
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"

1 ten minutes to address the merits of the appeal and then

2 allow Mr. Karaganis to address the merits as well.

3' I will not beat to deatn the issue of

; 4 jurisdiction.

5 JUDGE KOHL Thank you.

6 (Laughter.)

7 MR. SEITH: Let me just point out a couple of

8 things.

9 First of all, I think the underlying point, the

10 central point that we are making in the-brief on the merits

11 is this site, both the Staff and the Atomic Safety and.

12 Licensing Board went to great lengths to, again in our

| 13 opinion, completely ignore criterion 1 under the Appendix A

14 criteria in Part 40 of the Federal Regulations.

15 I think the most significant ones are set forth in

'

16 our brief.

17 JUDGE KOHL: I'd like you to, for-purposes of the

18' argument, tell me now which do you think are the most
'

19 important of.the ones you've discussed in your brief?

! 20 MR. SEITH . For example --

21 JUDGE KOHL: Human intrusion, is that one of your

22 top three?

23 MR. SEITH: Absolutely. I don't have that.

| 24 Human intrusion, calculated dose, and erosion, I

'25 would say, are the top three of the ones considered.
.

- _ . _ . . _ . _ - . _ . _ . _ . - . _ . . . . _ . . , , ___ . , , - . . _ _ . _ _ , . . _ . . , _ _ _ . . _ . _ , _ . . -- ,._
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1 JUDGE WILBERt Erosion ralates to active

2 maintenance?

3 MR. SEITH: Active muntenance and the failure to

4 consider probable maximum precipitation event.

5 JUDGE WILBER: All right.

6 MR. SEITH: I think that the staff's reversal on

7 these issues,-following a submission of the EPA brief,

e further bolsters and validates the claims that we made on

9 appeal-before the filing of the EPA brief.

10 The staff now-is no longer relying on vegetation

11 as.a primary barrier.

12 They now insist that the PMP event does need to

13 considered.

14 They now insist that it is essential to analyze

i
i15 parameters of rock size.

16 They now confirm that the original cell design is

17 going to require some active maintenance, as we maintained.

18 JUDGE KOHL: You raised human intrusion as an

19 active maintenance type issue. Correct?

20- MR. SEITH: Yes.

'
21 Two things with human intrusions one of the key'

22 points.there is that we submitted an affidavit indicating

23 that there were past occurrences, actual' occurrences --

24 we're not just talking about pure speculation here but past

25 actual occurrences of intrusion on the site during a period

|

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _
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1 of timo when Korr-McGee is out there actively protecting the
,

/ T
\v' 2 site, and that what they are proposing is that, once the

3 cell is built, is to walk away from the site.

4 The Board all but ignored that testimonial

5 ovidence by way of affidavit and said it's our conclusion

6 that human intrusion is not going to be a probable

7 occurrence, without any reference.

8 JUDGE MOORE: And they reached that conclusion by

9 saying that this mound, monument, hill was not an attractive

10 nuisance.

11 Whero did that concept work its way into this

12 proceeding?

I' )) 13 MR. SEITil: I'm as baffled as you are. I have
%.

14 absolutely no idea.

15 JUDGE MOORE: That wasn't suggesto0 in anyone's

16 affidavits, on summary disposition of cross motion, or in

17 response to a motion for summary disposition?

18 MR. SEITH: Not that I am aware of, and even if it

19 was, again it would be inappropriate for the Board, on a

20 motion for summary disposition, to make that sort of

21 determination without an evidentiary hearing.

22 JUDGE MOORE: Well, isn't that term a word of art?

23 MR. SEITH: Attractive nuisance?

24 JUDGE MOORE: Yes.,s
! )

~

25 MR. SEITH: Yes.

_____m__- _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ - - _ _ _ _ - - . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , _ _
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1 JUDGE MooREt And it has one meaning and one

2 meaning only?

3- MR. SEITH: Tort negligence law, absolutel'.

4 So, I don't know. I don't know the answer to how

5 that came to be.

6 Those are the central points that I wish to make. i

,

7 I'd like to yield the balance of my time to Mr. Karaganis.

8 Thank you.

9 MR. KARAGANIS If I may, just a0 a followup on

10 something~Mr. Seith said on the radiation issue, when the

11 Doard originally gave the staff the continuance it requested

12 back in June, at the tail-end of the Board's order, they

~13 'said that they expected the parties to address'all the

14 issues, and they made specific reference to confusion that

15 existed over whether or not the radiation requirements of
;

16 Section 192'of the EPA regulations had been met.

17 Again, discovery-can' find many things,'but the

'
10 best we can read, in looking at the EPA correspondence in.

.19 Bennetti's affidavit, comparing.it with Swi7t's affidavit,-
i

2 0.. , Swift is apparently saying that,-yes, because we didn't

21. calculate it in a certain way,:. if it .were recalculated

-22 according to the 50-year limit, which NRC staff now uses,

23 that the emissions here would violate 192.

24 JUDGE MOORE: In this question, precision'in terms

25 is paramount.
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|; 1 You're talking about a 50-year committed dose?
I >

|\ 2 MR. KARAGANIS: Right. I'm sorry. I apologize,
i i

! 3 JUDGE MOORE: Isn't this whole problem because
!-

4 there is no -- that the term that appears in 192, annualized

| 5 . dose -- I'm sorry, I can't recall it at the moment -- that's

! 6 not a term of art?
i.
I

f. 7 MR. KARAGANIS: Right.

8 As I understand it, 3PA and NRC staff are now in

j 9 agreement.
L

[ 10 They use a shorthand of the term you used, the 50-
1

i
I: 11 . year committed dose, and they now are in agreement that
i

12 that's what should be used, and I read Mr. Swift's affidavit

13 as saying that if you redid the calculations to use that,

|' 14 'the limits of 192 would not be met, and then he goes on to
l'
|- 15 -enter into several qualifications, saying we could get a
F ,

'

[ 16 grant variance,.we could recompute things.
!

17 .But at the_present state of.-the data, 192 appears
;

' 10 ' 'not to be met, if you use that 50-year committed dose.
.

-19- I just raise that as a fairly important point,

20 given the State's position.
V

21 .Our central point ---we've got severol, and I

22 ' direct you to Dr. Levin's affidavit, direct.you to the whole

'

.23 question of the various mechanisms of failure that weren't

L- 24 addressed.
!

25 You've got two competing philosophies working

|!
u

. _. , _. u c. , _ _ _ _.. _ . _ _._...___;.___._ . _ - . . -.__-._.x..,_._____..
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1 here..

2 You've got the philosophy of citing to avoid

3 engineering failure, and then you seem to have an add-on

4 -layer, as Judge Kohl has indicated, but Congress was clearly

5 saying cost does enter into it.

6 The question is do you ignore citing and make cost

7 paramount? And one of the things we have seen here -- and
3

8 many of us have worked on major engineering projects around

9 .the country -- EPA's brief and the City's brief emphasize

10 that there is a refusal to address these alternatives under

11 the hypothesis of potential failure, not catastrophic j

12 failure, not the whole thing is going to fall down, but

13 failure mechanisms that will impose costs on the surrounding ;

14' community. -

15 The premise that seems to infect Kerr-McGee

16 position and the staff's position is whatever engineering

17 bells and whiutles we put onto any of these sites, we mu.st

!

18 assume, for the entire life of the site, that they will
'

19 work.

20 If that's the case, I guarantee you, just by ;

21- simple-arithmetic, that the least-cost site will always win,

22 because the assumption -- the bedrock assumption is that

23 there will never be any failure.

24- So, therefore, a fortiori, the least--cost site

O 25 must win, and citing considerations become irrelevant.

I

. _ _ . . _ _ _ . _
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l' We talk about it in the brief. Dr. Levin talks

2 about it in his affidavit.

3- Using the logic of the staff, with the appropriate

4 engineering bells and whistles, you cculd put one in

5 Lafayette Park, you could put one in downtown Manhattan or

6 downtown-Chicago, because there is an assumption that it
-!

7 will never fail.
,

-8 -Since it will never fail and since the design

9 considerations are.similar to all the sites, the dosages are

10 roughly the same, and the sites all compare equally in terms

11 of their potential health effect, and therefore, you simply-

12- look at the bottom-line dollar.

( 13 This-ought to go again into your questions about 9

14 precedential effect. We think it is centrally important
!

15 that siting considerations be put in their proper and |

16 fundamental perspectivet'that is to say, costs are not

17 irrelevant, but costs must be looked at from the context of

18 -what happens if therecis a breach?

19 What happens to the costs in the surrounding
4

20 community? What happens, for example,-in Super Fund cleanup

21- costs? What happens with property values with contaminated

-22 property?_-

23 Those are legitimate costs to be considered in the

124 event of a. failure mechanism taking place. Similarly, the

O 2- whole question of cleanup costs with respect to.the various

)
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.

-1 contamination that already has taken place there and the ~

/
^

A .. 2 difficulties with respect to delineating between the two. i

. ..

'3 " JUDGE WILBER: You mentioned that it didn't have- I

-4 to be a catastrophic failure of the engineering design

5 features?. "

6 MR. KARAGANIS Right.

7- - JUDGE WILBER: Where does it stop? What would you

8 offer? A single failure? Multiple failures? What would
,

9 you look at? I can see infinity here.
,

10 MR. KARAGANIS: Judge, .there are a number of
,

11 things and a number of ranges, but one of the things that

12 has been posited is a failure of the clay-cobble barrier.

'

13. .Let's say there's a five foot breach in it.

14 Now, the - term, " catastrophic," is used by the

15 staff toisuggest that-the whole cell fails and you-must do

16 some kind of worst-case analysis. We're not talking about

17 .that. . We are talking about a range of alternative scenarios
-i

-18' of various failure modes that .uight-occur and.what the

19 consequences of-those might be.

.20 If you had a breach of the containment' structure
,

21 in' West Chicago versus a breach of the containment structure

22 in one of.the~ mines, for. example, that exists at the:other

u
'

23 sites, the consequences are dramatically different to the

(:) .
24' human population, to the costs of cleanup, to the qv.estions

25 of environmental impact.

_-_ - -
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1 That's why we think failure has got to come in in
p_
i

5 /' 2 looking at siting alternatives. It's got to be a mechanism.

3 If you follow the basic premise that all sites will always

4 work, you're always going to pick the site that's right in

5 the center of town and that's got the least cost.

6 Then you might just as well, as Kerr McGee wou'd

7 suggest, rubber stamp every one of these site proposals, and

8 you can't do that.

9 JUDGE MOORE: Here, in the SFES, the staff's

10 conclusion is that the health effects from the proposed

11 cell, as well as the alternatives, are all negligible,

12 across the board.

(r) 13 MR. KARAGANIS: As a matter of fact, there's a

14 rodercte advcntage to the existing site and the health

15 effects are virtually flat line. There's no real

16 substantial difference, exactly.

17 JUDGE MOORE: Then by transporting things, even

18 though we're dealing with negligible effects, we suddenly

19 get effects that are not negligible because we have not, in

20 shipping we have not used essentially closed containers to

21 reduce the number to zern.

22 If the health effects of all sites are negligible,

23 one, why then do you need to consider transportation at all?

24 Two, if you do consider transportation, is it fair to useg-s.
''

25 DOT regulations that will giv( you an enormous number, when
;

I

|

|
_ _ _ _ . - - -
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1 .it's possible;to make that number zero by just using_ closed ;
-

-

h |L -containers _to ship? ;

3 ftR. KARAGANIS: Judge, EPA makes that' exact point.'

4 Again,_whether it's_ extra-record or not extra-record, they
J

5- make that point in their letter to the agency. They say
i

' '

6 there are. ways to make the_ transportation hazard -irrelevant.-

7 The bottom line then becomes -- again, because.the

8 assumption is that this site will never fail and all the -

9 . widgets will always work -- is that you've got to go to_the
,

-10 lowest cost alternative automatically. That means that

'

11 there's never going to be a remote site picked.

12 There's never going to be a site that's away from
. .-

I''\ 13 groundwater-b'ocause the. presumption is that with the right .

A., ) "
1

'

11 4' -amount-of engineering, we can always.fix it and-we-can

15- always prevent it. -Therefore, let's alwaysLgo in the center

16 of town.

17- That's:not what Appendix.A talks about. Dr. Levin '

.18 = talks about how to-bring costs into this questions. LLook-at ,

19 the-failure modes. There may be -- and if you:took the

20 alternative sites between the center;of West-Chicago, mines

21 in Illinois and places out in Utah, it may be that failure

22 scenarios in the mines would not present_any significant

23 costs in terms of public health and community-impact and

}c~
therefore you might say, well, you only.need to go short-24

- Q 25 distances as opposed to long distances.

|
1

-,- - . , - - . ,,
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1 That's the only way to examine what the true

2 environmental and health costs of some of these sites are

3 going to be, and that's the only way to implement Appendix

4 A. I might add, given the state of this record and given

5 the state of the proceedings at this point, whatever you do

6 on the merits of this thing is going to be an enormously

7 precedential decision, if you get to the merits.

O I think, given the status of this record; number

9 one -- repeating like a broken record -- you ought to

10 reexamine the jurisdiction; number two, before you get to

11 the merits of the appeal, we've got to have adjudicatory

, 12 hearings on the various issues that have been raised post-

[')T
13 ALB decisionmaking. Thanks very much.

%.
14 JUDGE MOORE: Before we hear for the Appellees,

15 we'll take a 10 minute recess and we'll reconvene at 11:00,

16 [Brief recess.)

17 JUDGE MOORE: Mr. Meserve?

18 MR. MESERVE: I must apologize for my late arrival

19 this morning. I had been reading and believing the NRC

20 statements about consolidation at another building, and I

21 found myself at the White Flint building at 9:15. I dashed

22 over here. I apologize. I hope I didn't delay your start.

23 What I'd like to do is to try to touch on many of

24 the points that have been raised by the appellants in this
O 25 case. I'll deal first with jurisdiction; secondly, I'd like

. _ _ _ .______ _- _ -
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1 to deal'with the application of Munsingware.

N
- -b / 2 I'd liko~to turn to a variety of the erosion

1
3 issues which have been raised which arise in both the '

;4 context of the motion to reopen and on the merits. I'd then [
!

5 like to turn to Criterion-1, and then there's a scatter shot

6. selection of other issues which I will-then turn to.

7 The Board will find in front-of you on the bench l
!

8 a. booklet which we. prepared, which was really for the j

9 -convenience of the Board, which is a set of exhibit 1

10 materials that are from the record which I think bear on a

11- variety of. issues which are pending today,.and I will be

- 12 making references to at least some of these materials as we -|

-( c13 : proceed. -

i

141 Let me turn first to jurisdiction._ As the Board 1

i
15 is well aware, the state applied for the authority to assume. ],

16 jurisdiction over byproduct material, Section 11(e)(2)

171 byproduct material, and the Commission, on Hovember 1, 1990,

i 18 authorized the state to assume at least some power over the
|

19 material ~of the type that-is at the west Chicago site. That j

- 20 decision-of the Commission'is currently under review.in: thel

|

21. EKT Circuit. The city and the state, with support from the l:

1

-22 staff, suggested'that this appeal must be terminated as a

' 23 result of the Commission's action.

24 I don't think that, and I'm sure the Board

25- appreciates that the effect of the transfer is not one that

|

-1

. , . . --- - ,,_- .|
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|- 1 is going to be easy to resolve. The jurisdictional issue is,s

| 'i

\- - 2- not clear. Kerr-McGee submitted a petition for-rehearing |
-

3 before the Commission at the occasion of its transfer of'
|:-
'

4 some jurisdiction to the state, and the Commission

5 explicitly stated that it was expressing no opinion as to

6 how the motion to terminate this proceeding should be-

7 resolved.- It left the matter to this appeal board, and this

8 appeal board has the right and obligation to decide the [

9 issue.

10 It is clear,.I believe, that the-Commission does ,

11 retain certain important jurisdiction of the site-even

12 today. The NRC remains inextricably involved in what !

|-

) 13 happens with_ regard to the materials that are out there. .,

14 -One source of that evidence I think is shown on Tab 5 of the

15 materials I've submitted'to you, which is a section from the

16 NRC's regulations which-indicates that prior to the _,

1

17 termination of any agreement state license -- and I'm
,

18 reading from Part A -- the Commission shall have made a
i

19 determination'that all applicable standards and' requirements !

20 pertaining to such material have been met. !

21 It goes under subpart B to define a variety of

22 areas in which the Commission has reserved power,-including

23 the authority to establishsterms and conditions having to do

with the termination of license and decontamination and the
,O.

24

i 25 like.

|

.
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. 1 .There is--- this is one clear indication, which-is

' 2 consistent with the Atomic Energy Act, of the Commission's-

3 continuing obligations with regard-to how these materials at

!4- the site are disposed of. _

5 JUDGE KOHL: Mr. Meserve, I'm not sure what all_of'

,

6. this has to do with answering a question as to whether or

-7 not we_have jurisdiction over this particular proceeding

8 given that the subject matter of this proceeding -- i.e.,

L 9 11(e) (2) ' byproduct material -- has been transferred, the
!

10 jurisdiction over that has been transferred to Ill'inois.

11 MR. MESERVE: Well, let me get into that.- What I

L
12 am going to first establish is to try to define the meets

13 and bounds of the Commission's residual authority, and then i

14- I'm going to turn to the fact that the resolution of this
!

15 appeal is within the matters in which the Commission has

16 retained-its authority. One of the sources of this ,

I

17 authority is the regulation I've cited,_and another is found

j. 18 in 274(o) and in the Commission's decisions in the exact
!

- 19 context of the transfer of certain powers to the state.
,

,

-20 JUDGE ICOHL: Well, shouldn't we look to the

21 November agreement or the amendment to-the agreement first?,

|
'

| -22 I mean, in Article 2 of that agreement, it specifies the

23 area in which the Commission shall retain authority and

L 24 responsibility. It doesn't -- and it lists four items. It

25 doesn't list there this particular adjudicatory proceeding.-
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. . - 1 Is that omission-significant here?

--- q(_/ tU 2 MR. MESERVE: I don't-believe that it's at all

3 significant, Land-the reason is, is that the Commission-now,

'4 in addition to the agreement, has spoken twice on the
s

5 specific issues of -- issues that remain before it and will
:

6- be before it. shortly with regard to this site.- I'm

7- referring specifically to the Commission's decisions with

8 regard to the hearing obligation under Section 274(o).

9 I mean, as this Board is aware, 274(o) requires

10 basically a comparison, an examination of the state's

11 actions, and a determination with whatever the state chocses

12 to do is equivalent to the extent practicable or more

[) 13' stringent than what the Commission would do.
\_/

14 The Commission has discussed that requirement in

15 the context of the transfer of. jurisdiction, and in Tab 7, I

16 have listed or set out the Commission's initial memorandum

17- and order with regard-to the transfer.

18 I'd_like_to suggest that the Board might turn to

19 page eight in which the Commission discussed specifically.

20 the hearing obligation that was before it, and it states:

21 In-addition-to its obligation to_ assess the state's general

22 standards, the Commission also has the very important

23 obligation to assure that a state's applications of

24 standards that differ from those established by the,s

25 Commission meet the various requirements of Section 274(o).

__ -
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1 It-concluded that this site-specific determination
(K>

ls-) 2= ---you'll-look at the next page -- will arise later when the
.

'
3 state attempts to exercise-its authority.

4 JUDGE KOHL: So then chis Commission decision

-5 presumes that the state will have some opportunity to
b

E 6 exercise its-jurisdiction over this case?

7 MR. MESERVE: It will have some opportunity to
,

a propose-various actions-in the next half,
i

9 JUDGE KOHL: But doesn't this' contemplate, though,

10 a procedure whereby this case is terminated. The

11 . proceeding, the license amendment proceeding begins anew

12 before the state agency's. At some point during-that

( 13- process, then, if Kerr-McGee believes there is non-; ,

14 compliance. by the state with what the Commission had in

115 mind, at that point, Kerr-McGee returns to the NRC-under ,

!

16. this proviso and asksithe Commission.to step'in at that.

17 point. Isn't that the scheme that is envisioned by this

'

L18 Commission decision? ,

19' MR. MESERVE: -It is correct that the Commission
_

-20 envisions a s6 heme in which it is going to conduct a

21 comparison of the application of the State requirements wich.

22: -those of the Commission.

23 In Tab 8, it said some discursion about what' j

|
24 exactly that was going to deal with. And Tab 8 was on-the !

1

25 motion for reconsideration of that decision. |

|

|

. . . . __ __-
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, ,
1- JUDGE ^ KOHL: But doesn't all of_that presume that

p)-

(- 2 we terminate this case, and just tie up those loose ends?

3- MR. MESERVE: I don't think it does that at all.

4 -Because the Commission has stated that it expects -- and

5 this is referring to page 2 of Tab 8 -- that the future

6 hearing will involve a comparison of the outcome of an NRC

7. . disposal plan with one that has been formulated under the

8 State procedures.

9 So, the Commission retains jurisdiction. It has

10 to make this comparison. It_ expects to perform this

11 evaluation in the specific and context, a specific way in

12 connection with the Kerr-McGee plan.

( - 13 It anticipates that it is going to compare the

14 application of the State requirements with that which would

15 arise from the application of the NRC's-requirements.

-16 JUDGE KOHL: So, in otherLwords, we have to finish-

17_ the proceeding that was begun before the' Licensing Board.'

18 We go through the various steps of administrative appellate

Ireview that now exist within_the NRC, however long that may19

20 take. Is that correct?

21 MR. MESERVE: I think that's exactly what is

22- contemplated. Because the Commission clearly envisions'that

23 it's going to have a benchmark, an NRC benchmark against

_ '24 which to measure that which the State seeks to impose.

''

.

25 JUDGE MOORE: Mr. Meserve, assume for the moment

|
1

___. . _ _
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1 _that we agree with you that we would have jurisdiction to
,_

lk /b 2 hear the appeal. Or we would reverse and, hence, remand the

-3 Licensing Board for further or additional or a new hearing.

4 Then, does this proceeding go on ad nauseam until

-5- another conclusion is reached below, before-the State

6 exercises any jurisdiction?

7 MR. MESERVE: Of course, we, as the Appellees here-

8 are hopeful that one would not reach that state of affair.

9 But I would think that the-logic of the Commission's

10 position is that it intends to make a specific,-site

11' specific, comparison of what would be required under the NRC

12 rules with whatever-the State needs'to do.

( f 13 The logic of that position does envision that, in

14- _some fashion, the'NRC has to take a stand as to what its
~

15 requirements establish. Now, I could --

16' JUDGE MOORE: Aren't they set forth in Appendix-A,

17 Part 40?

18 MR. MESERVE: Well, the comparison which the

19 Commission has1 envisioned -- this is in their discussion of

20 the hearing request under section:274(o) -- is to,-not only-

21 look at them in a generic basis which has been done, but

22- also to-look-at-them in the site specific basis as they are

23 applied.

- 24 It is our contention that t:in proposal which has

(_ -

25 now been advanced before the NRC for all these years sets

*

|
|

_ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . . _ - - . _ . - - - -
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out we' submit what the NRC requirements would establish, and1-

b 2 whatever the State does should be compared to that plan.

'

3 The' Commission clearly envisions that sort of a

4 concrete comparison, and that the. completion of this

5 proceeding, therefore, falls within the residual

6 jurisdiction that is retained to the Commission to this day.-

7 Of course, as has been indicated by Ms. Kohl,

8 there is as well the Commission Statement of-Policy which

9 contemplates that on-going proceedings are going to be

10 completed and won't be disrupted.. So that there --

11 JUDGE MOORE: Well, doesn't that Policy Statement

12. specifically say that arrangements will-be-made between the

; -13' NRC and the applicant?

14 Now here, there were no explicit arrangements

15 made,.as.I understand it. At least none that.we've been

16 informed of.

17 MR. MESERVE: We submit that there was no need to

18 do that. Commission clearly did not want-to intrude on this

19 Board's-authority-to resolve the appeal.

20 We submit that it~ fully intended that this

-21 proceeding should be completed. For.the reason that there

22 would then be a foundation for undertaking this-comparison.

-23 JUDGE MOORE: If the Commission had intended that,

-24 I mean, we're talking about a very few words that it would
_

25 have taken to say that.

.. ..
. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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1 Isn't it' reaching to formulate the conclusion you-

2 reach from-what they say on page 8, and the paragraph at the

3 top of page 9, in their order saying that they: were going to

.4. -sign the State agreement? ;

!

5 They could have said, Peer Board you're to

6 continue.

7 MR. MESERVE: Well, they-were silent on that

8 issue. And I-think that is regrettable. The fact of the

9- matter is what they did say was that it wasn't an open

10 issue. .It wasn't a clear cut issue. It was something in

11 which they expressed no opinion. It was a matter that was

12- before you.

-13 JUDGE MOORE: Didn't you argue in front of them,

14 toth originally:and in your motion for reconsideration, the

15 -- exact position that you should let this-continue? And.they-

16 didn't say anything. Didn't you argue --

17 MR. MESERVE: Yes. We did argue-that.

'- 18 : JUDGE MOORE: Then, you should tell them.

19 MR.-MESERVE: We argued that we were entitled to-a

20 site specific determination. They told us that will come

21 -- later. There will be a hearing. There-will be a-hearing.

22 And this is reflected both in their original order and on

23- their order in reconsideration.

24 -There-will be a hearing at which all of the site

25 specific issues are going to=be resolved. That --

. _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ - _ _ -
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1 JUDGE MOORE: And that hearing is-the 274(o)
jr'%
TX,sk 2- hearing.

3 MR.-MESERVE: Well, it was the general hearing

4 that has taken place, and then the site specific hearing ]
Sf under 274"that will take place. -

'6 JUDGE MOORE: Later. 1

i

7 MR. MESERVE That Will take place later, on which ]
8 there11s a necessity for a specific comparison of what might

9 'come out;of the NRC's requirements with whatever the State j
11 0 could do.

.

11- JUDGE MOORE: What's the --

12 MR. MESERVE To see if they meet the 274(o) (

( '13 requirements.
y

14- JUDGE MOORE: What's the 274(o) requirement?
i

15 MR. MESERVE: What is the.274(o) requirement? ,

'-

16 . JUDGE MOORE: Correct. If you're positing that,

~

117 onepage 8, that's what the-Commission means, what;does.the
-

18 Statute say?. Isn't that the-source that we shouldLreally be
'

-

fl9 looking~ at?:
1

20- MR.'MESERVE: Yes. You'will find the StatuteEat' i

21 Tab 6 of'the materials that I've submitted to you.- ;

-22 If-you will-look at -- unfortunately, this is a
'

:23 --very long section. I've.-given you the entirety of-Section

24- |274.- If you will look at the very last page of the-tab. -

. -)
,
,-
'' 25 It does define >what the State may do. I'm reading '

i

|-

||
|
t . . - . . . - _ . . . _- . - - . _ . . . , . - . . . . . .
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. 1'' from the end of tna very last paragraph. It says, "In
~

3

Q ;

M 2- adopting requirements pursuant to paragraph 2 of this

3 subsection, with the respect to sites which orders a process

4 primarily for their~ source material content."

5 -They're talking about our-kind of site, j
- The State may adopt alternatives, including where"6 1

7 appropriate site specific alternatives, to the requirements
,

8 adopted and enforced by the Commission for the same purpose.

9' If, after notice and opportunity for public hearing, the q

!

10 Commissi'on determines that such alternatives will achieve _a 3.

'll level of stabilization and containment of the sites j

'12 concerned... and a level of protection of public health and
1.

.

safety, and environment from radiological and-non-13-:,

14 radiological hazards associated with such sites which is

1F -equivalent to, to-the extent practical, a more stringent

16 .than requirements adopted by=the Commission _or by EPA."

17 JUDGE' MOORE: Now,_where does'the legislative

' 18_ . history.say-_the purpose of that section' lies?

19 MR. MESERVE: Well, we discussed this a little bit

t.

'

! .. 20 earlier,-that Section -- that UMTRCA was enacted in 1978 for

421 the purpose of establishing a Federal regulatory regime to-

22- -. control'these materials. That they, in Grand Junction and i
,

23 some other cities-in_the west, had perceived a problem that

24- there wasn't regulatory control and that they, therefore,

O 25 wanted to establish NRC jurisdiction in order to assure that

|

'

., _ . . - . _ _ _ _ - _
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1 the public would be protected.

\m l 2 They took some --

3 JUDGE MOORE: But, wasn't it in the context that

4 the Federal Government, that the States were then regulated,

5 and if the Federal Government with a club, with a bludgeon,

6 that the State would suddenly be essentially ousted of all

7 continual regulatory authority,without so much as a bye or

8 leave. And that, if they didn't apply the NRC requirements,

9 it was inappropriate.

10 Wasn't this section specifically intended -- and,

11 indeed, isn't it essentially copied in the right of a

12 licensee to propose alternatives to a regulatory, an NRC

'T 13 Regulatory standard?-[Q
14 Wasn't.it for the same purpose, to permit the

15 States to have leeway in how they would regulate, because

-16 they're not marionettes of the Commission?

17 MR. MESERVEt I don't believe that is a fair

18 reading of Section 274. Section 274 is a general provision

19 that gives the states authority to assume jurisdiction over

20 a wide range of nuclear materials. When it gets to Section

21 11(e) (2 ) materials, there are a whole series of restrictions

22 that are-imposed on state authority that are not applied to

23 other kinds of byproduct materials, for example. There are

24 requirements as the hearings, there are requirements for-

( s)
25 activities as to analyses that are akin to the final''
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1 environmental statements. There is:this obligation, that
; r" ;

is. !
2 2- the Commission is sitting-on the shoulder of the-states to- ;

3 make sure.that their-actions are appropriate. And the
,

4 reason that they did this I think is that the states were

5 not taking a role in regulation. That's why the Federal
.

6 Government. stepped in. And it was-so concerned about it
,

7 that it wanted to make sure that the state actions that-were-

L 8 taken were ones that were consistent with Federal policy.
|

9 JUDGE MOORE:. Wasn't it that there was no

10 uniformity,.that each state was-left to its own devices?

11 The AEC had authority marginally.- Under source materials,

12- there was an active' license. And'if it was an orphan site,_

) 13 it was solely up to the' state. And so in-colorado, you
-

14 ~ could have one situation, and in Mexico another. And yet it-

15 wasithe same mining company, if you will -- well, but many i

L 16 2 of these were abandoned-sites. But even for active sites,
,

i

17 the-same company could find itself faced-with conflicting,
~

18 Li~f_you'will,. standards _in: essentially.the same' situation.-

!.19 Isn't that.what1the legislative history shows?-

20 MR. MESERVE: That's not my understanding'of-the. ,

21- legislative history.; And,.on_the specific point?with regard--

22 ,toLthis section, as the_ commission has already said, they_
_

23 envision'aLsite-specific hearing that's going to be taken,
1

G'( _
in'which they are going to be comparing activities by the24-

-

25 NRC with those by the state.

|

1
._ __
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- 1 JUDGE KOHL: I wanted to ask you what yourp
5I interpretation was of the sentence that immediately-precedes2

3- -the portion that you-just quoted from, Section 274,

4 specifically, the sentence that says: no' state shall be

5 required under Paragraph 3 to conduct proceedings concerning

6 any license or regulation which would duplicate proceedings

7. conducted by the commission.

8- What do you think that means,-and does it have any_

9 relevance here with respect to the issues of termination and

10 vacation of what was done below, and collateral estoppel,

ll' and mootness, all that._ good stuff? Does this have anything

'12 to do with that?-

1 ) 13 MR. MESERVE: Well, as I'm looking at the section,

14 it's not something that we have argued. And I-don't think

_15 that there is a very clear --

16 JUDGE KOHL: No, nobody has mentioned it, but it

17 does --

18 MR.-~MESERVE: -- there's a very-clear statement,

.19 but it does, in addition --

20 . JUDGE KOHL: -- it does seem'to have,-on its face,-

21 some pertinence.to what is involved here.

22 MR. MESERVE: -It seems to envision that, if there

23' were a transfer, and there were activities that were-

f-~ 24 undertaken by the NRC, the state would not be obliged to
\

25 repeat them.
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$ 1 JUDGE KOHL: But they_wouldn't be prohibited,-

h

2 either. !

3 MR. MESERVE: But unfortunately, that shall not be

4 r.equired t it's the prohibitive aspect of it that would be J;

5 _most helpful to us in this context. And it doesn't say I

6- that, unfortunately.
,.

|: i

|j 7 JUDGE KOHL: We could get the statute amended,-I

; 8 _ guess.

L
p 9 'MR. MESERVE: Let me suggest ~~ I'd like-to move
y

10~ on very._quickly -- but let me suggest that we submit that it-

I
H 11 -.would.be' intolerable to reach any other result but that you'

12 continue to-have jurisdiction, from the viewpoint, I think, ,

-

, __ _
--

f - 13? that there isLa legal foundation for it. -But_I think you- y

1% .-

14 ought to bear in mind some of the history of this case.'

'15 We were brought _into this action.by an order by q

.16: the NRC in.1977 that we submit a plan. That plan has <

f17 -undergone exhaustive scrutiny, including two different. ,

11 8-- environmental assessments, the second:one conducted at the-

L'. , ,

request.of-the. state. -It has undergone examination by;the- -|l -19:
. .

- .
.

,

,

20: Licensing. Board. -It has undergone all the time that the

21 parties 1.and:this. Board has put into the case. We've

22- expended huge' resources in this case, after a decade. I
_

23 submit-that-itiis simply intolerable that;this kind of a
:24- . case could just be washed out after all this time, all this

25 money, and all this effort. . And particularly, I believe

. - _ - _, _ , -- . ._
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.1 that:the law here provides a foundation for this Board to
~

-

2 continue to retain jurisdiction over this matter and to'

3 resolve it.

4 Let me turn now, however, to the second matter,

5 which is that, if this Board were to conclude that it has

6 lost jurisdiction. We submit, and the Staff, on this point,

7 agrees with_us,-that the license and the Licensing Board's

8 decisions should remain intact. The foundations for the

9 analysis _that-the Commission will have to undertake later

101 with regard to any site-specific matters is under 274, or

i ll- will be'the Licensing Board's decisions, or they-should be,

112: and they should be retained for that purpose.

&[~'t.
13- 'But I submit-that-there was abundant precedent for

~

14 the proposition that in_ analogous circumstances,-appellate.

(15 . courts have refused to vacate a lower court judgment on

16 | appeal in circumstances like this.

L17 - JUDGE KOHL:. Why shouldn't we-vacate because:there

.18 have been significant changed circumstances? Put to one-

11 9 ( . side this transfer of= jurisdiction'and the-state agreement,

|20 all,of'that business. Why,shouldn't we-vacate for the

'21 reason that we're basically looking1at a design, a proposal,.

22: staff analyses,_a situation that has changed dramatically >

.23 during the> Summer months, changed from that which the 4

24 Licensing Board received evidence, testimony, and rendered
^0 25 its decision. We've got a different case.

__ . _ . ,
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1 .Usually,'the function of-appellate bodies is to

(- 2 review!something that is frozen in time, a record on which

3 another entity has issued a decision, the issuesLare refined

4 forfappeal, you decide it. Here, we've got-all these
!

5. changed circumstances. Why should we consume any more time

6 and effort in reviewing something that isn't what the

7 Licensing Board-had before it? Maybe its decision would

8 have been different.

9 MR.-MESERVE: Well, we submit, Your Honor, that in

10 fact things haven't changed that much, and there has-been

11 one. consistent-theme on this-case, that there has been a

12 never-ending set of-catastrophes that are supposed to happen

(}-13 with regard:to the. cell, and, one by one, as the Staff or

L14 the Licensing Board has analyzed them, they've been shown-

15 not to be the catastrophes that they are alleged to be.

16 JUDGE KOHL: Butfthey haven't been shown most

'17 recently in the context of an' adjudicatory proceeding. The'

18' -Staff may have performed its review and analysis following
~

19 its change of position 1and reached the same conclusion that

20- it reached before the Licensing Board, but there's one key
-

'21 difference. Those'new analyses have not been_ subjected yet

22 to the scrutiny :of -the public participants.

23 MR. MESERVE: Well, I think they have been

24- subjected-to scrutiny in the sense that this Board has

O 25 allowed full briefing on the matter. But the fact'of the

1

i

|

.-
. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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l' matter is, and I'm referring, I'm sure, specifically, tcr
L'

A[I- '2 these issues of the PMP, whether the-cell can stand erosion.N

3 JUDGE KOHL: Well, and also the Staff's change of

1
; 4- position on the active maintenance question, the Staff's

5 refusal to consider now the vegetative cover as-the primary
<

'6 intrusion barrier,_which was contrary to the Staff's

7 position earlier; the Staff's statement in its brief-that a' ;

8 new license amendment is now required. Those are pretty
.

9 significant. changes, aren't they?

10 MR. MESERVE: Well,-I think that the context in {

11 which this-Board should consider these matters is-whether .

t

c _12 they meet the criteria _for reopening the record, meet your
1

) 13 own rules un' der-Section --

14 JUDGE KOHL: Well, isn't that clear? .Once the

15: Staff says that Kerr-McGee needs a new license amendment,

16 ' . that_-triggers Section 189'and the hearing requirements
.

. . !

-17 there.-LThat1 basically says notice in the Federal Register,

18 new conditions, we start over.
,

19 -MR.-MESERVE: Excuse me. Ms. Hodgdon can address

20' theEcontext of the hearing requirements for materials-
4

21) i icenses. But my understanding is that very frequently _thel -

22 Staff issues-amendments to materials licenses and does not'
.

12 3 go through the full adjudicatory hearing process.

24 JUDGE KOHL: That goes-to the process.
.

-25 JUDGE MOORE: Correct, but didn't the Commission,

,

.- + - ---
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1 for reasons-that only the commission knows, in this case

2-- order full Subsection -- what is it -- G, Part 2, Part 2,

3- Subpart G hearing, adjudicatory hearing? j

4 MR. MESERVE: It did. And I believe that that

5 really'has been completed and that we have a nit that has-
,

6 been --

7- JUDGE KOHL: That also only goes to the type of

8 hearing. What I'm talking about under 189 is the right to

9 -some hearing. 'Let's put to one side whether it's a so -
,

10 called informal adjudication or whether it's a Subpart G.
,

!

11 .Once the Staff says'this requires a license amendment,

!

12_ whether that amendment is-issued before orfafter a hearing
-

( 13 is really beside the point. We're talking about isn't there

14 some t ~ ring requirement that interested parties are

15 entitled to.
,

16 MR.'MESERVE: _ Well, Your Honor, IEthink.that the

~17 context of this< proceeding is not-the proceeding in which to --

i
'

18 address those issues.

-19- Let meLexplain something. We-submitted an.

20 . application.- We said we'd have an intrusion barrier. We

21' said it'would have clay and cobble in the intrusion layer,

~2 2 butLdid not-specify~what the size of the cobbles were.

23 We've had some interactions with the Staff, and they have,

i
| -24 'in the-context of our discussions this Summer, have asked

O 25 'Kerr-McGee to specify the size of the cobbles. They've done

_ _
_ - -
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1 it, and they've concluded that the cobbles, the particular

2 size are adequate to meet all of their concerns.
,

3 JUDGE WILBER: Was that size changed in their PMP

4 analysis, erosion analysis?

5 MR. MESERVE: Kerr-McGee's engineering report did

6 not specify the size of the cobbles that would be in the

7 intrusion barrier. It stated that there would be a clay and i

I

8 cobble layer, and it stated that one of the functions of the

9 intrusion barrier was to provide protection against erosion.

10 But it did not specify, did not go into the specificity of

11 exactly what the size would be to meet that requirement.

12 JUDGE MOORE: Is that challenged by Illinois with

() 13 the contention that it should have been specified and :t

14 wasn't adequate?

15 MR. MESERVE: Illinois did challenged that

16 contention. The Licensing Board resolved that on the basis

17 --

~

18 JUDGE MOORE: On summary disposition.

19 MR. MESERVE: -- on summary disposition.

20 JUDGE MOORE: That it wasn't necessary to get into

21 it.

22 MR. MESERVE: It wasn't necessary to get into it

23 because there had been no showing that the intrusion barrier

24 bore any function that was relevant to a requirement.

25 JUDGE MOORE: Right. Why? Because you were

_ - _ - _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _
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1 relying!on a cell'that had a vegetation cover as an erosion.
v

p :2 barrier and weren't relying on the so-called intrusion'

'3- barrier. Isn't that correct? I

4 MR. MESERVE: We were relying on the primary

5 resistance to erosion was going-to be the vegetation layer.

'6 And the fact of the matter is that we have demonstrated, in

7 our submission in July, that the vegetation area will
,

8 withstand'even a PMP.
v

9 JUDGE WILBER: Would they with'your definition of
<

:. 10- maintenance?-

1 -11 MR. MESERVE: No. We document -- prairies will 1

~

12- occur naturally. - And a prairie-would require a periodic

() 13 nowing to'be maintained. But if the prairie was'not to be

14 mowed, then the natural progression would'take place and it

-15 would move to' trees. And there hasn't been a question.
-

16 raised ~in this case all along that' trees' increase the

17 erosion'protoction.

18 JUDGE MOORE: 'But how could there be? Because'you
!

'

-19 were relying on a grass cover.
i

20 MR. MESERVE:' And we indicated that we're going to

21- rely on-a grass cover.- We did conduct an analysis of_Nhat a

22 tree-line cover would do, and'it was data submitted-in'the-

23 engineering report. It was' analyzed in SFES.-

24 JUDGE MOORE: But the challenge is to=what you

25 were primarily relying on. That challenged was upheld by-

- - - . _ .
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1 the, or dismissed, rather,-by the Licensing Board. Now,

O
'\_/' 2 you're relying on something else.

.

1 If you go back~and look at your primary erosion

4 barrier, the grass cover, and look at the contentions that

5 were dismissed by the Licensing Board, they were all

6 dismissed, revolved around active maintenance. Now, you

7 suggested to the Licensing Board, I believe, that the

8 definition-from Part 61, active maintenance, should be used.
,

9 Several questions in that regard. When you look-

10 at Part-61, Point 2 I believe are the regulations dealing

11 with the-definition of active maintenance.

12 If you look at 61.1, it specifically says that the- ;

} 13 regulations, the Part 61 regulations do not apply to uranium

14 .and thorium mill tailings in excess of 10,000. kilograms.

15. Now, did you point that out to the Licensing i

-16 Board, that it was applying a definition that the regulation>

f

17: sp'ecifically said, don't apply?

18 MR. MESERVE: We informed the-Licensing Board very

.19 early in the hearing, when in fact the State had suggested;

-20b that Part 61-regulations should apply, that Part.61 Was not

~

21 legally applicable. What we had here was a term, " active

22 maintenance," and-we had to find out what that meant.

23 And we looked elsewhere in the NRC regulations,*

t

24 and we found a definition for that term under a section

' '" 25 which admittedly does not apply to this site, but which we

|
, . . -
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'l believed provided some illumination when the NRC uses-the
'

k 2L _ term " active maintenance," to what it contemplates by that !m

3 term.

4 Now, we have heard, basically we have heard some

5_ suggestions about maintenance, that the word "acti'.re"

6 somehow was irrelevant, that anything, anything one-does at

7 the site, any maintenance whatsoever, is excluded, despite -

8- -

9 JUDGE MOORE: That's the position the ,e aff has

10 now come:to, isn't it?

11 RMR. MESERVE: Well, that's the position the Staff

-12 seems to be'taking with regard to erosion analysis. I'm not

j } 13 sure what their position is with- regard ta) matters of human

14 intrusion and the like. But with regard to erosion, the

15 Staff, in their Staff Technical Position, has stated that

16 any maintenance that's-required ix) maintain the cell

17 integrity from erosion, is something that they don't want to

18 ' consider as part_of the process.

19 That was not a position-they'took in the Licensing,

20 Board. We took-the position that this definition should

21 -apply as a term of art. The State had the opportunity to-
,

22 submit evidence on that' issue.

-23 JUDGE MOORE: Well, didn't they? Didn't their

24 expert point out that passive measures are what should

.O 25 apply, not active measures, and because of the length of

. - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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1 time that mill tailings are required to be prosorved and

2 protected, that it's inappropriate to have active as opposed

3 to passive steps? And doesn't that just tie in with 6159,

4 which points out, under " institutional controls," that

5 you're dealing with low-level wasto and activo maintenance

6 with 100-year time frame, not 1,000-year time framel and

7 since it's a 100-year time frame, isn't it obvious that the

B Part 61 definitions are inappropriate?

9 MR. MESERVE: Well, I guess I have some difficulty

10 with that conclusion. There is a definition for activo,

11 maintenance.

12 JUDGE WILBER But with certain conditions.

13 MR. MESERVEt With cortain conditions.

14 JUDGE WILBER: Which is the quantity of the

15 material and the length of time that this might be pursued,

16 neither of which fit the situation we have here.

17 MR. MESERVE: Part 61 admittedly does not fit this

18 situation.

19 JUDGE KOHLt But you're asking us to apply some

20 parts of Part 61 that are favorable, but to ignore other

21 portjons of it, aren't you?i

22 MR. MESERVE: I am trying to, I'm looking for a

23 definition of active maintenance. I find that, quito

24 frankly, I have a hard timo understanding what passivo

25 maintenance could mean. Passive maintenance seems to mean

'

-
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1 doing nothing. Yet, if that means doing nothing, then

2 that's not maintenance, it's not maintenance at all.
.

3 So if there's a distinction between active

4 maintenance and something else, active maintenance has to 1

!
5 mean some particular kinds of acts. That phrase of art is

6 one that's been defined in our regulations, in your

7 regulations. We brought it to the attention of the

8 Licensing Board. The state had the opportunity to contest

9 it. They have made assertions active maintenance doesn't

10 apply, but they didn't provide an alternative definition. !

11 The Licensing Board concluded that --

12 JUDGE MOORE Didn't their expert say that passive

.
13 means.are all that can be done, not active means,-that the

14 things you were proposing for your grass cover required
i

15 active steps, mowing, et cetera,_et cetera, et cetera, and-
_

=|
16 that was inappropriate because of the length of time in |

17- which mill tailings piles had to be preserved, 1,000 years, !

I
18 and that that was inappropriate?

19 MR. MESERVE; Danically, the assertion, as the

_

-state was presenting it, was that any maintenance was20

21 ' prohibited.

22 JUDGE MOORE: Which is now the prsition the s'tatf |
|

23 has come to.

24 MR. MESERVE With regard to erosion, that's
'

~

-25 correct. But the word, the term of art that's used in the

|

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ -
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[ 1 regulation is active maintenance. And that word has to be |

| 2 given some meaning. The word " active" has to be given some

|~ j
; 3 meaning.
'l

4 JUDGE moore: So what you're suggesting now is
;

] 5 that if we were to affirm the Licensing Board's decision, we
..

6 now have a precedent that the Part 61 definitions are'

'7 appropriate to apply to mill tailings piles, even though the
,

8 Staff of this agency shys no, that's not right?'

9 MR. MESERVE: You would have a precedent, if

10 that's the case. The Staff took the position before the >

11 Licensing Board that this was the term, " active maintenance"

12 would be construed in that. fashion. It has contrary

() 13 -guidance that it has now issued. I am sure that a future

14 hearing board would reconsider the matter, and it might well
,

15 conclude that the Licensing Board was wrong, although I'm
e

16 not sure it would. |

|11 JUDGE ~WILBER: Did the staff support this.Part.61

18 or did they just say nothing? I got the impression from the

19 Licensing Board's_ statement that they-said~nothing, as'

20 opposed to a positive. ?

21- MR.'MESERVE: I believe that the Staff supported

22: Kerr-McGee's motion for' summary disposition on this, on the

23 basis on which we had argued it, which'was that our

definition-of active maintenance that we set f orth.wasO
24-

,

25 correct.

. -
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1 But let me submit that all of this is irrelevant

[
l \_/ 2 to this proceeding, because your own criteria for reopening,

| 3 for conridering these matters, requires that this relate to

4 some significant safety or environmental isEue. And the

; 5 fact is that the unrobutted analyses that have been

6 submitted show that the vegetative layer, by itself, is

7 sufficient to withstand PMP by a factor of 10.
2

8 JUDGE MOORE: With active maintenance.
.

9 MR. MESERVEt No. Let me be clear. It shows that

10 a prairie, which is vnat one would have to maintain, will
,

11 protect the PMP with a factor of 10. If there were no

12 maintenance, you would go to a forest. And if you go to a

() 13 forest, the protections increase.'

14 JUDGE MOORE Do prairies and prairie grasses have

15 the slopes which you're dealing with here?

16 MR. MESERVE: Prairie grass, the analysis was for

17 prairie grass growing on a slope, and that was specifically

10 what was analyzed. And the analysis, and this is in Kerr-
,

l

19 McGee's July submittal, the analysis was ' hat the prairiec

20 would survive it by a factor of 10, and if you went to

21 trees, it would be even better.

22 JUDGE WILBER: And what was the runoff coefficient '|

23 used there? Isn't there a little bit of disagreement on

-s 24 what that should be?
1

'

25 MR. MESERVE Kerr-McGee's best estimate of the

. . -. - _
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i

[ . 1 runoff coefficient was, I believe, somewhere between .2 and.

I

! \- 2 .4. ,

i
i 3 JUDGE WILBERt .4 I recall.
;-

- 4 MR. MCSERVE Rut it did the further analysis, and
.

5 it is set out in the July 23 submittal, with a runoff-
;.

4

[ 6 coefficient of 1, which means that all of the water was
!

j 7 flowing down the slope, none of it was going into the cell.
|

8 And even on that assumption, which is an unrcasonable and a;

i

9 conservative assumption for the analysis, the vegetative#

10 slope was still sufficient to withstand --
|

!p 11 JUDGE WILBER: In your experts' view, there may be

12 a difference of opinion on that, is that correct? I mean,
!

| () 13 no one has had a chance to rebut that.

14 MR. MESERVE: We've seen some affidavits, but the
'

a

15 issue is whether we reopen the record. And there isn't any

16 information before you that would suggest that that analysis

' 17 is wrong. |>

1

- 18' JUDGE MOORE: Aren't we dealing with-changed

'19 circumstances? You're talking about changed circumstances

20 hero. The rationale which was before us, the Licensing
;

[ 21 Board's decision, is no valid That-rationale has been.

-22 undercut.

23 TheLoutcome may be the same, in your view,'but the-<

.

24 rationale on which the Licensing Board reached its-decision-4

O
25 - and that is what is in front of us, the Licensing Board's >

I-
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j i decision -- is no longer there.
i

!k 2 MR. MESERVE: I submit that the Licensing Board's
!

| 3 rationale -- and we have argued the rationale for the

i

] 4 Licensing Board's decision -- is still valid; but even if it

5 were not, it doesn't make any difference, in your own
!
! 6 requirements for reopening.

7 JUDGE MOORE: Okay. Take the last situation.'

!
3 8 Even if the Licensing Board's rationale is no longer extant,

9 and so there is no rationale to support the conclusion of
,

10 the Licensing Board, isn't it an elementary and fundamental

i

11 principle of administrative law that there has to be ai

1

) 12 rationnie to support the conclusion of the Licensing Board'

,

( 13 of an administrative agency, an administrative trial

14 tribunal?

. 15 MR. MESERVE: We submit that the record that has,

16 been filed in this case is abundantly adequate and that --
,

17 JUDGE MOORE: But your promise was assuming the

10 rationale is no longer extant.

19 MR. MESERVEt I cannot assume that. We have

; 20 submissions in 1986, we have analyses by the Staff in 1989,

'

21 we go through oral-hearing; the conclusion is the vegetation )
~

22 layer is by itself sufficient, is an additional protection

23 from erosion layer, there's a question raised by the Staff, |

24 we show that the vegetation will withstand the PMp, which is

j25 not a regulatory requirement, with abundant factors. We
|

, . - . , , . . . . , _ . . . _ . . . . . . - . ,.. - - _ . . , _ , . . ,-
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1 show that even if it were to fail, there's an intrusion
,

2 barrier which is adequately sized in order to protect the |

!

; 3 cell.

4 If there's going to be an end to a proceeding, at
.

5 some point you say enough is enough. Your own criteria for
,

!

6 reopening require that there must be some materially
f

7 different result that would come as a result of considering

8 the new material.
;

9 When you look at the facts of this case, what we -

r

10 have shown is the cell is even better than the Licensing

j 11 Board thought. We have gone above and beyond the

12 requirements that they believed would be necessary. The

(} 13 cell withstands the PMP, something larger in terms of a

14 flood, without that being a regulatory requirement. It has.
,

15 two layers of protection in order to deal-with that now. r

16 JUDGE WILBERt- You mentioned that 80 percent of

17 this water would go into the cell; is that correct? With a

18- runoff coefficient of .2.

[ 19 MR. MESERVE: - Not -- well, you ht"e to understand

20 the structure of the cell, that there is a clay and gravel
1

21 layer which is buried in the cell, so it won't go to the

22 wastes, it will go to a clay and gravel layer which is tied. ;

23 into the E stratum, which is the aquifer stratum under the

24 cell. And so that anything that gets through the cover gets'

O 25 channeled away from the cell and will not get to the
7

4

. . . _ _ . _ , _ . , , _ , _ . , ~ _ . , . . . _ , , _ . _ . . . _ , _ , _ . . , _ _ _ , , _ , _ _ _ _ , , . . . _ _ , , , . _ _ . . . , _ . _ , _ . , , ,
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I tailings. And the design of the cover has been -- that's
,

,1 2 the function of the multi-layer cover, was intentionally
,

3 designed in order ':o provide basically a channel, so
1

; 4 anything that gets through that surface layer is channeled
;

5 away.

! 6 JUDGE WILBERt Then it goes into this -- for lack

7 cf a word -- canal that you have there, and then it goes
1

8 over to that sump?

'
9 MR. MESERVE Well, no, it goes to a clay and

10 gravel layer which around the whole cell is connected to the

11 1 E stratum, which is the aquifer underneath the cell.

12- JUDGE-WILBER: All right..

( 13 MR. MESERVE Only the surface runoff goes to the

14 sedimentation, that is the case.

15 There have been some assertions that in this most

16 recent information, we submit that -- all of this new

17 information -- we, contrary to the assertions by the city,

18 have never submitted any new information for the record. We

19 think that all of it should be excluded. It doesn't meet

20' the criteria for reopening the record.

21 There have been assertions in some of the most

22 .recent filings about~some sort of a catastrophe would occur

23 and they premised that, contrary to the showings,'that

24_ somehow there might be a gulley in the cell, and they posit

~O 25 'that somehow as a result of the gulley, there would be

,

-- - - -- --- ---- - - --
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4 1 releases to the site.

(
\- 2 I don't think that is something that you should,

i 3 really take seriously. You have got to remember that this

4 site has been in existence in the city of West Chicago since
]

5 1930. Those materials are there today, sitting in piles

#

6 with the thin soil veneer over them. The groundwater was

'

7 cleaning up under the site, and it's contaminated now as a

8 result.of' site operations, where massive amounts of water

9 were pumped into the groundwater as part of the practices at

10 the time.

i

11 JUDGE MOORE Well, but by the same token, wasn't

12 the Kress Creek case about contamination from this site?

l ) 13 Isn't the Reed-Keppler Park from this site? Isn't the stuff

14 that was used inappropriately in, I guess, construction and -'

15 carried offsite, from this site? And aren't those the very |
!

16 things that are supposed to.be stopped under the Uranium

17' Mill Tailings-Act for a thousand years? !

18 MR. MESERVEt They will be, but --

19 JUDGE MOORE Those things only happened in 30

i
'

20 years.

-21 MR; MESERVE: They will be. Of course, none of
.

22 those are the kind of things you're' dealing with in erosion

23- that we are talking about. But the theory is we have a 27-- ,

24 acre-site --

25 JUDGE MOORE Your offsite contamination was not

<prwe-g m- - w -----$,-9---- + ==y ,9 nr%'-wr' e Ww--"--'-- t**'sN'"4"s'-1N''e tr'W w NI'-t w W+=+T^ = -* = " "9 79 * F*'''9*"e'- "f' i &4F ''4' W' '' 4*P'*' 'M P M** *w' M"-I**C1'
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1 erosion?

-

2 MR. MESERVE No.

3 JUDGE-WILBER: The Kress Creek was --

4 MR. MESERVE: Kress Creek was actually -- I ,

5 believe there are some findings in that original decision

6 that had to do with a sewer that may have caused some of the
i

7 problems. |
|

|
8 But here we have a situation, we've got a 27-acre _

9 site. We have an eight-foot thick cover over it, with

10- massive rock in the intrusion barrier, and somehow we are q

- i11 supposed to speculate that we have a gulley through one part

12 of this cell. It's impossible, we haven't found a mechanism

( ) 13 to create it. We_ suppose a gulley, and now we have to

14 imagine that there are huge radiation. hazards that are

15 created in'the City of West Chicago.
!;.

! 16 Well,fif that creates a huge radiation hazard,

|

[ 17 what is the circumstance of that? _ Nobody has alleged at any

I

j 18- time-that there is-any imminent and substantial hazard that

! 19 necessitates immediate action at the site.- The wastes will

20 .1x) neutralized, all these improvements will take place. The

[ 21- . situation can only be.better if the cell is constructed. :

|
22 _ JUDGE KOHL Well, Mr. Karaganis argues that he ;

; 23 needs discovery, though. He doesn't know whether that's
.,

04 true or'not,.whether there are health effects, because of

Oi ,

| 25 the asserted change in circumstances and the change _in the

>
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-1 cobble layer and the Staff's change in position on the;

1 -

[, 2 vegetative layer, he needs discovery because the analyses

| 3 that were performed assumed the vegetative cover, and --

4 MR. MESERVE: I suppose that every litigant who
*

,

'
5 loses the case is going to find 10 new issues that he would

6 want to raise if he were given the opportunity to do so, to
,

7 find all sorts of new discovery that he would discover,
j

-8 because he now understands that his first arguments weren't

9 successful, and he will come up with others.

; ' 10 I mean there has to be some-point where you come

11 to closure. Your regulations specify exactly what you are
,

6

j 12 supposed to consider when you consider such matters, and

() 13 those criteria, I submit, are not satisfied here.

14 JUDGE KOHL:- But the Staff's suggestion that a new ;

15 license amendment is necessary in this case would seem to

16 preclude closure, would it not? A new amendment gives rise

17 to Section 189 hearing rights and opportunity to challenge

118 'the claims.that there are-no health. effects.

19 but. MESERVE: There is a Seventh Circuit decision,

20 of-which-I am sure you are aware, having to do with what.

21- exactly _the hearing requirement'that was required by that-

~22 section'--
,

23 . JUDGE KOHL: Sure. That goes to-the issue of the
l'

L 24 type of' hearing --

0 25- MR. MESERVE: That's right.

. - , . - . . - - - . - - - . - - - . . - - . - . - . . - - - . - - - . - - - -
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1 JUDGE KOHL: That's not what I'm talking about,

bx 2 I'm talking about a hearing at all.

3 MR. MESERVE: It may well be --

4 JUDGE KOHL: Hearing vel non.

5 MR. ME6ERVE: It may well be if this Appeal Board

6 rules that it should consider these matters, that the

7 hearing that's taken place, where you've had all these

8 affidavits, is itself sufficient. That there was a hearing

9 does not necessarily mean starting a new process before the

10 Licensing Board.

11 But I submit that that is something that is ahead

12 of us. When there are license amendments to materials

() 13 licenses all the time, the Staff would like to make another

14 materials license change. We are here on the license that

15 was issued --

16 JUDGE MOORE: Can I ask a more generic question?

17 I am troubled by the fact that as I see the Staff's

18 position, the Staff has flip-flopped, if you will, on the

19 question of maintenance, on the question of their -- and

20 they are the first line of defense in the public health and

21 safety as to the adequacy of your cell design. They have

22 discounted the vegetative cover and the soil cover, because

23 they now believe that a PMP event is necessary for the

24 proper analysis, to provide reasonable assurance, and hadf-

\# 25 the Staff taken that position in front of the Licensing

!

. - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ - - _ - _ - _ _ _ _ = _
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1 Board, who knows what the outcome would have been?

-2 But, nevertheless, the Staff has flip-flopped, 180

3 degrees, from the positions they took in front of the

4 Licensing Board, a party in-front of the Licensing Board, in

5 support of the application. And now as soon as the

6 Licensing Board's. authorization comes down,'they change

7 their position and say, well, let's do it again with a new

8 license amendment; never mind that we have changed

9 positions, without touching the license aluendment that

10 preceded.

111 That strikes me as being a very strange way of
__

12 proceeding in an administrative-hearing and, indeed,.one

!() 13 that-if you adopted it as a rule of-law, would be certainly

14 open to abuse, in an attempt s avoid the unpleasantness ;

15 that you : find yourself in, in a hearing. ,

16 MR.-MESERVE: Well, I think that would all have

'

17 been well served if the Staff:r.ad taken a consistent

18- position on this issue. The fact of the matter ir,, is that

19' this matter was litigated and we met the requirements as the

20 . Licensing Board understood them t.d that the Staff supported

21- us.

22- -The Staff has changed its position and we still-
.

23: -have-shown'that we meet the' requirements. What the Staff

24 was completing was a matter of we had said we would have a
'

25 clay and a_ cobble layer and they asked us to specify it.

_ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ .
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1 It's not a radical change in the design.

; 2 It's a layer in the cell that we have said would

3 be there all along. This is not a matter on which there

4 has been a significant modification of the issues that have

5 been litigated.

6 JUDGE MOORE: Doesn't the footprint of the cell

7 change with the modification, the matters you claim are 1

8 modifications?

9 MR. MESERVE: There was a 2-foot intrusion ~ barrier

10- that went down the whole side of the-cell and we have merely

11 specified-the size of the rock that would be in that; so
i
!

12 there's-no change.

I
13 ' JUDGE MOORE: Doesn't it change the slope?

14 MR.-MESERVE: No, no.

15 JUDGE MOORE: Does it change the thickness of the

16. barrier? ;

f- -17 -MR. MESERVE: No, no change-other'than_the change

18 in the_ size of the rock.

19 JUDGE MOORE: Does-it change the analyses that

20 _must be done on radiation control?

.21 MR. MESERVE: No.

'22 JUDGE MOORE: Radon might-leave the' cell?

'23 MR. MESERVE: Well, let me mention that it's 20

24 'picocuries per second standard which is satisfied by a

O 25 -factor of'about 50 for this cell. We're down around 0.5 for-

-- - . a. - ,. ;- . - . . . - . - _ . - - . , , . . ,,- - . . . . . . - . . _ .
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1 a radon flux and as it turns out, if there is in the

O2 engineering report, an analysis that shows the, effectiveness

; 3 of the various layers -- in fact, it's the first two feet
4 -

4 clay layer which is the predominant factor in attenuating

5 radon.
,

1

6 We're dealing with radon from the wastes
,

7 themselves which is roughly equivalent to that from normal

i

8 soil itself, so it's not a significant change in radon.
,

9 JUDGE MOORE: The mix, as claimed by West Chicago

10 of size of' particle is not a relevant factor?

11 MR. MESERVEi Well, I'm not going-to suggest that

12 there might not be a change from .5 to .6 or from .5 to .4,

() 13 but in the data that was submitted to the Licensing Board as
,

!

14 part of.the engineering report analyzed the effect of each

' 15 of these layers, and the radon attenuation is by a different

16 layer and a lower layer, the clay layer that's immediately

17 on top of the, waste.

18 JUDGE MOORE: I have a number of-questions that'I

19 .now are questions which kept you off subjects you might have=

20 wanted to touch upon, but quickly; as to whether or not this ;

21 matter should be vacated, the Licensing Board's

22 authorization decision should be vacated, it's your position

23 that it should not be vacated becauseIthe cause, if you

24- will, of the transfer of jurisdiction, because you can see

[ 25 that it's not -- the cause of the transfer of jurisdiction,

- -m. , . _ _ . _ - . . - _ _ . . .. .. _. _ , a . _ . . . = - _ . . - . . . _ . . _ _ . . . . . _ _ . . _ . _ - ,
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i
1 assuming we no longer have jurisdiction, is something that

2- can be laid at the doorstep of the state of Illinois.

3 In that regard, why isn't the commission who

4 controls the process and the timing of the process
4

5 completely as to whether to approve the agreement and when
|

6 to approve it, not really the cause? Why is not the Staff,

17 who provides the analyses and the recommendations to the

8 commission and thus influences the timing of the

9 commission's decision, the cause of this, if you will?

10 Thirdly, how, by taking the stance you would have
.

11 us take, does that not frustrate, if you will, the i

-12 Congressional policy to encourage states to take control of

13 byproduct material under the Uranium Mill Tailings Act?

14 MR. MESERVE I think that the premise of your

15 question, which is an excellent.one, is the acknowledgement

16 that there is an exception, basically, to the Munsingware

17 Doctrine which is the Supreme court case in Karcher and_in

18 - every court of appeals that where an appellant has taken

19 - actions ~that have resulted in the -- basically the appeal
,

20 becoming moot, that it is inappropriate to vacate the lower
,

21 court decisions.

22 Now, what happened here -- and there has been:a

23L suggestion that there was something mandatory about the
-t

24 state applying for this Section 274 agreement. Well, it was

25' asked, in fact, to do it several years ago. It waited till

_ _ _ _ _ _
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|
1 after it lost the case and then it undertook what was a '

,O
(_/ 2 permissive action to then -- it was not required to seek i

3 jurisdiction.

4 JUDGE MOORE: You said they waited till after they

5 lost the case. They have applied --

6 MR. MESERVE: Excuse me, I misspoke. The fact

7 that the timing was one where they were asked several years

8 ago to undertake it, and the timing for their interest in

9 applying for the application--- and this is in our brief --

10 was after the Staff's submission of the draft supplemental

11 environmental statement. That indicated that the Staff was

12 taking the position that onsite disposal should be allowed.

() 13 The State then became very interested in taking

14 jurisdiction. You will see in one of the tabs in our

15 handout here -- something that's in the record -- where an

16 official of the ID&S said that if they didn't want to

17 control long term disposal in West Chicago, they wouldn't be

18 interested in jurisdiction.

19 Their interest became heightened as soon as they

20 learned which direction the Staff was heading. They didn't

21 have to file when they did. They started the process in

22 motion.

23 I'm sure that the Staff has procedures that

24 they're required to follow and that they felt that they were-

\* 25 obliged to deal with an application that had been filed by

_
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1 the state and that they couldn't sit on it. We have a
]

L 2 process and then we have a strategy that has been -- quite
!

3 frankly, there are abundant materials, some of which are in
.

l
j. 4 the record, about rather intense Congressional pressure

.

5 being placed on the commission and the Staff to get this
)

; 6 matter resolved and down to the agreement.

7 So, we have a' situation where there is a strategy I

1- 8 that the state was following to -- a horse race, in the

'

. 9 words of the-press by one of the counsel for-the state, to

10 try to get that agreement authority for the purpose of

11 expunging their loss. We think that's unfair. A whole

2 12 series of cases that we cited said that in such

| 13 circumstances where the appellant takes actions that will

14' result in mootness, that|the tribunal should --

. 15 JUDGE MOORE: llow about the Commission as a player

16 and the Staff as-a player?- You mentioned the Staff having

17 theoretical ~ time schedules having to be met. The Commission
'

la certainly could have said'it's inappropriate to rule on this4

19-- until the proceeding is over or said that we're not prepared f
'

20 to rule at this time.

- 21' Isn't the real cause the Commission and weren't
,

22 - they in control completely?

23' - MR..MESERVE: Section 274 does require the-

O
. Commission to act in the matter, but I think that -- as we24

25 discussed initially, the Commission doesn't contemplate that

,

y 9 y v er- -v.-- y-y.gg y 9 9w,y- a v..,q,,.,-w v., ,-w ,,,e-rv - , . . , - , . v.m+,.. m,.,.,., ,-r.-vw-,w.a ,m.mc.m-1,.a-.,..,-4m-,-- -...-%,.3. m.,,,e. .m,ms. ..,n--
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| 1 this matter is going to be, in our view -- '

|'\ 2 JUDGE MOORE: With regard to the latter, one of

i 3 the principles underlying the theories of Munsingware is

4 that when there's a statutory right for appeal, and that
;
~

statutory right is cut off, that that's a reason to vacate5
I

| 6 what happened below. Well, here, there's a regulatory right

7 to appeal that was exercised and that statutory right is
s

8 being lost if we fail to vacate, leaving an unreviewed
;

9 decision and a decision, just for the sake of argument, is

10 of questionable validity.

11 I say that only for the sake of-argument. Is it

12 appropriate administrative policy in a loss-of-jurisdiction

I'T 13 situation, to leave standing as a precedent, indeed -- well,
V-

14 we'll get to collateral estoppel and res judicata in a

15 moment -- such a decision?

16 MR. MESERVE: This,=I believe, is exactly the

17 process that occurs in the courts, and the conclude that

18- balancing the equities, it is appropriate to leave the i

.19 decision standing.

20 After.all, it's the State that took the --

21 -initiated the steps that resulted in the loss of

22 jurisdiction.

23. This Appeal Board, in fact, in an unpublished

24 order in the Cross Creek case, issued the suggestion that it

O . ould find, in that case,-while an appeal was pending and25 w

|
1

- - . , ~ _ . - . . - - - - - . , , . , . . . - .- , , - , , . . - . - . , . . - . . , , . = - - , . . ,-- .-.
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1 there was a transfer of jurisdiction, that it would be

) 2 appropriate to leave the opinion in that case standing.
.

3 Now, ultimately, it was concluded that NRC had

4 jurisdiction.

5 JUDGE KOHL: That was suggested an a discussion

6 point, though, to --

7 MR. MESE..VE : It was dictum.

6 JUDGE KOHL: -- provoke comments from the parties

9 as to what they thought about that. It was nothing more

10 than that.

11 MR. MESERVE: But this is certainly something -- I

12 want to suggest that this is not something that often
|

(} 13 contemplated, that, in fact, in the Cross Creek caso, this

14 was something that the Appeal Board suggested, and there is

15 abundeat precedent in the courts for exactly this posture.

16 JUDGE KOHL: I'm not suro where 1 caving the

17 decision below just to stand, hang there, for whatever

18 reason, gets anyone very far.

19 We have said, on a number of occasions, that un-

20 reviewed Licensing Board decisions have no procodontial
1

2] value.

22 So, what good would it be? Why not vacate it

23 then?

24 MR. MESERVE: I think that the usual rule is the
(,_)
\~' 25 precedential value of a decision is not determined by the

.-, . .
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| 'l body that is making the decicion as to whether to vacate or

I f

j 2 not, but the subsequent courts have analyzed that decision,
j..

[ 3 .and although it may not be the practice in the NRC in its
1

5- 4 appellate tribunals to provide precedential impact for

5 Licensing Board's decisions, we would believe that the State

6 -- it's only fair that the State-be bound by this decision.*

7 We will be arguing in other tribunals that this is.

! 8 a matter which, after many, many years of litigation, in

9 which they had opportunities, on several occasions, to file

î

10; : cor.tentions , in which there was a full briefing and airing
:

11 of;the issues, that their assertions were found to be
"

12 without support.

() 13 JUDGE MOORE: I understand your position, Mr.

14- Meserve. .,

1

15 You're painting West Chicago, who is an' Appellant

16 here-and who was admitted to-the proccoding and has

.17 Appellant rights - .I assume you're_ painting them with the

18 sins of the brother.far long gone.

19- MR. MESERVE: Well --

20 JUDGE MOORE: They didn't apply for anything.
+:

21 MR. MESERVE:- Well, it is, of course, that'the

12 2 City, long ago,-chose to have only a minimal-role in this

23 proceeding, that they first attempted to intervene in this

:24 proceeding in 1989.

u)
25 'They were admitted on the representation that they

I:

... A . . . .. , r,- , . . , . . ...c.,-_..-,, ,, , , , , , . - - , , , . . . , , ._ , . - . . , . _ - , , , , , , --i,._,,-
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1 would not take a position in the proceeding and that they

('
2 were appearing as an interested municipality and that they

3 had a minimal -- a minimal role in this whole proceeding,

4 that they are certainly a smal) player in connection with

5 this hearing.

6 JUDGE MOORE: Under our procedures, they have

7 Appellant rights. They are an Appellant. They could appeal

8 the issues below. They have done that.

9 Now, I understand your position about fairness to

10 Illinois, because in your view, they caused, if you will,

11 the transfer of jurisdiction.

12 West Chicago had not caused anything in that

() 13 context. They're only being painted for the sins, as I see

14 it, then, of the State.

15 MR. MESERVE: Well, I think it was only reasonable

16 for this Board to perceive that there is an alliance,

17 commonality of interest between the State and the City.

18 MR. MESERVE: Should we find an alliance or

19 commonality between you and the staff?

20 MR. MESERVE: On some issi:es, it would be

21 appropriate to find that we share common approaches and

22 concerns, and on some issues, we don't. But the reality is

23 that the City has been only a recent participant in this

24 proceeding, and its involvement and stake in the proceeding7-s
| V

25 is considerably less.
I

'

i

!

I
'

- _ _ ._ _. _ .-_ _ ._ _.
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| 1 In fact, many of the reasons why this argument is

2 occurring so late is because of actions by the City on
i

3 various requests for postponement and that this whole matter

1 4 has been deferred. The Board has chosen to do that, but

'

5 it's been on motion of the City. ;

i
6 Now, if this -- Kerr-McGee has never asked for a j

<,

| =7 delay in the resolution of this matter. We've been pushing

8 this matter-forward vigorously, hoping to get this appeal'

9 resolved.
i

10 So, the City has joined with the State in

i

| lli preventing us from getting a decision from this Appeal i
!
<

12 Board, if you are to conclude that you don't have

13- jurisdiction. !(
14 So, I= don't think it's unfair for.them to have to-

1 i

! 15 bear the consequences of their actions, because they are
!

16 part of the reason why this appeal wasn't resolved, if you i

17 conclude you don't have. jurisdiction. !

| 18 I've gone over my time slightly.
-1

19~ JUDGE KOHL: Yes.
'

20 MR. MESERVE: I'd be happy to answer _ questions. |
-a

21 JUDGE MOORE: It's because of our questioning.

22- Feel free-to continue.-

23 JUDGE KOHL's Yes.

I would like to move on to one of the moreo 24'

25 significant and substantive-issues, if you could address it-

- . . . . . _ . . _ _ ~ _ _ . . . _ . . _ - _ _ . . _ _ _ . _ _ ,_ . _ _ . - . - - _ . . _ . - . _ . , , . . , . . . _ _ _ . _a
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| ,

j 1 briefly, and that is this existing site versus new site |

;- 2 -dichotomy and criterion 1 and the role of consideration of
0
; 3 economic cost in light of the statutory amondments and so

|
:

| 4 forth.

5 We had some earlier discussion about that.

6 Something that I find curiously missing from both

7 .your brief, as well as the Licensing Board's decision on
"

8 this matter, there is no reference whatsoever to the

9 statement in Appendix A, under criterion 1, that says "while

i 10 isolation of tallings will be a function of both site and
.

11 engineering design, overriding consideration must be given
,

12 to siting features, given the long-term nature of the

! 13 tailings hazards."

[ 14 What does " overriding consideration" mean here?- !
4 1

1

15 It's under criterion 1, the next-to-the-last sentence, right- |
1

16' above no active maintent.nce. I

!
'

17 The Licensing Board never mentions -- it talks

18 about the legislative history or. consideration of cost and.

;

19 the amendment of-the Mill Tailings Act to include that

20 directive to the Commission.

21 The Commission' implemented that' directive by

22 including *.he new material under the introductory material,
,

23 but the commission did not amend, however, that portion of

criterion-1, and the words " overriding consideration,"

O
24

-

25.- that's pretty strong language, isn't it?
;

,
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1 MR. MESERVE: Well, I think --

2 JUDGE KOHL That must mean something. That means

3 you put your thumb on the scale on the siting features side,

4 not the economic side. Right? Is there any other reading

5 to that?

6 MR MESERVE: Well, I think it has to be read. I

7 think it's inappropriate to take any one sentence of this j

8 criterion and to not look at it in light of everything else |

9 that the commission has said.

10 JUDGE KOHL I agree. And that's why I would also

11 --

12 -MR. MESERVE: This does suggest, it does state

13 that one should look very carefully, very diligently at_.

14_ ' siting features.

15 JUDGE KOHL No. It-doesn't say juot'look at.it

16- diligently or conscientiously. It says " overriding

17 considerations." It does so also in the context of

18~ criterion 1, a littlo earlier in the same provision.
,

19 The Commission says that the-following site

20 features, which will contribute to such-a goal _or objective,

21 .must be considered in selecting-among alternative tailings

22- disposal sites or. judging the adequacy of existing tailing

23- sites.

24. That suggests, doesn't it, that the same standard

O 25 must apply -- criterion 1 should be applied equally to both

- - - - . . - . - _ . . . - _ .-.-
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1 existing and now sites? Isn't that what that says?
)

(~'{
\ )Ti 2 MR. MESERVE That is not what the NRC ascerted

3 for the Tonth Circuit when these criteria were subject to

4 judicial review.

'
5 JUDGE 'aOHL That was in a Commission brief, and

6 I'm not aware of any requirement that commission briefs to

7 the Court are somehow binding or would override aj

j 8 regulation.
1

i

]
9 MR. MESERVE: The Commission's representation to

! 10 the Tenth Circuit was that they would make -- that they

i 11 would draw this distinction, and they said it throo
,

' 12 different times in three different Todoral Register noticos, ,

(} 13 which we cito.

14 If one looks at, actually, each of these features,i

15 it says that the three factors are romotoness from populated -
.

16 areas.

17 Now, admittedly, the Kerr-McGeo site is not remote

18 from populated areas, but it isn't today.

19 JUDGE MOORE: May I just interrupt a moment?

20 Judge Kohl asked you " overriding." I just

21 happened to go look it up, and it only has two definitions,

22 one which could not possibly apply here and the second --

23 from Webster's Third International Dictionary, it is the

24 second definition, " subordinating all others to itself."

O 25 Now, when the Commission added tho -- in response

. - . _ . . _ _ - . _ . . . - _ ___ . _ _ _ - - - . .-_-_ ,
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1- to-the '82 amendments to the Mill Tailings Act -- added the
'

-

2 -- I guess it's the fourth paragraph to the introduction of

3 the section, it found -- and, indeed, the Tenth Circuit has
;

4 now upheld these regulations on the basis that the

5 Commission, in fact, did consider economic cost

6 appropriately in promulgating them, and the Commission found

7 it didn't need to change the word " overriding," that its

8 fourth paragraph would suffice.

9 -So, no change was made to the word " overriding,"

10 and that word means subordinating all others to itself.

11 I tried to read all of these criterion, all the

12 other criterion, as closely as I could. I cannot find a |

- 13 word like that anywhere else in these regulations.-

14 I_ find the word " primary," which is subject to any

15 number of definitions,-as you well-know from you recent-

16 litigation in the CADC byproduct material; " principle,"
,

17 which is subject to a number of different meanings; but no

18 word like " overriding" anywhere.

[
19 Doesn't your_ reading of these regulations, as

,

-20 Judge Kohl has suggested, just read that out=-- as did the

' _ 21- -Licensing Board, out of existence?

22 MR. MESERVE Well, I'm sure we could find -- I

-23 don't'have the benefit of a dictionary to see if I can find

j 24 some other uses, and your usage of the word " overriding" is

LU
t 25 certainly one that's possible. But, in fact, one looks at

. . . . _ . _ . . _ . - _ _ - - _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ . . _ . . _ . - _ . _ . . - _ _ . _ _ . . . . . . . . . _ - . _ _ . _ .._
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1 these technical criteria, and there's another sense, which

2 says that the site selection process must be an optimization

3 to the maximum extent reasonably achievable in terms of

4 these features. That's another sense from Criterion 1. The a

5 words " reasonably achievable" are defined in the
!

6 introduction, and they are the usual kind of language that |

7 it specifically involves, the kind of cost benefit

8 consideration that the Licensing Board deemed appropriate.

,9 We have words in this criterion that may be

10 conflicting. The NRC, on three different Federal Register

11 notices, has explained exactly how it's going to apply this

i

12 criterion in the context of existing sites. It has said

[ -13 -that to the loth Circuit. I mean, there is a lot of

14 legislative history-in this.

15 JUDGE MOORE: I've read _it all, because your--

16 argument fascinates-me, and I can find no -- there's, first
;

17 of all, no statutory language at all about new and existing !
1

18 site differential. As I read Qui . *a, the recent loth

.19 Circuit decision in which you,ral.,ed this very coint and

20 gave a parade of horribles of what would happen, the court

21 .gave you the back of the hand and said'that they don't find

" i22' any statutory language making a distinction between new and

23 existing site, and merely presume that if there is such a

24 requirement, that it nevertheless is met by being just one

25- of the factors that must be considered.

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - - _ _ -- _ -- - _
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1- .Now, if you start with'the Quivira case and accept_;

? 2 that,.then if cost is merely one of the factors that must be

3 considered, when you then come across sorething that says-
- t

4 overriding consideration must be given, that suddenly takea

5' on a heigt.tened_ importance over something like cost, does it

6 not?

7 You can certainly consider cost, but it doesn't

.8 say costfia to be given overriding consideration, or

9 economics, rather; it says that overriding consideration

10 must be given to the deciding features - three speciffcally2

11 -- given the long-term natures of the tailing hazard. The

12 . reason for that is because it says that both site and

_ ; f 13 engineering; design, while important, it seems to be saying

14 that site's most important because engineering features will ,

15 . fail because we're dealing _with 1,000 years.
_

16- MR..MESERVE: Let me suggest that'if one wants to

17 construe this word,- the appropriate place to start is with

18 the statute. Faat does.the statute require with regard to

19 these natters, and that.is a matter'in which there is

20- . extensive history as a result of multiple litigation that's

21 cccurred in the 10th Circuit in which the 10th Circuit has

#
.2 found-on two occasions, once with regard to the EPA2

23 stas 3ards for Mill Tailings, and the second time with-regard

.f w : 24~ to the NRC's requirements, that there was an obligation fore

h
25 both the EPA and the NRC to establish a reasonable

4

..
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1 relationship between cost and benefits. There's extensive

2 legislative history behind what they meant by that.

3 JUDGE MOORE: And you claimed that these

4 regulations didn't do it in the loth Circuit in both cases,

5 so that on behalf of the EPA and then behalf of the NRC that

6 these regulations did take those things into account

7 appropriately under the Act?

8 MR. MESERVEt But it also -- it made the decision

9 -- and I don't have the benefit of the decision with me, but

10 at the very beginning of the discussion, it started out its

11 analy33s in the context of the NRC's assertion to the 10th

12 Circuit th&t it will fulfill and intended to make site-

h 13 specific decisions. It intended to fulfill its cost benefit

'

g :; balancing reqttrement as in its site-specific14

1. 15 decisionmaking.
< .

j{ 16 So with that as the starting point, they then

17 said, All-right. Let's -- they're going to achieve it when

18 they apply these rules. Now, let's look and see whether

19 there's been an adequate analysis for us to uphold these

20 rules. But it was in a specific context --

21 JUDGE MOORE: So it's your central Dosition that

22 economic factors are to be given overriding concern to all

23 others?

24- MR. MESERVE: My contention is that the Licensing

25 Board correctly analyzed this criterion in light of the
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1- statute and the legislative history, which was to ensure
-

i

- 2 that there was a reasonable relationship between cost and
'

-

3 benefits, which is exactly what the loth Circuit on two

4 occasions-has said is the obligation of the EPA and the NRC
i

5- with regard to Mill Tailings.

6 JUDGE KOHL: Don't you think it a rather

7 significant omission, though, from the Licensing Board

8 decision that they don't even mention the language? I mean,

9 it's one thing to mention language and then discuss it,

10 discount it, you know, based on legislative history,

11 statutory language, etceterar but the fact that the

12 -overriding consideration language doesn't appear in the (

,
-

i, 13 opinion, you know, I find that somewhat troubling.
,;

s_,

14 MR. MESERVE: Well, quite frankly, they may not

15 have focused-on it because it was not an issue that the

16 state -- the state'didn't direct your attention to it. I

17' believe that we cited the entirety of criterion 1 and
,

18 ' discussed the legislative history in which Congress, in

!

19- 1983,1found it'necessary to1 amend UMTRCA to impose this

-- 2 0 requirement for a reasonable relationship.

21 I think that the Licensing Board focused on.the

22- issues.that were presented to it. I think it correctly

123 decided that the balancing requirement is their's.

24 JUDGE MOORE: At this point,.if we're to apply the

l: 25 Commission's regulation and determine whether the Licensing
|
,

?
.
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il ' B'oard,_-assuming we have-jurisdiction, properly interpreted- 1
.. ;

E 4 12 _ the regulation, now- that that the: regulations have .been:

3- - found to be valid, is it appropriate for us to.be looking.at-

i

4 the legislative history of the Act?: And when the
a

:5' regulations-. speak for themselves, the statutory _ language,.
.

6 - the' legislative' history of that Act, when the. commission has--

!

7 - said its~ regulations fully meet the legislation, fully-

-8 comply with Congress' wishes, and that position has now been.

9- upheld,_aren't we obliged, as an administrative' tribunal,_to- .j

10 essentially just be looking at these regulations at this- |
'

.]

11 point?

p 12 MR. MESERVE: I-think you should, and I think that

13- you should be looking at the language that'says the site-

:14 selection process must be an optimization:to the maximum

15- - extent reasonably achievable. You should look at the
!

:16 language'which is in-the-_ introduction, which says that all-

17 . site-specific licensing decisions based on the criteria-in i
o

'18 - this; appendix will take into account the risk to;tho.-public,,
,

-19 = health-and safety and the environment with due' consideration !
~

-

:20- to theleconomic; cost.. involved and any other factors the
h.-I

521 Commission'de.termines'to be appropriate. ;'
-

V ;

22 Now, there is guidance her'--
!

- 23 JUDGE MOORE: That11ntroductory language is
.,

,

24 general;-the-criterion are specific. Isn't it basic that -|O
25 the specific controls over the general when you're looking

c Wr WW? F g+~w-- &' g?'.m.,s' "-
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' 1' at regulations?

2 MR. MESERVE: The language is that all site-

3 specific licensing decisions.-

4 JUDGE MOORE: Okay. Now, secondly, there are some

5 requirements in these criterion that are black and white.

6 For instance, there's a Criterion 4, I believe, that says-

7 you can't -- period -- site a tailings-pile over an active ]
i

8 fault, existing new whatever. I

9- If you found an existing pile over an active

10 fault, is it your contention, then, that all site-specific f
. |

11 licensing decisions language would mean that you have to
;

12 consider the cost, and even if the cost of moving a tailings

13 pile that sits over an active fault is exorbitant, you can't -

-14- :do-it, you shouldn't do it?

'

15 MR. MESERVE: I think that the direction that the

16- Congress-has made is that you should evaluate cost. A

17 circumstance that you have posited-might be one, where a

- 18_ licensing board could well conclude that the-benefits of

19 moving the materials was sufficiently great that they are :

20 justified.

21 .TUDGE MOORE: Okay. If you' accept your reading of

22 -this criterion, Criterion 1 -- presumably, it applies, then,

23- across the board to all the other twelve -- what-is the

'24 purpose of the -- these criterion are not, .in your view, I
p\_,)

,25 take it, are not tc be read as being any kind of a standard, ,

. .
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1 but a very' flexible situation that economics plays a.Very

2 dominant role in. What, then, is the purpose of the other

3_ paragraph in the introduction as well as the section in the,

4 Mill-Tailings Act that permits a licensee to propose
!

5 alternatives to the agency, and the altornatives, i f they j

6 provide to the extent practicable equivalent protection,

7 will be deemed fine? *

8 It seems to me that if you were to propose your

9 ide as an-alternat'ive to these requirements, and that it

,10 ;would meet and claim that it met to the extent practicable

n -11 these criterion, that would be one matter, but you haven't !

12 done that. You said you meet these criterion, and I have

(d''l : 13
hard time, under.your interpretation, of having any meaning

14 left for the alte) .ative section.

15= MR. MESERVE I'think that one has to look at

16 these: criteria and examine the context in which they're

'

17 presented.

18 The NRC has--explained that criterion 1 is intended

19. to be sort of.a general and aspirational goal'.

-20- It has set some factors.that are to be considered-

L21 andithat criterion specifically.has the language about

<22 reasonably achievable.

23' JUDGE-MOORE: Isn't the criterion 1 00a1 though H

. 24- only!the first sentence, isolation without active "

..

25 maintenance. That's what the loth Circuit tells us the goalL' -

.

e- '-V
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1 is.

$"

b- 2 MR. MESERVE I believe that the NRC has

3- represented'in the rulemaking arising with this criterion,

4 arising in this criterion that criterion 1 itself was

5 expressing a general rule.

6 JUDGE. MOORE:' I don't think so but I think you'll

7 find that the goal is merely the first sentence and the very

8 last sentence about active maintenance that isolation of

.9 mill tailings without active maintenance is the' goal. )
'

10 . MR . MESERVE: It is hard for me to understand the

11 sentence about the site selection process must be an

12 . optimization to the maximum extent reasonably achievable,

. , .
3 ) 13- why that specific language was there unless the Commission

14 clearly envisioned in this rule that in the siting |

15 consideration'that these were goals. These were to be
;

16 ' factors, that they have been- very important but that you
.

x17 were:to consider them in the context of what is reasonably
,

18 . achievable which clearly involves-the consideration of

19- economic factors.
<

'20' There are a whole series of<other criteria that do '

21' set;out specific requirements. We submit that we comply

22- with all-of them. If we-didn't, we would have-the right, as

23. .you've indicated, to submit an alternative.

:24 The Congress amended UMTRCA in '83 to put that

25 option in.

- - - - - _- ...
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1- JUDGE MOORL: -This is what troubles me. Under. , __

b -

2 your view of the Act, there is-never-a need'for alternatives ;

3 because you just construe the criterion in a manner'to be-so

4 broad and so flexible that it encompasses just about

5 anything.

6 MR. MESERVE: Criterion 1 is written that way. It

7 is written to be flexible. It is written to require economic i

8 balance.

9 The other criteria are specific and-don't have

10 that same sort of language for these other criterias. '

11- For_ example, you shouldn't have a-slope greater

12 than 5 to.1 -- that is something that where if you were

() 13 going to come in with a --

14 JUDGE WILBUR: .You mean if it is reasonably

15 achievable you don't have one greater or you don't'have one

16 greater..

;17 MR. MESERVE: If_you were to have a slope | greater

=18- than.5.to 1 it-would seem to me that.that -- you.had an.

19- -alternative that_you'd befrequired to meet the-requirements

20 ofian alternative. That'is a specific requirement which is

-21 -not, doesn't have-this language about optimization to-the
-

,

22 maximum extent feasible. It's language where it is a black

l'
L 23 letter rule.

- 24 If you are going to depart from that, that one

25 would then' propose.an alternative and seek to make-the

_ _ _ . _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _
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- 1 demonstrations that the commission has - congress has
/~N

2 indicated should be made in order to make sure that these

'3 rules are applied-flexibly.<

4 That is how I understand these rules and I think

5 that is consistent with what the legislative history in the

6 Congress, is consistent with the language,' consistent with

7- the long history of Federal Register noticos on the point by

8 the NRC.

9 JUDGE MOORE: When-.you point out that there are a

10' number of-factors from the legislation, the legislative

'
11- history, that have to be guiding principles in interpreting--

12- -these regulations, you point to flexibility and you point to

13 the alternative section, but isn't it clear that the
-

--alternative-section has nothing to do with these criteria,14

15 that-the alternative section was to provide flexibility but

'16 tha6 flexibility was to permit you, if you don't like these

-17. regulations,.:to provide for something else?

18
,

MR. MESERVE: We are-not in this case seeking to
~

19: apply the specific statutory provisions for alternatives.
1

20 That provision was added to the' statute in 1983:to

21 . reflect however-a general Congressional concern that the -*
-

22' initial NRC regulations were not sufficiently flexible.

23 It wanted to make sure that there would be'

24 flexibility. '

25 To the extent '-hat that -- we're not applying the

1

~
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1 specific provision but Congress:has we.belleve' manifested a
_

.;
-

-

? T 2 philosophy that is supposed to-be used in examining how'

:3 these things that should be approached but we-are not

41 ' seeking an alternative.

5L JUDGE MOORE: In your view could a tailings pile
<

6 in the middle of a highly-populated area ever be required to

7 be moved under these regulations? l

8 MR.'MESERVE: Well, I can. imagine situations in

9 -which the risks associated with keeping the tailings pile in

'10 the highly populated area were such that the cost.of moving:

11 it would be'seen to be justified.

12 -JUDGE MOORE:. I can't think of one.

) 13-- MR. MESERVE:- Well, I think that that is a matter:
'

-t - ;

14' that-would'have-to be analyzed I would suppose in a j
15: particular' circumstance.

16: JUDGE MOORE: You can't offer me one?'

~ 17 MR. MESERVE: I-can't offer one where the cost-

-18 benefit balancing has.taken place, but ---

.JUDGELMOORE:' I am intrigued by the' notion that11n-f|19

20 ~ .the legislative history of the Act.they point to the Vitro' s

2 11 ' site in Salt Lake' City, 30 blocks from the state capital and-

-22 thatiin.the legislative history is described as a site of

L 23 2.3 million tons sitting on some considerable number of

24' . acres.o

O
25 In that instance that tailings pile was moved.

;-
!

'

. . . _ . -- , . . . - .- -
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- 1 Now that was_-an orphan pile. It was moved but I am struck
1(NN -2' by the fact that if it was reasonable to move a pile such as

3 that, why is it unreasonable just in a larger sense to take

4 something a quarter of the size or a third of the size of it
i

5 to move?

6 I-am struck I guess and then I'm deeply troubled

7 by the fact that under your reading of the regulations I

8 don't ever seen any way to require that a pile would ever be

9 moved, and yet the Commission's regulations clearly '

10 contemplated by stating this business about transportation

11' costs that,-one,-they might have-to be moved; two, the

~12 statement of consideration specifically says they might have-
,

r( ) 13 to be: moved; and the legislative history is very clear that

14 in proposingi the regulations and especially the amendment

15 that Senator Simpson was of the view that -- and he'used the-

16 term "all" -- or most if not all of such tailing piles are

17 ~ in remote areas, so that certainly Congress was not

18 - contemplating piles that might be in Downtown, USA, so to'

19 - speak. :

-20 MR. MESERVE: I can't speak to'the Vitro pile.

21' That of course was something that was under Title I of

22 UMTRCA. 'It's-Federal dollars, ten percent state dollars to-

,

23 pay for the movement and'there was apparently an agreement

24 between the Federal Government and the State that ther~j
-V

25 appropriate action to take in that instance was to move the ;
1
|
|

|
.

*7
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l' pile.

2' With regard to a private licensee you have a set

3 of regulations that govern. It requires an evaluation of

4 the= risks and benefit.

5 It seems to me in a situation without -- I can't

6 speculate but you might well have-situations where it's a

7 downtown pile where either the licensee might propose to

8 move it or you might find a situation in which the risks of

9 its continued presence in the downtown area were such as to

10 require movement.

11 JUDGE MOORE: I have just one final question. It

12 involves the paragraph added to the introduction, same

]) 13 paragraph you previously spoke to.and quoted from, the last

141 sentence |in that paragraph where it says " Decisions involved

15 in" -- and it means " involving" - "these terms will take-

16. into account the state of technology and the economics of'

-17 improvements in relation to benefits to the public health
'

-18 and safety-and other-societal and socio-economic

19 considerations and in relation to the utilization of atomic

20- energy in the public interest."

21 My question is, I understand what socio-economic

22 considerations are because they are set out in the SFES as

23 -property-values in the immediate area and the site, et

-24 cetera, et cetera.

C
25 Can you tell me what societal values are and.what

i

. _ - _ _ _ __ _ ____-______-___ -__--__ __ -__--- - __-_ _
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. c i- the-inter-relation to the utilization of atomic energy in
-. O ;

2-- the public interest mean?

3 In that context, are societal values such things

-4 as-the societalEwisdom of placing mill tailings-that must be

5 isolated from-the human environment for a thousand years in

6 a highly populated situation in the middle of a city? Is

*7 that something that'must be taken into consideration?

8 secondly, is the utilization of atomic energy in

9 the public' interest much the same -- how does it further the

10 public interest of the utilization of atomic energy to place

11 waste products that must.be preserved and isolated for a

-12 thousand years in the middle of a populated area?

-() 13 MR. MESERVE: I am not aware of any. This is |

14 language which has not been focused on to my knowledge by

15 .anycne in this litigation. -I am not aware of any definition

16 that the commission-has given in its Federal Register

17 notices:or the like with regard-to how this language is to

18 be applied.

19 Lot me say though that there is -- I'll make a

20: couple-comments as you've raised.an issue about-whether --

21- -when it'is'ever appropriate to place waste in an area that

22 _is populated because it has to be -- the waste that might be

23 there is supposed to be protected for-at least thousands of

1 24 years..

-

.-

25- It is interesting on that particular point that

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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1 the difference between the NRC and EPA standards and that
,-,

2 the EPA does not include remoteness from population as a

3 factor at all in their decisions. The reason is that in the

4 EPA's point of view population distribution today is not a

5 good or reliable indicator of where people are going to be

6 in a thousand years let alone much shorter term, so

7 prognostications over a long, long term as to whether '

8 populations might be is not something that one could do, I

9 believe, submit with any degree of reliability.

10 JUDGE MOORE: Are the EPA regulations applicable-

11 to what? The orphan tailings piles?

| 12 MR. MESERVE: No, no. The EPA has standards which
img it has set which are the general standards that the NRC then13

| 14 has the detailed implementation obligations for.

|

15 The EPA has not considered remoteness from

16 populations as a factor.

17 You are obliged to because your standards do have

|

|- 18 it but I think it is interesting that another expert agency

( 19 in looking at exactiv the same issue has concluded that we

| 20 don't know enough about where people are going to be living

21- over a thousand years in order to give that factor any
|

22 particular weight in the calculus.

23 Now, there are very grave concerns about nuclear

24 materials, concerns about reactors, concerns about all kinds

~

25 of things. And I submit that it is appropriate, when we're

_
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_

considering these matters, to-deal with the facts, and not1

2 with the emotions.- The risks from this site have been

3 evaluated. If one looks at, I believe it's Tab 2 of my
;

4 handout, it's a summation of what the risks are from this

5 site. The SFES, if one looks at it,-keeping the materials

6 in West Chicago, was shown to be the_least risky alternative-

7 of_all of the options. And it is important to note that it

8 shows that there are .05 health effects over the entire

9 thousand-year term, cumulative health effects over the whole

10 Greater Chicago area, population of 8 million people.

11 There's one chance in 20 over 1,000 years that anyone will-

12- have any health effects on this site. All the other

.

13 alternatives have greater health effects.

14 Now, there's a risk ~ factor that is not-included in

15 this table that is discussed at Pages 6-2 of the SFES, where- ;

16 they have. considered transportation risks. And I don't m'ean

17 radiological risks. I mean the statistical probability,

18 based on real data, not. assumptions, as to what is the
;

19 likelihood that somebody_-is going to die as a result of

20 moving-this material. And if one moves'this material by

21 ' truck, which is probably the most likely.way it can be

22 moved, the risks of accidents -- and those people, if this'

231 pile _were moved today, people who are alive today -- the

- 24 risks of accidents in moving this material are far greater

O
-25 than any of these risks that have been evaluated from the

. . . - . _ _ -
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1 radiological terms,
p

- 2 So if one looks at the total risk calculus here,

3 not only is this the best site in radiological terms, but if

4 one considers the ordinary hazards of transportation, these

5 risks understate what the real facts are.

6 When we look at costs and benefits, there is

7 significantly less cost to keep it where it is.

8 I submit, in considering this matter, that you

9 should consider the facts of the case, and not public

10 emotions on the matter. And the facts support on-site

11 disposal.

12 Thank you.

( ) 13 JUDGE WILBER: I have, hopefully, short questions

14 and quick answers here.

15 Contention 2-R, it appears that the Board rejected

16 that because the clay liner was not necessary. Is this

17 correct? Is this the proper basis, or am I reading it

18 correctly?

19 MR. MESERVE: That's correct. Read it in the

20 context of a contention, the Contention 2-R asserted that

21 the clay liner will fail over the long term, and in fact the

22 clay liner serves no function over the long term.

23 JUDGE WILBER: What is the barrier between the

24 material and the aquifer, then?-~.

25 MR. MESERVE: The whole premise of this design is

I
|

- _ _ _ - _
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f1- to have a highly impermeable cover that prevents water.from =

: /''N !
kI 2 infiltrating into'the cell. But in fact, once it's into the |

:

3' waste, one'would like to have it move quickly, so that is .|
i

4 would not dissolve. '

5 JUDGE WILBER: Then let me ask another question.

!
6 I then assume there's nothing on the bottom to

7 prevent any communication between the material and the

8- aquifer;.is this correct?

9 EMR . MESERVE: No,-that is wrong. In fact, the

10 site is,_the cell basement, so to speak, is, I can't
_

,

.11 remember the distance, but I think it's 10 feet above the,'

12 the Waste is placed, I believe it's 10 feet above the

' . - |13 highest-known elevation of that aquifer.r.

i

14 JUDGE WILBER: That's what I'm-interested in.

15 MR. MESERVE: And-there is to be a clay gravel,

16 continuous clay gravel area that's unsaturated in that area,
I

'17 'so there will not be.any capillary movement..
_

,

18- JUDGE WILBER: In the SFES, they speak of the E

19 stratum would be cut and filled to grade. This is in

20. . preparation for the site. Isn't the E stratum the aquifer

21 as well?

22 -MR. MESERVE: The E stratum is, I think it's a

23 large stratum, and the aquifer is within that and there is

: 7 24 an unsaturated zone. And when they say cut and filled to

(-
25 grade, it's that over the years there have been ponds that

i

.,
|
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1D -have been: built into the. site that go into the E stratum,-

q

2i and it is in the design of the cell to have a continuous

3 clay, excuse me, continuous gravel layer-underneath_the cell

4 so-that_you have a capillary break.

5 JUDGE WILBER: But the base of the pile is sitting

6- in the E stratum. Is'this correct?

7 MR. MESERVE: No. . I think that there is, I-can't
s
!

8 recall the details,-but I believe that there is a soil layer

9 --

10 : JUDGE WILBER:- Something that you have, that, in --
|

11 the process o'f construction, you've introduced?

12 ' MR. MESERVE: I believc that there is naturally

13 something above the E stratum on the site.
~

. '14 ' JUDGE WILBER: I don't-get that from the drawings,
i

15: but-I'm not sure. All right.

16 One other question is, who owns this property

17- 'after 100;or'.-200 years? -

_18 MR. 'MESERVE: There are UMTRICA provisions that, I

19 believe,: allow,-that require a: transfer.of the property to

.20 the state, if they want it, subject to an NRC license,: .or-to-

'21 the Federal-Government.. And that's a. matter of statute, as a
,

22 :to how.that is to proceed. And it would be the state's

23 opt' ion; it's not'under our-control.

~

(Discussion among Judges off the record.)0
24-

-25' JUDGE WILBER: If I'm looking at this diagram

!

1

. , . , . , , - - -
|
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1 -correctly, it looks like it's sitting down into the-E :y

2 stratuit. In fact, it looks like you've got pits, eight-foot

3 pits-dug down into it. I'm wondering what the isolation

4' between the material and the stratum is. This is Page 3-6
~

5 of the SPES. '

6 MR. MESERVE: Yes. And that same figure is behind

7 Tab 1.

8 -If you look under the waste, which is way over at

9 the far left hand of the bottom of that figure, you will see

10 that there is a one-foot minimum capillary barrier, which is

11 the'in-situ E stratum of gravel, and then a two-foot clay _

12 ' liner.

13 JUDGE.WILBER: The clay liner doesn't exist.

.14 MR. MESERVE: No, the clay liner doesn't, that

15_ will be placed. I stand corrected. It must be that they

16' had planned to take the soil off the site and to build from

17 the'E stratum.
'

18 JUDGE WILBER: But from 2-R, _you don't take any

19 credit for-that. That's'gone.
4

20 MR. MESERVE: No, the analysis includes that we're

21 -' not taking any credit for the clay liner, that's. correct.=

-22 - JUDGE WILBER: Okay. So we know that. Now,

.23 what's stopping-the --

24 MR. MESERVE: It's going to be there; it's just

Y.
25 that it's not --

,
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. 11 JUDGE'WILBER:- But as far as Contention 2-R is

?_ )'\- 2 concerned, it is not going to be there. It's either there

.3 or it isn't.

-4 MR.-MESERVE: It's there, but it's not~to serve
i

5 the function that - Contention 2-R assumed that'the clay

6- liner was there to have an active-leachate collection system

7 over the life of the cell -- and that is not its function.

8' It's there merely as something so that you can control water

9 while you're putting in place,: putting the waste down. And

10 'it's designed to have a permeability such that its

i11 : permeability.is greater than that of the cover, so that the'

12 water flow into the cell will be governed by the cover and-

- :

h ). 13 not by.the liner.-

,

14 -JUDGE MOORE: In view of the fact that un have

-15 kept you.over your appointed time,.and since this argument

16 is not for' benefit but for ours in trying to wrestle with'

17 all of this,'I hope you will'forgiveLall of the~ questions. ;

!

18 .MR.'MESERVE: -I very much appreciate it.

:
'19 -JUDGE-MOORE: It'would probably be prudent to

l- .20 : break-for lunch;and then resume in an hour, or=in an hour

2 11 and-15' minutes, or whatever. Do schedules permit.that,

22 since we have run over? Is there a problem with that?
'o

'

-23- :(No~ response.)

24' ' JUDGE MOORE:- Then, because Bethesda is not
~ '

probably the best place to try to find something to eat,-why25
1

i

|
1

p.

..
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1 don't we resume at 2:00 O' clock. ,

f'M ,

'El 2 Thank you very much. !

3 (Whereupon, at 12:40 p.m., the hearing was

4- recessed for lunch, to reconvene the same day, Wednesday,

'
5 January 16, 1991, at 2:00 p.m.] ;

i
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- li AFTERNOON: SESSION.
.

:

'A-d' 2 (2:00 p.m.)

31 JUDGE MOORE: Mr. Meserve, if-you have anything _

4 further to wrap up with.

5 .MR.. MESERVE:- Your Honor, I will try'to be-very !

6 brief. I know we very much appreciated the opportunity to
,

7 answer.your questions earlier.

8' - JUDGE WILBER: Before you go on to your summary,. I

9 -have a'few more questions. The Licensing Board: considered

110- this.an existing' site-and I guess.you agreed with that.

'

11 What's-the bas'is for that?

.12 L MR. MESERVE: When the licensing -- the words

kJI 13 '- " existing site" and the whole context of that. issue really

:

comes out.of.the legislative _ history and the Congress and !
E 14. -

15 thelthree different' times that.the Commission has had the-

!16l opportunity 1to discuss how the UMTRCA' criteria snould be

i (17; applied to' existing-sites and.to new sites.-

|

'la The context in which the. issue has? arisen is an

' existing.sitei s one where'a tailings pile is already.l119-

.20- present..

L
20. ' . JUDGE WILBER:| Let's stop right there. .

,

.
.

I thought-

l'

L 22' it was premised on'the fact that you were not going to move-

23- -the pile.-

24 MR. MESERVE: The pile might-be reconfigured, but

25- basically the. notion of an existing site is they're going to

.
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_
1 use a place where the tailings are.

'A ') . 2 JUDGE WILBER: In fact, I read from the Statement

3 of Considerations, the Commission in the 1980 publication,

4 it said it would not be possible, on the other hand, to line

5 the bottom of an existing tailings pile. Now, I just heard

6 this morning that you're putting in two or three liners

7 here. I can't remember the names of them all, but how does

8 that agree with the word " existing?"

9 MR. MESERVE: I think that there are various

10 contexts that the Commission was considering the word

11 " existing" and I think that what they were worried about and

12 what the Congress was worried about is that you have a pile

[a) 13 someplace, it's been established someplace, and the question

14- is how are you going to dispose of it, obviously, if the

15 requirement is to establish a liner underneath it and you

16 have the materials all there and you're basically going to

17 change slopes and so forth, then that's enormously difficult ;

18 to lift the material up and slide a liner underneath it and

19 then drop it back down again.

20 But the context is also one of just the general

21 difficulties of taking a site which is one where the

22 -materials are present and the incremental costs and risks

23 associated with moving it.

_

JUDGE WILBER: We shouldn't be worrying about24-

'~'
| 25 costs if it's an existing -- or if it's not an existing
|

l

I--
. _ _ _ _ _ . ... _ _
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1 site, should we?

: ! : - - - . .

*^ 5% .' 2- MR. MESERVE: No. I believe the~ cost balancing-

13' requirementLis a uniform requirement. It isn't just-towards

4, existing' sites. The Commission has indicated on three

5 different occasions that it intends the criteria to be-

6
- i.-

applied differently to new and existing sites, but that is

7 related to,-but does not necessarily limit the cost' j
8- 1 balancing requirement. '

,

9 JUDGE WILBER: And these costs:are the
~

10 transportation costs?

11, MR. MESERVE = All-the costs,

i

12 JUDGE WILBER: ~ What are-_the major costs that we're

- |13 talking about?

14 .MR..MESERVE: The SFES has a-whole appendix which

15' : talks?about the entirety of'the costs associated with the

16 stabilization process and certainly-transportation costs,;

._ hen you come to moving materials, is a very, very-17: w
-

18: significant component ~of costs. The state-has: suggested and''
-

19 Lhas~ argued that none of the-alternatives suggested by the-

20- : staff heretare appropriate. They would like to have.the-

L21~' materials moved-to Utah.
'

22- The transportation' costs and the states' favored

"23' alternative in their analysis was $70 or $80 million for-the

24 -West Chicago waste with a total cost of something on the

0 25- order of $140 million, as it compared to the NRC's estimate

1

, .. - ,
-_ . , - . . .- , .1
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L1 .of about_$23 million for on-site-disposal.

% 2 So transportation costs are a'sig11ticant cost,

3 but in the context:when they're using costs, I think they
~

4 mean the entirety of the costs.

S- There are only four matters which I would like to

6- Leover and I.will try to be brief. One, on the
J

7 jurisdictional point, I did want to call the Board's

8 attention to the Commission's decision on its action on

9 Kerr-McGee's_ rehearing request. There is some very

10: important language-onz the bottom of page 2 that's found at
,

11 Tab 8 of-the materials-that I submitted earlier that.I want_

12 to bring to your attention.

() 13 The Commission said Kerr-McGee hcs given no~ reason 1

14 why the further hearing which must be held before Illinois

15 can impose its different standards'must becheld now, before- 1

16. Illinois has even formulated a disposal plan detailed enough

:17 to permit the Commission to. determine-irt a hearing whether
i

18 _the plan-achieved the level of protection requirements.

19 I wanted to point that language out becauseEit

20 relates to much of our discussion: this morning. The

12 1 ' Commission clearly envisioned-that on the state's. side,

22 there would-be a detailed disposal plan that the Commission

23- would=then compare-with its counterpart that would arise

24 under the NRC regulations. That is our argument on 274,o 25 that we should complete -- there's a dispute among the-

__
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.1 parties as to whether the plan that's approved by the

.2 Licensing Board is one that complies with NRC requirements,

3- so that the benchmark for comparison is necessary for the
:

4 hearing that the Commission envisions, and we, therefore,

S argue-that this Appeal Board is a live controversy in a

16 matter within the commission's retained jurisdiction, and:

7 that's why'this Board =should: proceed to resolve the matter. !

8 JUDGE KOHL: Mr.=Meserve, I'd just like to explore

9 the language-that you just quoted there. Where does the

10 obligation of Illinois to formulate a disposal plan come
7

11 from? I thought it was the state's obligation to come up

12 -with standards, but that the actual' plan for disposal is
i

(^I ~ 13 Kerr-McGee's responsibility. o
4Os./

14 MR. MESERVE: .That's a matter of state law, I i

15. presume,-as.to how the plan will be developed, but this is

16 the Commission's language, that it expects that there will
.

17 be an Illinois proposal --

18 . JUDGE KOHL: I'know, and I didn't understand it.

19' MR.-MESERVE: I suspect that-the state may have
!

'

,2 0 ; some= disagreements as to who has that obligation, but the

21 . commission has clearly envisioned the hearing. It

1

anvisioned the hearing before the state action at which it's

going to make a comparison in order to have this apples-to- y

i

. . apples comparison.

25 We submit that a detailed disposal plan is 1

L '

|

|
l

_ _ _ _ __ __ ..
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1 envisioned, whoever creates it, on the state behalf and

tO
\_.) 2 there similarly should be a detailed disposal plan that

3 reflects the NRC requirements, and that is what this hearing

4 is about.

5 On the issue --

6 JUDGE MOORE: But it can't be an apples-to-apples

7 comparison if the state has the authority under their

8 statute to have more stringent requirements.

9 MR. MESERVE: They do have the right and th.'

10 comparison is whether there is an equivalent or more

11 stringent protection under the state standards. That's what

12 the NRC has to evaluate. The comparison then would have to

( }) 13 be with what the state would advocate as compared with what

14 the NRC would allow. And if the state plan were more

15 stringent in the sense of being more protective of public

16 health and the environment, then the state plan would be

17 acceptable.

la But the hea. ring is to assess that very point.

19 JUDGE MOOR,E: :So all the state has to do is say
;

20 ship it off-site and close the containers in which you ship

21 it, and you lose the SFES huge transportation exposures and

22 you've taken it off-alte. Ian't that a fruitless

23 comparison?

24 MR. MESERVE: In fact, as I think I mentioned
, , _ .

(j
25 earlier this morning, the transportation risk is wholly'
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apart from radiological. IL1

2 JUDGE MOORE: But there's a rail spur right on--

3 site. So you ship it in 50 trains.

4 MR. MESERVE: Perhaps someone from the city can

5 speak about this,- but I believe that that rail spur is going

6- to-be vacated.--You need arrangements in terms of being able j

7 to get onto that rail spur and connections, interconnections I

8 - onto other railroads. The possibility of materials being-

9- moved by rail to another site is by no means an obvious and
3

10 easy outcome.

11 .These materials are not welcome in West Chicago

12- and.I. suspect wouldn't be welcome anywhere else. Basically i

.
-13 we're dealing with a not-in-my-backyard phenomena with this

14 material. The community that's had all the tax and economic

15 benefits from.this facility over the-years would rather have

-16 the-materials moved after they've received those benefits.

,17 JUDGE WILBER: This' hearing you mentioned, is that

18- a hearing-before the Commission or is that a hearing =before

19 the. state?
!

'
'20- MR. MESERVE: The hearing that is envisioned under

,

21 L 274(o) 10 one that the Commission is obligated to have.

.22 Now, whether the Commission would' refer the matter to-a

23 Licensing Btard, I'm=not sure. It's a-Commission.

24 requirement that there be this site-specific hearing and

25 that's what these decisions, there were incidents and the

|

|

. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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1 transfer hold.

2 We've had a lot of discussion about crosion this

3 morning and it's just only one small point that I want to

4 make that I hope hasn't gotton lost in all of the

J cenversation We've had a lot of claims about the intrusion

6 barrier, but the real point here is trst nothing has

7 changed. Kerr-McGoo in 1986 proposed a cell that would hnvo

8 an intrusion barrior of two-feet thich with clay and cobble

9 and had not specified the sito.

10 JUDGE WILBER: But they weren't allowed to

11 litigato that, were they, because the Board dismissed it,

12 saying that's not a -- what's the magic word there?

} 13 MR. MESERVEt The genuino issue of material fact.

14 In fact, there is no contention submitted in this proceeding

15 that makes any mention of the word "PMP."

16 JUDGE WILDER: I'm sorry. Not PMP. The human

17 intrusion thing.'

18 MR. MESERVE: I'm going to come to that in a

19 moment. I just wanted to make the point on erosion. I want

-20 to deal specifically witn intrusion in a moment. But with

21 the point about whether there's -- I think there's been a

22 sense that perhaps there's been some radical and earth-

23 shattering change in the Kerr-McGee plan. In fact, exactly
.

24 the intrusion barrier that we have contemplated for this

25 cell all along in still going to be there. Wo had not

q

l
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1 specified the. details as to its size of the cobbles. We

2 have now done so at the staff's request.
.

3 We have demonstrated in so doing that the cell

4 will not only satisfy erosion of the type that is likely to

5 occur in West Chicago, but also will satisfy erosion that's

6 highly unlikely to occur and has two layers of protection;

7 vegetative layer and an intrusion barrier.

8 There's been no significant change in the design.

9 There's been no change in the health and environmental

10 impacts of the design. In fact, the further work and the

11- further specification-has only proved to show that the

12 Licensing Board underestimated the protections that are

13 provided by the cell.

14 JUDGE MOORE: Mr. Meserve, you say that the PMP is

15' highly unlikely. Is that a factual matter on which there is 1

16 something in the' record? In'your brief, you quote the

17 Licensing Board and.that's in a motion for reconsideration, |

18 and when you go back to the Licensing Board's memorandum and
i

19 order, there's no basis for that statement cited.

\-20 ~ MR MESERVEt I believe that there is in the --

21 there's a discussion of PMP. I'm trying to think of places

'22 in the record where you could-find it. There is a

23 discussion of PMP in the' submittal to the Board, Kerr--
~

24. -McGee's submittal of July 23 which-I think was transferredO
3. 25 to you in late July. Tne early sections of that submission

!

m - .
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1 discuss what a PMP is and what it is basically is the

2 hydrologically most extreme rainfall that could ever occur

3 in this area, based on the atmospheres, worst case on worst

4 case on modeling. j

5 As such, it has low recurrenco frequency and if

6 one wanted to see the likolihood of -- I mean, if some sort

7 of curvo that exists, and I believe there is such a curvo

B that is reproduced in the record and perhaps in that

9 document, that shows that one gets asymptotically close to a

10 PMP on the order of 100,000 years or something like that.

11 So it's a highly, highly unlikely event, And this

12 is not, as I mentioned earlier, not a requirement that is

() 13 one that's imposed by the Board's regulations and the

14 Commission's regulations.

15 Let me turn very briefly to the issue of human ;

16 intrusion. There was a city and state claim that the cell

17 is vulnerable to intrusion and the Licensing Board rejected

18 the claim. Basically, they were confronted with an

19 assortion by tho state that there would be human intrusion
::

20 and it was premised on much the same basis that was argued

21 here; that there was evidenco to show that people

22 -occasionally came on to'the facility.

23 JUDGE MOORE: And the affidavit of an admitted

24 export that, in his opinion -- an expert on tailing pilos --

0 25 there would be' human intrusion. It would be because of the

|

|

. ..
_ _ _ . . _ _ - _
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'
1 proximity to the population conter, the way it looks over a

2 1,000 years. I believe he testified it was a virtual

3 certainty that there would be the human intrusion.
,

] 4 MR. MESERVE: The Board looked at that and as to

i

5 tho -- I think it's very important to understand the'

6 critorion we're dealing with here. We're dealing with

7 criterion six, the issue in which this human intrusion

]
8 arises, which has to do with preserving the radiological

.

I 9 integrity of the coll.

i- 10 Now, the fact that --
,

11 JUDGE KOHLt Isn't critorion twelve also

12 implicated? I thought that was Illinois' argument.

(} 13 MR. MESERVE: Thore was an argument that they

14 subsequently made-on critorion twelvo which has to do with

15 active maintenance. Tho Board did discuss the fact and
j

16 said, look, if we have somebody that actually starts digging

17 into this cell, then this is the kind of activity that doos

18 not -- repair of such activity doop not constitute active

19 maintenance and that it is not something that's ongoing or <

20 activo. It's the kind of thing like re-vogotation,

21 repairing, incidental repair, which they saw without serious

22 or strenuous objection as boing within what was contemplated

23 by those words. We talked a little bit about this this

morning.

O.2425 I'd like to deal, though, with the fact that this
t

i

l

|
j

. - . , - _ - - . - - ._ .- .-. , ..- .
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1 fact that -- the statement that people have occasionally
-4

_ 2 gone into the cell or gone onto the site doesn't deal with
:

. 3 the likelihood or the -- it doesn't reflect anything about

4 whether somebody is actually going to go onto the site and

5 then burrow somehow so that the radiological integrity of

6 the cell would be compromised.
3

7 Remember, we're dealing with a cell which, on its

8 top, has an eight-foot thick cover with two feet down of

i 9 two-foot layer of boulders. If somebody is going down in

10 the cover, he's going to be very serious about it. He's got

11 to be going down eight feet to get to the radiological

'

12 materials. If he comes in the easier way, which is on the

} 13 side, then you're going through the berms. There are berms

14 that will be placed on the sido and the cover goes f.0wn

15 along sido of them. So you're talking about a shaft to got

16 to the radiological materials which is far greater than

17 eight feet.

11 0 JUDGE MOORE: But I understood the cell was like

19- an umbrella, that it keeps water'out by allowing water to

20 come in and then draining it off before it ever reaches the

21 tailings.

22 MR. MESERVE: That's correct.

e3 JUDGE MOORE: All right. Now, if that drain*

24 system is interfered with by intruding, you don't have to go

25 through all eight feet to interfere with the drain system.'

l

i
'

. ..-. - .- . . - , .- ,-- - -. . - -.
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1 Water then can enter the cell. It's designed so that it

O(/ 2 will be quickly percolated through, I guess. Then aren't

3 you into a groundwhter problem? So human intrusion scoms to

4 have -- at least I thought that was behind a great number of

5 their contentions, one of the concerns; that because of this

6 rather unique -- I believe it's a unique d.*ign, that you'd
7 hardly have to reach the tailings for there to be a

,

8 radiological hazard or the potential for a radiological
9 hazard.

10 MR. MESERVE: Let me respond to the specific issue

11 that you've raised. There is -- yoc're quite correct that

12 part of the functioning of the cover is basically a gravel

(} 13 layer which is above the clay. So ono could get to that

14 layer if one were to -- from the top of the cell to dig down
15 five feet rather than eight and burrow into the cell there.

16 But, in fact, Kerr-McGee did an analysis of the

17 specific issue you've raised which has to do with the

lo impacts on groundwater. The Licensing Board held, after a

19 hoaring, with an opportunity to hear the testimony, the
20 state's witnesses, and I'm reading from Tab 13 at Page 174

21 of the Commission's decision, "Kerr-McGee's analysis showed

22 that the prediction of small impacts to groundwater is not

23 dependent on the effectiveness of the cell cover in limiting
24 infiltration."

O 25 In fact, we performed an analysis in which we

. .. .. .

.
.
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1 assumed that there was greater infiltration than is natural |

2 in that area. It's a highly improbable event. The Board

3 found, in its discussion elsewhere in its opinion, about the-

4 fact even with that assumption, the extravagant assumption

5 that the cell cover doesn't exist for purposes of

6 infiltration, that the groundwater standards at the site i

7 still'would not be compromised.

8 That's not implausible because these are -- these

9 tailings materials are materials which have been hit with

10 acid, been hit with caustic, they've been hit with a whole

11 grinding steps in ordcr to extract materials from them.

12 What'you're left with is a very refractory material which is

13. highly-insoluble. It's very difficult to get comething to

14 dissolvo out of it and it's going-'to be neutralized, which

15 is' going to further enhance the insolubility of the

16 materials.

17 So we're dealing with a situation where the'

18- groundwater threat that you've' postulated is one that, in

19 fact, has been examined and has been - ~and the Licensing- ;

20 Board concluded, af ter hearing on the matter, that the: '

21 threat that you suggested just doesn't exist. This is an

22 issue in which -- although this is-the matter on which we

23- had a: hearing. This is not an issue that the state has

24 advanced on the appeal, if they have any question about this

25 matter.

.- _ _ - - _
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1 Let me turn very quickly -- I know that I'm trying

! 2 your patience, I suspect -- to the final issue that I wanted !

!

.

to mention, which has to do with something that Mr.3

!

4 Karaganis talked about, which had to do with the dose

5 calculations at the site.

6 The Board, in fact, I think in two of its orders,

i

j 7 has-raised a question about the SFES and, in particular,
:

i 8 Table 5.11, which I believe I have set out as Tab 15, which-

I 9 has to do with the dose to the maximally exposed individual.,

|

10 That table does set out the doses as to maximally exposed
~

i

-11 individual and also sets out organ doses. I

|

12 As you'll noto by the captions that the dose to
;

i

13 - the -- total dose is set out as total effective dose

14. equivalent and the SFES elsewhere indicates that that is a
,

15 committed doso. The organ dose, as the caption indicates, j

16 are set out as annual dose equivalents, and that is because -

17 that is the statutory -- that is the regulatory language

18 that EPA has established.

19 Now, this is-an issue that's outside any

20 contention in the case.

21- JUDGE MOORE: But it was decided by the Licensing

22 Board.
I

23 MR.-MESERVEt The Licensing Board said it steps --

24 that the state steps-outside its contention and then they j
O

25 went on to --

I i
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l' JUDGE MOORE: And decided the issue.

2 MR. MESERVE: I think a lawyer might view that as

3 an alternative holding and"that either one would bc
1

4 sufficient to sustain the Licensing Board.

5 JUDGE MOORE: The case law of the Commission, when

6 the -- we are charged with reviewing all findings that the

7 Licensing Board makes, whether or not they'ro raised on

8 appeal. So it made a finding that there is no problem here.

9 Now, is that finding correct?

10 MR. MESERVE: That finding is correct and I think

11 that one would want to look at the history as the evolution

12 of this claim. The argument about annual dose equivalent

( 13 and that it was an error was, in fact, something that was

14- submitted with a second or third affidavit by Mr. Bornhardt,

15 who has also appeared here as one of the EPA consultants.

16 That argument that that was not a committed doso equivalent,

17 I believe, was submitted on a motion for reconsideration

18 that was filed after all the briefing in these cases.

19 The specific insuc that is sought to be advanced

20- here today is one that's not only outside the contention, it

21 wasn't even raised in the opposition to our motion for

22 summary disposition. It's just a late developing. claim by

23' the stato of error.

24' But I think it's important to recognize that that

O .25 issue really doesn't bear on what is before you. This is a
|

!

_ _ _ . __ _ __ - . _ _ _ u
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I 1 dose during construction activities. Organ dosos are

5}/
f

2 roughly the same, certainly the same order of magnitude for] s-

i

j 3 all the alternatives. If you do anything at that site,
1

4 you're going to kick up some dust and if you don't have

5 adequate control measures, thoro are going to be people;

c impacted.
i

7 The only way to avoid this is to not stabilize.
i

! 8 So the issue that this somehow turns on whether the sito

9 should be stabilized, the material should be stabilized on-

10 site or not is incorrect. This organ dose calculation shows

11 -- the table they're challenging shows that they were all
4

12 roughly equivalent from one alternative to tha next and it's

() 13 because it arises during construction. No mattor what '

14 you're doing, you're going to have to dig up in West

15 Chicago.
1

16 JUDGE KOHL So if you were to pack the stuff up
,

17 and put it on a truck or a train and move it out west, you;

18- would still have the same.
,

1

19 MR. MESERVE: That's correct, because this is the

L
20 dose to the maximally cxposed individual who happens to be

21 in the vicinity of the sito.

22 JUDGE MOORE: But what it impacts is whether your

23= mitigation, essentially dust mitigation measures are

24 adequato.s

u_) 25 MR. MESERVE: And you will recall that the

. _ . _ -_ . _ . _ _ . _ . _ - . _- -
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; 1 Licensing Board did require as a license condition that wo

.]
1

(_- 2 impose -- there was a specific issue relating to this --

3 that there be mitigation and that be supervised by the staff
"

4 to make sure that it was adequate mitigation.
;

5 JUDGE MOORE: And, once again, no opportunity for

6 any challenge to what those would be or whether they'd be

7 adequato.

8 MR. MESERVE: Your Honor, one can say adequate the

9 way any litigant, after he's lost the caso, could say, oh,

'

10 gee, I could havo thought of ten other issues that I wish I

11 had litigated, and if I had only been able to bring them to

12 the floor, the result might have been different. That's

I'h 13 what we're dealing with here.
U

| 14 It wasn't in the contention. It wasn't raised

15 until the very last minuto and, in fact, they're wrong

16 anyway. The EPA language for what this organ doso

17 calculation, and the language is set out in the next tab,

L 18 states that those calculations are to be in terms of annual

19 dose _ equivalent. They calculate it exactly as they

20 understood the regulatory language --

21 JUDGE MOORE: Is that a term of art?

22 MR. MESERVE: Doso equivalent is a term of art.

23 JUDGE MOORE: But annual dose equivalent is not.

24 MR. MESERVE: The annual -- I think that the logic-

- 25 that was followed is that committed dose equivalent is a

|
!

_ _
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1 term of art.

2 JUDGE MOORE: And a 50-year committed dose --

3 MR. MESERVE: And it's usually a 50-year committed I

4 dose to deal with effects of retainment of radionuclides.

5 The annual dose equivalent, it's plausible to believe, is

6 something different and it's intended to be something

7 different than a committed dose, and, in fact, if you look

8 at the EPA affidavits that have been submitted in this

9 hearing, they agree that annual dose equivalent can be

10 something different from a committed dose; that there have

11 been the Benetti, I believe, affidavits that were submitted

12 that are not properly in the record, of course, but those

13 affidavits say that, well, you can calculate this by doing

14 it as a committed dose, a 50-year committed dose, in which

15 we assume all the dose over 50 years is in the year in which

16 it's incurred, or you can sort of do an elaborate accounting

17 procedure and in each year look at the effects in that year

18 and from the prior years --

19 JUDGE MOORE: Which is the standard way, under the

20 Dier reports, it's been done for years', right?

21 MR. MESERVE: I'm not sure what the --

22 JUDGE MOORE: And absent doing that, you just use
|

23 the 50-year committed dose, if you can't make the elaborate

24 calculation.r()\ 25 MR. MESERVE: But it's interesting that this still
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i 1 isn't a material issue because there never has been any
. 'O

showing by any client for the state o[t5eYiEy'TB'scggeA~. __._,,,,.,.V 2
3

3 that the calculation was done differently, that there would

4 be an exceedance.-

|

5 JUDGE MOORE: In the draft supplemental <

6 environmental impact statement, when a 50-year committed;.

7 dose was used, you got above 40 millirem exposure levels

-8 that clearly exceeded the EPA regulations. So the how as to

9 how the calculation is done is highly relevant.

10 MR. MESERVE: I believe that was a committed dose

11 and, of course, that first ---I think the first FES was done

~12 before the EPA regulations were promulgated, which said do

. 13 this in terms of an annual dose, and that's what I think --

14 JUDGE MOORE And that was done as a 50-year
,

15' committed-dose.- The EPA regulation may well be in the --- ;
!

16- since.they don't use a word of art, they're now seemingly J

'17 saying it's their regulation, that they mean a 50-year

18 committed dose.

19 .- MR. MESERVE: But they haven't said that.

20 -JUDGE MOORE: Or if you don't do this elaborate

21' calculation.

-22 MR. MESERVE: It's very puzzling to me and 1

23 incredible'that you look at, in fact, the various EPA

24 s'ubmissions,-that, in fact, the manner in which this

25 ~ calculation is to be performed differs from one statement to

_ __.a___ . . _ _ . . _ . __ . - . _ _ _ _ . _ _ . ._ . . . . ~ , . . . _ _
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1 the other. Now, we only have two EPA statements on this t
,

2 point that I'm aware of in this proceeding. -
..

!

!'**--A If one compares them, they're different. One says

i

4 we'll do it from 1983, look at the doses from 1983. The

: 5 other one says, no, we'll do it from the tirm that the

[
6 facility opened. Now, if this was something that was so 4

7 obvious to that regulatory agency as an error, one would

8 have expected that there be someplace an articulation of the

9 accounting procedure that's supposed to be done or an r
,

10 explanation someplace that this is the procedure to follow.
,

: - 11 -It isn't until this lit.igation evidently that

; 12 they've taken a stand and they don't even take a consistent

'

13 stand. I believe the NRC staff was correct in what they

14 did. There's an affidavit that this is the way they've

15 -handled these matters and there is a further analysis that;

- 16 we have done that's been submitted by Dr. Chambers that is

! 17 outside the record and I believe you should take all of this.

18 '- -material and exclude it. But if you include their

19 materials, you should look at the second Chambers affidavit
.

'20 which'says if he looks at it as a committed-dose,- if he

21- looks at the annual dose, assuming all of the releases were

22 in a single year, it would be under the limit for the organ

23 dose. There's nothing to rebut that.

24- So on the dose issue, I believe that that doesn't

O 25 bear on the principal issue --

- .. - ,-- . . . . - . - - - - - - - - - - . - . - . - - . _. . . - . . . , ..-: - . - . . -
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1 JUDGE MOORE: But doesn't the NRC's affidavit by

2 Swift say that it would exceed it?

3 MR. MESERVEl No. Dr. Swift says that if you were ;

4 to do it as a committed 50-year dose, it would exceed it.

5 Chambors used the annual -- basically the annual

6 alternative, jn that you look at each year and see what the

7 impact of each year is. He squeezes it all into one year
4

8 and says let's son what the impact is in year one and there
'

9 would be impacts in year two which would be less than those

10 in year one, and he's under the 25 millirem.

11 We submit that this is not an issue that's

12 properly before you in any event, but it certainly is not a

13 genuino iss.le of material fact and the Licensing Board is

14 correct. We just merely stato in conclusion that we would

15 urge you to retain jurisdiction. If not, you should retain

16 the vitality of the Licensing Board's decisions and not

17 vacate them. You should deny the motion to terminate, deny

18 the motion to open, and confirm the Licensing Board's

19 decisions.

20 Thank you.

21 JUDGE MOOREt One last question. If you do givo

22 precedence-to design features over site features, and I

23 believe there can really be no argument that we have a cell

24 -- your proposed cell does rely on design to overcome siting
&|

25 features, what might be viewed as siting problems,

.. - . - . . . - - - - ,
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i 1 deficiencies, why then isn't the argument of the state

2 and/or West Chicago that because of the long-term nature and f
r

| -3 the Commission's essential premise that designs fail, why i

|
c 4 don't you have to take into account the consequences among

f 5 alternatives of a failure of your design features?

i
; 6 MR. MESERVE: Well, that's an argument that the
! !

! 7 state has made, that you're supposed to do some sort of a

8. worst case analysis. This was not a contention, was not an

f 9 issue that has ever been raised in the contention. It
!

) 10 appeared only in the briefs before this Board.

11 I'm not aware of any' foundation in the words of

I 12 the Commission's criteria or in the statute that suggests

13 that'there should be anything like a worst case analysis.

L 14 JUDGE dOORE: I understand that, but the words of
i-

16 the regulation suggests; indeed expressly state that siting

16- takes precedence over design-features because design ,

17 features-fail. So if we're not going to pay attention to .

<

18 the - -that's the gist of what we have, that while isolation
!

19 :of tailings will be a function of both site and engineering

|: 20 design, overriding-. consideration must be given to siting
i

'21 features given the long-term nature of the tailing hazards.

22 And 'if you read the statement of considerations,-

23' they-say that.over a 1,000 years,_ things fail. If we're'not

24 going to read that literally or take it to mean-what-it says

O 25 on its face, and so that design becomes very important over

l
__ _ _ , _
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1 siting, why then doet.n't it just make -- isn't it common
,

2 sense that wo want to look in our comparison of alternativos_

3 as to what happens if our danign does fall because of the

4 long-term nature of the tailings hazards?

5 MR. MESERVEt I don't believe that, in fact, ono

6 does fairly look at the entirety of the critorion. All the

7 commission has said over the years is that the Licensing

8 Board applied the criterion in any fashion inconsistent with

9 cither literal words, statuto, or the Commission's

10 statomonts as to what this criterion means.

11 The remotonoss from other populated areas is the

12 first factor. Wo discussed that this morning. It's not a

() 13 remote area. Thore are other sites that are in the middle

14 of the cities. The cannonsburg site is an example of a

15 site, for example, which is not remoto and which was under -

16 - you gave the example of the Vitro sito. Well, here's

17 another example. We're a tailings disposal site in a

18 situation which in very similar to -- West Chicago is one

19 that was allowed.

20 You deal with the hydrologic and natural

21 conditions and what that deals with is -- we had a hearing

22 on that issue. We have a situation in which this site, in

23 fact, is -- this location is favorable from a hydrologic

24 point of view. The drinking water is in the slurry and

25 aquifer. There were two clay layers that naturally exist,

__ _ __ _ __ . . _ . __ __ _
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1 that prevent anything from the site getting down into a

2 usable aquifer.

3 There was an extensive hearing on that issue, on

4 the impacts of the groundwater circumstances of the site

5 with, as I have mentioned to you, the Board's concluding,

6 that there will be minimal effects and, in fact, they looked

7 at a worst case analysis. They assumed the cover just

8 wasn't there.

9 On the issue of minimizing crosion and so forth,

10 admittedly this is a cell which is above grade and,

11 therefore, there might be some erosion. We performed

12 calculations to suggest that there is -- even an incredible

[ 13 storm would not erode it.

14 JUDGE MOORE: But you're telling me you're relying

15 on design.

16 MR. MESERVE: On design and --

17 JUDGE MOORE: Over siting.

I 18 MR. MESERVE: I don't see how one on that issue of

19 erosion is an example.

20 JUDGE MOORE: Okay.

1
21 MR. MESERVE: It is hard to understand how theo

22- Commission's extensive critoria about how to design above-

23 grade cells could suggest that one can't do it. There's a

24 whole series of criteria that specifically deal with how you

25 design an above-grade cell. They specify slopes. Now,

_ _ _ - . . . . _ _ _.
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1 admittedly this cell is above grade, but they read criterion
l
e

2 one to say, okay, you can't put it in West Chicago because

3 it's going to be above grade and be eroded.

4 It means that you not only have to look -- avoid

5 all the rest of the language in this criterion, but all the

6 specific criteria that set out -- the Commission has set out

7 as to-how to do it, how to design an above-grade cell.

8 I don't think that you can fasten or you should

9 fasten on one phrase in the criterion and avoid the

10- extensive history that's gone into the entirety of the

11' criteria, which.I suggest that no such narrow confined

12 reading.is appropriate.

) 13L JUDGE KOHL: So the existence of all those

14. ' detailed criteria must be taken to mean that in'the

15 Commission's view there is nothing inherently wrong about

16 such an above-grade. cell.

17 MR.' MESERVE: .I don't think there's any other --

18 JUDGE KOHLt Would that summarize your argument?

19 MR. MESERVE: Yes. I don't think there's any

L 20 other'way to read it. They've specifically. allowed an

21 above-grade cell and have gone on to explain how-the. slopes

'
22. and the-covers and so forth should look like. To read it

,

any other way is to cut out a major segment of the criteria,23
|-

24 which is hardly what the Commission could have meant.

O
25 Thank you very much.

. . - - - -.-- .- .. _ _. - ..-.. - - _ -.-. - . - _ - . . . . - . .-..- -.. - =
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1 MS. HODGDON: The argument the staff has prepared

\s 2 mostly dealt with the motion to vacate and to terminate and

3 vacate is moot. That is in the staff's brief. In the

4 interest of saving time, I could just move to addressing the

5 arguments that have been made before and just touch a few

6 points in summary on that.

7 JUDGE WILBER: Excuse me. Could you get closer to

8 the miko, please?. Thank you.

9 HS. HODGDON: I'm sorry. I think these people are

10- taller than I. Is that better?

11 JUDGE KOHLt I think you can move the podium up

12 and down. The whole thing goes up and down.

()| 13 MS. HODGDON: Can you hear me now? I'll start

14 again in case you missed something I said. I said that I

15 was prepared to address in the first instance the motion to

16 vacato as moot -- to terminate as moot and to vacate the

17 decision based on-the Commission's action on October 17,

18 1990.

19 However, I think I will address some of the points

20 made in the argument that's gone before and save that as a

21 summary, with the Board's permission.

22 JUDGE KOHLt I'm most interested in hearing about

23 the staff's change of position and what effect that has on

24 this. Why should we bother to review a record and aS
V 25 Licensing Board decision that's based on the positions of

.

- . - . . , , . - , , ..,.,,.-..._.w , , . _ , - m- 4
-
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! 1 the NRC staff that have subsequently been recanted?
|

l. \ 2 MS. HODGDON: I don't believe that the staff has
i

j 3 recanted.

! 4 JUDGE KOHLt You do have a different position on

5 active maintenance, is that correct?

#

6 MS. ll0DGDON: I was just going to try to

] 7 characterize what the staff might have done, because I did
1

j 0 vant to address -- you said recanted and Judge Moore saif

|

| 9 flip-flopped, and I think that one of the Intervonors
t

10 those terms.

f 11 JUDGE KOHL What term would you use?
i

12 MS. HODGDON: I don't believe it's proper to

13 describe what the ~~ I think --

j 14- JUDGE KOHLt What does the staff call what it 2

15 done?,

16' MS. HODGDON: I think the staff's technical view

i' 17 is that it was a very minor modification.

'

10 JUDGE KOHL Dut you also required -- so you mean
<

:

19 you require license amendments now for minor changes? Isn't

20 that in and of itself a dramatic change in traditional NRC

21 staff views?

22 MS. HODGDON: I think it probably is, but I think

23 that notwithstanding the fact that that is a dramatic change
1

24 from traditional staff views and practices or traditional

| 25 -NRC views and practices, notwithstanding that, we could have

i
1
'

,. . . _ . . . . _ _ - _ _ . _ . . _ . . _ . , _ . _ _ _ . _ . . . . . _ _._._ _ , _
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-1 dealt with it had we not had this other event; that is, the

2 commission's transfer of jurisdiction to Illinois. It's the
i

| 3 two things that make for a problem that seems in many ways

-4 to be difficult, perhaps insuperable, but certainly

| 5 difficult.
:-

6 So I'm happy to address the staff's change of

i 7 position --

0 JUDGE MOORE: What is your answer to Mr. Meserve's

9 argument on our juriodiction? I take it from your brief

10 that our jurisdiction is terminated upon the execution of or;

L
i

.

11 at least the effective date of the transfer agreement. ,

|
' 12 MS. HODGDON: The staff's view is that the best ;

13 view of this matter is that this Board's jurisdiction is

14 terminated because the commission itself lacks jurisdiction ,

!' 15! and,.therefore, cannot delegate to the Appeal Board

i16'. jurisdiction over this matter, which is' passed to Illinois,
I'

17 and if that happened on November 1.- :

18 The-staff's further view is that this is the ,

19 better view and, of course, We don't have any guidance that

-20 you don't have._ I mean, we've looked at everything we can 3

21 . find on this matter and there simply isn'tfany. precedent.in--
L

22- Agreement State transfers before.

23 .The-Sheffield case _'is cited by.the-city and state
,

O
- as precedent.- Of course, that's not precedent. That case24

25 was clearly distinguishable and that was an enforcement

!

. . _ . . _ . . _ . _ . _ - - . _ . - .._. , . . _ . . . _ . . _ . _ _ ._ . . - ;_-..... ,
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1 1 action that was immediately effective. It had already had

[ 2 the effect that the staff wanted it to have, which is to '

3 make U.S. Ecology go back and take care of the site.

; 4 At the time of the transfer, the staff withdrew
|

5 the order. It was truly moot as opposed to this one, which'

6 is moot only in the sense that there's no jurisdiction.

'

7 Trying to get back then to what the staff did --

8 JUDGE MOORE: How do you leave the license extant,

9 even though it's clearly not a final commisolon judgment'

!
10 because it's unreviewed?

11 MS. HODGDON: That's right.

12 JUDGE MOORE: So it's a preliminary view, even

13 though it's allowed to become immediately' effective, because

14 -it wasn't stayed, although it's practically been stayed not

; 25 by us, but by, as we underctand it, activities in other

16 parts-of the world. But will this -- what use is it to

17 leave the license outstanding then if jurisdiction has been

18 transferred and there's -- you have an unreviewed non-final-

19- decision on the part of.the Licensing Board, why shouldn't

20 .it just be vacated so that it now, with the transfer of 1

e 21 jurisdiction,. Illinois cannot rely on any judgments of this !
_

22 agency.

23 MS. HODGDON: Well, I heard a number of questions

24'- there and-I'll try to answer them all, and also to get back q

O 25 to the outstanding question to see if I can get that all in |
-

1

_ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ . - - _ . _ _ _ . _ . . _ . _ _ _ . _ . _ _ . _ _ .- _
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; 1 the same paragraph.

| 2 I think, and I'm not entirely sure about this, but
J

3 since the Commission has not given any guidance on what the

4 Appeal Board is to do with regard to this, except that

L 5 apparently it's to do something, it would seem to me that

6 what the Commission had in mind was that things transfer to
!.

7- Illinois in the state that they're in. And Illinois has a-

8 procedure-for.this appeal. Illinois was asked whether they
!

9 had an administrative procedure act and they said, yes, they

10 did.
;.

11 So it seems to me that --

i 12 JUDGE MOORE That doesn't translate, does it, to ;

( 13 the conclusion that they have a procedure for this appeal?

14 MS. IlODGDON: Well, I don't-know that they have to

15 have a parallel procedure or something that's comparable.

I 16 JUDGE KOHL Didn't we already reject that

|| .17_ argument, though, in Sheffield? There's a statement in the
p
' 18 ' footnote in Sheffield that says it's not to be inferred by

'

19 the Commission's agreement to transfer. jurisdiction'

20 . generally that.we were giving the state of Illinois the

21 authority to affirm, reverse'or modify a preliminary ruling

22 'of an NRC adjudicatory _ board. :I'm paraphrasing, but there

23 was language to that effect.

24 MS. IlODGDON: It was dictura in Shef field because,

O 25 in fact, you vacated the Licensing Board decision at the

!
!

I
_.- .--.-., - .- _ . , -_ ...-. . - _ - . .- _ . _ _ , . ._n .a_
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1 staff's request and the reason for that --
,

k 2 JUDGE KOHL: Why is that statement dicta? I don'tm

3 understand why.

4 MS. HODGDON: Because it wasn't an issue in4

5 Sheffield.

6 JUDGE KOHL: Sure it was. It was the argument

7 made by the state of Illinois in that case. The footnote

8 began something like we find no merit or we reject --

9 lacking in merit ~~ Illinois' argument --

10 MS. HODGDON: Yes.

11 JUDGE KOHL: That we should just ~~ the point that

12 you just expressed, that you pick up this proceeding and

() 13 move it over to Illinois and they can take up where wo left

14 off. Isn't that what you just suggested?

15 MS. HODGDON: Excuse me. I misunderstood you, and

16 I do know the footnote you're talking about in Sheffield.

17 That's where you're addressing the point that Illinois made.

18 Illinois said you don't have the jurisdiction to vacate this

19 decision. You've got to leave it the way it is.

20- JUDGE MOORE: Because they wanted it.

21 MS. HODGDON: I don't agree with that. I think

22 you have the jurisdiction to vacate this decision. I think

23 that you have the -- it's a discretionary matter what you're

24 going to do with this decision to a certain -- well, it

25 could be interpreted that way. I'm possibly offering two

- . _ , . - - , . - ,. -. . .-
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1 views that are not exactly compatible, but one is the

2 position argued in the brict that you have the discretion to
.

I
3 cither leave this decision standing or to vacato it. That's

i

4 clear from -- with regard to t'no other decisions.

J.
5 The Korr-McGeo on the occasion when Illinois

6 became an Agreement State and the Sheffield, that was clear <

!
,

7 there.;

8 JUDGE KOHLt You nean Kress Creek. ,

9 MS. HODGDON: Kress Creek. Did I ony conothing --

10 JUDGE KOHL: Yes. ,

; 11 MS. HODGDON: The other case. What went to

12 Illinois last timo as opposed to what's going to Illinois

() 13 now. It was clear that in those decisions it was a matter

14 of discretion with what you might do with those things given

15 what they were, which is not this business. This is a

10 licensing case. It's also clear that the Commi.esion

17 contemplated that licensos would transfer, because that's in

18 the policy statement. .

19 What would happen to the licenses if the decision

20 underlying them is vacated, I don't really.

21 JUDGE KOHL: That's patently clear, isn't it? If

22 you have a license that is authorized by the Licensing

23 Board's initial decision and for some reason that supporting

24 decision is vacated, reversed or in some respect vitiated,7s
( )
'~# 25 that license must fall, does it not? How can you have en

o
, - . . . . _ - - . - - . _ _ _ , , , , . _ , . - . . , , . , - - . - .
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| 1 outstanding license if there's no support fos it?
|

2 MS. H000 DON: That's true. That would be the case

3 if it were here, which it is not. Buc the casos that are

4 relied on for that proposition are cases in which the

5 licensco came in and asked to have the decision vacated

6 based on the fact that he had decid9d not to build the plant

7 or something. I mean, it depends on who the players are and

8 what role they're playing with regard to that analysis.
9 JUDGE MOORE: But you already conceded that this

10 wbs not a final Commission action and if we retain '

11 jurisdiction and reversed, the license would then not

12 nurvive that reversal because the authorization would have

( ) 13 been withdrawn.

14 In that scenario, there is no license. .

-15 MS. HODGDON: That's right.

16 JUDGE MOORE: Why should that scenario change when

17 the licenso can't be revjewed because of a lack of

18 jurisdiction? You may weil be passing on defective goods.

19 MS. HODGDON: There are other ways that you could

20 do that apart from this decision, as well. I don't know

21 that we --

22- JUDGE MOORE: How?-

23 MS. HODGDON -- have any guarantee that vo're not

24 passing on defective goods in any event, but my point is --s
_

'' 25 JUDGE MOOREt But a point of appellate review in

|
.iv , ,- -,
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1 to certainly minimize that possibility and at least some of

2 us would proffer the view that that becomes a minimally

3 likely if it gets reviewed.

4 MS. HODGDON: I'll try t2 make these things

| b simpler and put them all in categoriet then. In one

6 scenar.ls, you take review. You have appellate review. You

7 do wha ova'* you will with the Licensing Borid license,

8 authorizition. You uphold it, you revorse it, you remand

9 it, you Av y>atever you want to do. That's one thing. You-
i

l'. nave apj Llate review.

1 The other scenario is you don't b. t49e

72 jurisdiction is passed to Illinois. In that e:sto, you can't

( } 13 vit4t tti merits of a Licensing Board's decision, h3t you

14 can 3cyk at the equity of whether the decision stand,t or not

-15 without rege, d to its merits. That's what I think we waie
!

16 talking about when we were talking about the exceptions to

17 the Munsingware rules. That is the staff's positicn

18 regardir.g where this is.

19 It's this or it's that or it's the other thing.

20 It's not soac mixture of them, because when you get into

21 some mixture *f ; hem -

2

22 JUDGE M00'E: If you look at the equity, where

23 does the staf f cor.:e d >wn?;

24 MS. HODGDohs When you look at the equity, the-

d 25 staf f comes dpwn on tha licensing auth rization should not

I

,

- - _ - _ _ - - _ _ - - _ _
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1 be vacated because of the exception to the Munsingware

2 rules, which is where the party, I think Mr. Karaganis said,-

3 was culpable, and I don't think that that's what the rules

4 say. It's not the culpable party that sought to make the

5- Ldecision moot, but it's the party that's guilty of having-
1

6 lost the case.

7 That party comes in and says that he'd rather --

8 he settled the case or he did something else, cat he wants-

9 the decision. vacated, the answer is too bad, you elected

10 another relief, and that's what they've done here. They've

11- --

.12 JUDGE MOORE: But who controlled that? You as

} 11 3 . staff could have certainly had a hand in it and certainly-

14- the commission had a big hand in it. They could have either

15' granted-it months and months before they did or not granted

l'6 it for months and months later.

17 .MS..HODGDON: Well, I'm not prepared to agree with

18 .you about:that, about the commission's timing of this ,

19 matter. I believe that the Atomic Energy Act,-274, requires

20 that the commission -- it says they must, I believe, shall,

21: shall'is the word, shall surrender jurisdiction over

'22 whatever it is that the state-has applied for Agreementg

-23- -State authority over. Apparently that means at such time as
,

-- 24- they find that the conditions are met and that is what the

-

''

25 commit 5sion did.

I

___________..__m._____ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . - _ _ . . _ . _ . _ . _
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1- I think the thing that might have been hanging it j
- 2 up was that Illinois -- was Korr-McGee's request-for a

;E hearing-and once they determined that the hearing could-take

4 place after the transfer and didn't have to take place

5 before, they transforred jurisdiction on October 17. Ie .,

6 would agree that it wasn't very good timing, but I think it

I'7- took place without regard to what's going on here, and this
|

8 is on a different track.

9 I wanted to finish my thought. The reason I think

10 that ordinarily the things just go in whatever state they're

11 in, unless there's some policy to the contrary, is that 274

12 also contemplates the Commission taking them back. So if -

13 this decision went in'the state it's in, if it ever came

14 back here -- I mean, the whole action that the' 11(e)-(2)
j

..15- byproduct material, we would take it up wherever it was.

16 So that's another reason.I don't think that this.

-17 Board can revisit this or actually visit it for the-first

118- time,:but can visit this after it's passed --fjurisdiction

19 of it is passed to Illinois.

'MF JUDGE. KOHL: Why don't you go.back to what you

21 were talking about.

22. 'MS. HODGDON: I started -- I'was going to connect
,

L23 'this up. I started with answering the question about what.

24 the staff did while this-was on appeal. I also started to.p
d 25 comment on a remark that Judge Mooro made to somebody1else

|

.

..
- _ - _ _ - - _ - _
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1 s context of that or that dealt with this-matter. He
("') !

b l' 2 s, 'he staff, flip-flopped and that they-did it.

3 - '; after the Licensing Board issued its-decision..

4 I beg to disagree with both those
:

5. characterizations. What' precipitated the staff's action,

6 which, to a certain extent, has disturbed this appeal or, in

7- fact -- well,_that might not bo the right word -- disturbed

8 this appeal, perturbated this appeal -- is that the EPA's

9 amicus brief, when the staff read EPA's -- that's a_ term of

10 art also -- the staff -- the staff read EPA's amicus brief

11 and-decided that Mr. Bernero, Director of NMSS, as he'says

12 in his affidavit, directed the staff to look at it and see

() 13 -if it had any merit, their claim that the PMP event should

14- have been considered and protected against.
i

15 'The staff did look at it and as the various

16 affidavits attest, they found that although they thought the

17 cell.was very well designed and probab3y did protect against

t -18 this event',-you couldn't really-say so unless you followed
i

19 .the staff guidance that became-draft-final in May of 1990,

,
.20 -after the decision regarding how to-do -- to osaess the PMP

4 4

21' . event'and to design a1 cell that would protect against it.

22 So that's what happened and: that's what we said in

23 our'brief and at the same. time we appreciated that people --

24. that parties.should have an opportunity to respond to that,-

:Q
12 5 and then Illinois and the city came in with motions to

|
1

J
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1; . vacate based,on the staff's brief or to reopen to consider -' <

t,Y
'5.JJ 2 - and they never said what to consider,: nor did they ever

3- say just exactly whatLeontention -- the-decision on what

-. !

4 contentions-was implicated in this'and what they would do-
'

i

5- about it.:_

,

a

6 I- mean, their papers were --
|

'

7- JUDGE KOHL'- 'We know what the staff would do about

8 it. The staff is requiring a new license amendment, right?

9 .That's in'your brief.

'10 MS. HODGDO., The staff seemed to suggEst -- yes.

11 The staff. stated that a license amendment was requirod. No , . l
l

112 no. We-didn'tfseem'to suggest -- that's a fact. They
-

13 - stated right out you need a license amendn.ent to put.in this

'14 cobble size just to be-sure.

15 1That might have been'in excess of caution because

'

16 Kerr-McGee had already; committed to do this and this is the-

17 kind.of thing that except for the licensing and the hearing -i
'

18- context,'NMSS would have done anyway. 'It's not:really par

19 ofLthe_ preliminary application-documents, the cobble size.

20' But NMSS thought that because this was in the hearing-

: 21: context and before the Appeal Board that it was proper to

.22 let everybody-know what was going on'here=and --

23 JUDGE MOORE: My statement about the-staff's1 flip-

.

24 flop was directly related to your position on active H

25- maintenance and1the definition of' active maintenance. The

. _ . - - . _ _ _
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1- etaff,.before the Licensing Board, in spite of the language
, !

k ;F - of Part 61 that says explicitly that it is not applicable to

3 thorium mill tailings in excess of 10,000 kilograms, as I-
-

4- understood it, supported that definition'of active

5 maintenance and now has taken the position that active

6- -maintenance is different, substantially different from the
"

;7 definition contained in Part-61 dealing with low-level

!

8 waste..

,

!

9 MS. HODGDON: Well, I would disagree with you that

10 there's a substantial difference. I agree that the staff i

11- supported the Part 61 definition to-the extent the-staff-

12 supported it. Kerr-McGee said why don't we use this q
i

} -13- definition because|that's the only definition there is and,

14- in fact, it was at the time the only definition there was.

15 'And the other definition is in that staff guidance document,

'16 which became draft-final. You got the copy that war draft-

'17 final in, I believe, May_of 1990. '
1

_,

18L But the important thing is:that-this has
:

19 substantial difference between those'two definitions. They:
:

20 both say.that you cannot rely on active maintenance. Active' -|
1

D21 . maintenance cannot be necessary in order to achieve a design

22' goal. You can't design --
~

,

y

23 JUDGE MOORE: But it changed the staff not being

24 able to rely on their grass cover as the erosion barrier and

w \'
L 25 had to switch to determine whether the intrusion barrier was
L

1

, . . - ...
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1 sufficient, all because of active maintenance,
r3
k_) 2 MS. HODGDON: No. I don't believe it's because of

3 active maintenance. It's not because of active maintenance.

4 JUDGE KOHL: Well, for whatever reason, the staff

5 no longer views the vegetative cover as the primary

6 intrusion barrier.'

7 MS. HODGDON: The staff places its primary

8 reliance for erosion control on the cobble-clay layer.

9 JUDGE MOORE: Why?

10 MS. HODGDON: Because the staff likes big rocks.

11 Because the staff -- because there's a formula for it which

12 is 'l the staff's guidance document in question. The staff

('~T 13 was --
()

14 JUDGE KOHL: Don't all the analyses have to be

15 redone now given that the first set of analyses assumed the

16 vegetative cover. Now we're going to un-assume that,

17 according to the staff. What does that do to the technical

18 analyses of the cobble layer?

19- MS. HODGDON: It doesn't do anything to the

20- technical analyses of the cobble layer, except the finding

21 is that it's for erosion control, that it will withstand the

22 probable maximum precipitation event if challenged. And the

23 Kerr-McGee continues to maintain that the vegetative slope

24 will, but, in fact, the Board did address that and it's in,,

f
' 25 the decision on this summary disposition, I think on-

|

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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1 contentions 4(c) and 4(d).- And they did say that there ''

2- would be a succession and even -- they said if you have.

3 active maintenance, you'll have this prairie grass that will

4 be mown, but if you don't, you're going to have trees, and I
5 that's even better. Those are not- *:he exact words, but I'm-

,

6 paraphrasing.

7 JUDGE KOHL: Is there any significance to the use

8 of the word " ongoing maintenance," which also appears in

9 criterion one?- Doesn't that suggest a temporal factor.that

-10 should be considered, that maybe you can have active

11 maintenance for the first few years, but not ongoing --

12 MS. 90DGDON: I think that there's a great deal of

| -13 confusi'an about this and I think that-a lot of the confusion

14 is possibly something that the staff didn't--anticipate when -

15 'it wrote the criteria,

16 JUDGE KOHL: That's often the case.

17- MS..HODGDON: And that's'often the case,-yes..

~

18 JUDGE-KOHL: But how do we resolve that' confusion?

19 Why does the-staff's view today on the significance of the !

20 term ongoing in that criterion? Is there any significance

21- 'to it?

22 .MS. HODGDON: I think that what was -- I would

23 have to look. It occurs in several places and in-order to

24 give you a -- :

25 JUDGE KOHL: Right. That's why it's hard'to -- |
1

|
-

,.
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1 MS. HODGDON: A definito answer, I would have to- i

i;O 2- give you, as we were talking about before about critorion !

3 one, as you woro, talking with Mr. Meservo about.critorion

4 one'as-opposed to the other.critoria, and overriding and so

5 forth. This ongoing sooms to be another term of art.

6 .Certainly if you're going to try to-grow grass, j

7 you have to maintain it during the early years in order to |
}

BL got good roots and so forth before you can lot it give way
'

9 to succession. I don't know that-a number is put down-to
,

t

10- that, but I think Kerr-McGee anticipated maintaining the

11 sito for ten years, in which case they would have an

12- opportunity for the prairio grass to be firmly established- -,

.

. O 13- and.then to be succeeded by whatevor.comes up, which_is the
LV

14. . successive forrest. 1
v

Il15: JUDGE KOHL: It's like the vegetation you'would

16 soo:along the highway ombankment.

17' MS..HODGDON: Yos. 'And I do think that the

18- ?-maintenance.-- I mean,-there's also a-lot of discussion |

19 about maintenance being. prohibited. .Of course, maintenance
.j

.isn't: prohibited. It just means you can't rely on |120 '

121 maintenanco'to moet your design | goals after a cortain point,

p: 22 after-you've established your cell with the cover. So

i '23 that's not dono right away. EAs I said, you need to

- 24 establish that grass. You nood to have the mature prairio
.(h

25 grass in order to give way to succession.''

|,
|
!

. . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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1 I think if you read it closely that you can see
[

'

'v) 2 that everybody was really trying to say that, but I do admit

|
3 that there is a lot of confusion here because the same words

4 are used to describe different things and different words

5 are used to describe the same thing, like intrusion barrier.

6 You know, that rock-cobble; it would have been good in

7 retrospect to have called that something else, when now it

8 is something else.

9 Now it's the erosion barrier, at leact in the

10 staff's view, It's the primary erosion barrier. The staff

11 doesn't take any credit from the vegetative layer. It

12 continues to rely on that, but just not primarily.

( 13 JUDGE WILBER: In your brief, I think it's in this

14 general area, you speak of a document called a Management

15 Position.

16 MS.~HODGDON: Yes.

17 JUDGE WILBTOR: Is that part of the record?

18- MS. HODGDON: I don't believe it is.

19 JUDGE WILBER: Then what can we assign to it?

20 What weight can we give it?

21 MS. HODGDON: I suppose-you can't give it much

22 weight, except it's -- I think the reason it's mentioned in

23 the brief.is that it's mentioned in one of the affidavits. .

fq So I think that that portion of the brief is just arguing24

V
25 the affidavit where Mr. Bernero or Dr. Swift, I think it's
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1 Mr. Bernero, states-that the staff relisd on the management.

2- position;in the hearing, but. subsequent to that time, after
-4

3- . reading EPA's brief,-the staff relied on the staff -- the

E4 ~ draft-final staff guidance document. 4

:5- JUDGE WILBER:- You're saying that the staff's
;

6_ position at the time of the hearing is that that's reflected
'

7 in that paper?
\

0- MS. HODGDON: Yes. And the point that's made- ;

9 there is that the staff had taken the position prior to this

-10 tikne that one .did not' need to assess or consider extreme,

-11 events,-such as the probable maximum precipitation event.

=12 That's-what that is offered for. The management position

L
13- ~says that you don't'have to evaluate extreme events.

14= JJUDGE KOHL: Should I infer from something you

c15. said earlier about'the staff looking at some of these issues

16 -after it received EPA's amicus brief,.should-I infer that

17 ' absent our invitation to EPA to file that brief,-the staff:'

7
18 never-would have looked at any of this stuff? - i

'19: MS.-HODGDON -- I suppose I shouldn't admit to this, -

.

20 but we discussed that at lunch and the' staff -- the staff
--

i

21- feels that it.would have come up with this anyway.

: 22 JUDGE KOHL: What did the staff do with respect to
4

23- this July 1989 EPA letter that was. discussed earlier this

- 24 morning?'
t i

'

25 MS. HODGDON: Excuse me?

. _ - .
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11 JUDGE: KOHL: There was a reference made this-~

'G
- \_M. 2. .morni.1g to an EPA letter of July of 1989, I believe.-

3- MS. HODGDON: Yes. EPA wrote the staff a letter.
L

| 4 in July of 1989. Dr. Swift answered the letter in,-I
.

:5' -believe, August of 1989. The Licensing Board asked
1

6 questions about what was going-on with regard to this.
i
P 7 JUDGE KOHL: So the Board knew, everybody knew

,

8 that that letter -- ;

9' MS. HODGDON: Everybody. knew about the letter, ,

i

10- yes. Everybody filed and the Board addressed this in its
|

11. decision'and said as regards-EPA -- EPA's views at that time

( 12 didn't have anything to do with the probable maximum
l-

( 13 precipitation event. They were about'other things.

'14 : JUDGE KOHL: I'm curious what you mean by Footnote E!

115< 6 in your brief. !

!

R 16 MS. 'HODGDON: May I get it?-

|c 17 JUDGE KOHL: Yes. Page 10. !

- .|
. a

. 18 [ Pause.]
;

19 JUDGE ' KOHL: It's just a footnote!to your subject

20' . heading-discussion of issues on appeal, and'it states

21 although for reasons discussed-below,.the stat"'s appeal-on

22 ~these matters is unfounded. Some of the issues are, in

23 fact, affected by the state's resolution of the comments
1

I 24 raised-in EPA's amicus brief. What do you mean by affected?
'

~

! - 25 I don't understand.

'
,, - - . .
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112 , MS..HODGDON: I think it'means bear on. I mean, I
-

-. e
-

} 7 -L2 ' think what we meant to-say is-that:it:would be disingenuous

:3 .of usjtozsuggest-that nothing was-changed except the-
4

-. . 1

- 4: specification'for-cobble size, although that was the only j

5- _ technical change, because,_ in fact, the reliance was !

l.

6 changed,'and, in fact, the_ basis for the Licensing Board's

7- opinion might be affected to a~certain extent. ,

28 Of course, this is in our brief. Then I expected,

9 I: suppose the staff expected that -- we mentioned that we

10 thought that theLstate and the city ought to be given an i

11- ~ opportunity.to file on this and they did, in fact, file, but J~

121 they didn't say what it was they wanted to reopen on-or how: !
-i

l''YI 13 L _theirf-- well,_ Illinois was:the.only-party;that_had-
Q

-

= 14. contentions. -In1 fact, Illinois was.the only purty.

15- So. Illinois didn't say how they thought their h
y

16 contentions were affected or-how they were affected or.what
K

-171 oughtcto:be' redone, what the scope of:the --

k |118 - JUDGE : MOORE: Don't their affidavits _ spell that'

19- fout?f
. f

'20-- MS. HODGDON: No.

21 JUDGE MOORE:' _They. raise innumerable questions-
:-!

|. ,22; that-they don''t have-adequate _information now to.tell
;

.23f because they_weren't privyLto-your analysis.

? ~24 MS. HODGDON: But they don't sort out -- they were

O .2 5 - Lprivy to our analysis. We mado all those documents

, , . , - . . - . . - - . - .. .-,
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1 2 available . : They' argued:here today that they didn't have
(~~{ .

!

! 2- time to look'at this because itlcame by messenger in August.T

_- 3 ' 'This is January.

4 -JUDGE KOHL: Does the staff think that the change
,

5; in cobble size isisignificant? ,

!

6 ,MS. HODGDON: Significant for what purpose?:'

'
7 Technically significant, yes. The technical staff thinks

8 - t!.atsthe change:in cobble size is technically significant

'9- enough so that they'_can rely on the integrity of the cell-

l' - far beyond what they-would have relied-without that0
,

11- specification.

12- JUDGE KOHL: Isn't that then precisely the-sort of

.-13: issue that interested parties who participate-in NRC

'14 adjudicatory proceedings should be allowed to challenge?

I15; MS. HODGDON: Yes.

16L JUDGE KOHL: And isn't the_way you do that-in a- |

'17 hearing?

'18 MS. HODGDON: _ Yes. We said that. We said as;
i

19 much. We-said-that they_should be allowed to address it and=

-20 we did not specifically say hearing, as I recall.- But we

21;: said if -- we did. We:said they should'be allowed to

22' address it.- I'm just'saying that---

12 3 - JUDGE KOHL: Is the statutory. basis for their

241 being allowed to address that Section 1897

-

25 MS. HODGDON: Yes. Certainly.
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1 JUDGE KOHL:- Just-to clarify something, we talked f

2' about whatJwas in and out of the record. Is the engineering4

-3 : report that Kerr-McGee did part of the record here? The ).

.i

4' 'l'ist'of exhibits that we have is extremely brief. !

5 MS. HODGDON: The engineering report is the

6 application. !

7 JUDGE KOHL: Right, and is that part of the record
,

8 here?-

9 MS. HODGDON: I suppose that it depends upon what

10 kind of view you tak'e of the record. What was put into the-

11 record at_the hearing and admitted into evidence, the answer

12- 'is no,'it-was not.

! 13 JUDGE KOHL:- Did everybody just assume that --
|: V

14' MS. HODGDON: Only.certain. parts of it.

15 JUDGE MOORE: The Licensing Board relied upon it

'16- in'.several; places in'its decision.

'17 JUDGE WILBER: Is-it comparable to-an-FSAR? !

18 MS. HODGDON: Yes.- I think it is an-FSAR. I_--_ . .

19 mean, it's;the NMSS equivalent of an FSAR.

.
'20- JUDGE MOORE: .The engineering. report, but it's. !

!

21 written by'Kerr-McGee.

'22' ' JUDGE _WILBER: So is.an FSAR.

( 23 MS. HODGDON: So is the FSAR. It's written by the

,

. . . 24 licensee applicant.-

\ .

- :25 JUDGE WILBER: But an FSAR is not normally part of
.
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1-- the record just'because it's attached to an application, is
,

'l !
"

- 2 it?

3- MS. HODCDON: Well, NMSS and NRR don't do. things _ .j
!

4 the same way.- This was the application. I checked on this, Ei

!

5 for whatever difference it makes, and I don't know that I
1.

~

6 anybody cares, but this is in the Public Document Room.
!

7 This.is the application. It's considered to be the

8 application.

-9 JUDGE. KOHL: There's a lot of stuff in the Public

10 Document Room which can be relied upon in making a formal

11- ' legal decision. This is'not an insignificant detail. 'Maybe

12 I shouldf ask the: question this wayr whether or not it was -

'

L13 - -ever served up properly,-did Illinois-or? West Chicago or
_

14 anybody,else_for that matter ever raise an issue about this?-

15 Everybody1just talked about the engineering report and some

16 Lof these other: documents without being particularly careful.

17 asIto its1 evidentiary status?--

18 - MS . -- HODGDON : - Everybody had.a copy _of it and such: >

19- pages from it as were applicable to the admitted contentions,

20. and the contentions-in the hearing were put in by Kerr-McGee.

21- .with its' testimony.- If theLLicensing' Board-used parts of:

-22- _the engineering report-other than what wes put before-it,

L23 they didn't do'that at the hearing. It's-passible they did-

,c it on the summary disposition motion.24-

h 25 JUDGE L HL: They didn't do any exhibit list, so

;

, - -- , . . , , - , - , - . . . - _ .
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1 it's difficult to locate some of these things. |

.

2 MS.=HODGDONt- We had some problem with the

3- transcripts. Maybe you can tell that. The engineering

4- report, large-parts of it were in the testimony.

5- JUDGE KOHL: What is the staff's view on the ,

!

6 significance, the overriding consideration terminology,
,

7- those words in criterion one? On the one hand we're told to !

8 give economic-costs due consideration. In criterion ono,- ;

1

-9 we're told to give three siting features overriding

10 consideration. Is overriding consideration greater than due

-11 consideration?

12 MS. HODGDON: It would seem to be just by the

13 meaning of the word overriding consideration.
_

-14 JUDGE KOHL: But if you-add to hat the preceding '

J15 language that mentions-both existing sites and new sites,

16 maybe not in those words, but it --

.17 MS. H0DGDON: Yes. We do discuss existing sites .,

: 18' and new sites and the Licensing; Board discusses that at

19; . length in its decision.

20- JUDGE. KOHL I'm specifically referring, though,- i

J21. to.the sentence in criterion-one that says the following

22 site features which:will contribute to such a goal or

23 . objective must be' considered in selecting among' alternative

.

24 . tailings 1 disposal sites or judging the adequacy of existing
.

~- - 25 . tailings sites, and it enumerates the three key siting
'

l
:

_ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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features., . . ,

6 i1

e - 2- Does that language that saya you've got to ;
'

.

3 -consider these~three features both for existing sites and

4 new sites, is that language in conjunction with the

5 overriding consideration language in the next paragraph,

-6 mean what it sayG?

-7 MS. HODGDON: I don't think so. I don't think so

8 'because in the statement of consideration on the adoption of

9 the criteria, the Commission addressed application of- -;

10 regulations at existing sites and said regulations were i

I11 developed recognizing that it may not be practical to

12- provideEthe same measures of conservation at existing sites

0Jf 13" as can be done at new sites where alternatives-are not

14< ' limited.- I just want to get down to this'other thought.

15 That one-itself'is difficult enough.

'16 -But the next one, also, objectives concerning

i 17- _ remoteness from people providing below-grade burial and

11 8 -transferringLownership of sites may-not be met to the-same
~

| ,

19 degree at an existing-site as at a:new site. It's hard to .

20 tell what that means considering that they said overriding3

21 there. I agree that they -don't 'seem to have focused on: this

22 language'after the.1983 amendments in which they had every
L

'

| '23 opportunity to take that back.

24 But I don't know what it means. I think the ,

|

L. 25 . Licensing Board,-although they addressed it, really focused

. . , . -
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1 on the general goal which is isolation, which that may not
-

l'\
's / 2 be'doing criterion one justice, but it seems to fit better !

3 with the other criteria. You say the goal.is isolation and
,

4 you must take these' things into consideration with the view

5 to achieving isolation and that will be three things;

-6 remoteness, hydrologic conditions, and the potential for

7T minimizing erosion.

8 So you take those things, the Board did discuss

9 those things.- But as far as what overriding consideration
!

10 is, I don't know. i
-

Ell JUDGE KOHL: It's not to be ignored, presumably.

12 MS. HODGDON: No. I'm sure it's not to be

['] 13 ignored, but what it means --
3, / -[

i14 JUDGE KOHL: That's what troubles me. The

I15 Licensing Board's decision doesn't discuss it, as I recall.

16- There'is no mention in that particular sentence.

17 JUDGE MOORE: ~ It certainly makes it easier to read
i

18 - the regulation if you ignore that whole-paragraph.
.

'

19 MS. HODGDON:- No. You don't have to ignore the
;v

20 whole paragraph. You just have to ignore'the word

21 overriding consideration because.it-is rather heavy in this

22 context.

23 JUDGE MOORE: I'll.ask you the same question I

24 asked carlier of Kerr-McGee. In light of youro.

25- interpretation which dovetails that of Kerr-McGee of how=

.
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1 - these_'are to be-applied- there is so'much room fors ,

2- - flexibility, if you will, in coming up with what's

3 - applicable at a given site. What is left for the

~4 alternatives-that are allowed to be proposed by a licensee?

'S Haven't you essentially read those provisions out of the

6 statute, read them out-of our regulations of having any
i

7 meaning, if you give our standards-such a broad and flexible

8 reading that ju6t-about anything-can be approved under the-
,

i

9 criterion,.what's the need for having the alternatives

10- provisions? f

11 MS. HODGDON: I'm not sure and I'm notisure that

12 _ anybody -- but the alternative -- no alternative was

0 D7 13 ; proposed 4 here because it was -- Kerr-McGee felt-that'they/

Q/
'

14. met'the criteria.and the staff agreed, as did-the Licensing.

- 15 - Board.-'However, I think that there would not~be so_many

f16- documents regarding how to build these things if-someone did

"17 ! not-take' seriously (that someone~-- as'a.' matter of fact,
-

i

!18 virtually.all of'them'do follow this design. Only new: sites---

'
191 ; have'followed the in-ground-disposal ~and very few-of those.

_

'20: - JUDGE < MOORE: Speaking'solelyifor myself,..I would.

findLit| easier;to reconcile all~ parts of these-regulations-21 i

22 'if this cell"were being proposed'and judged as an.

23. -alternative under these~regulati'ons'and, to the extent

.
24 practical, being found to provide an equivalent protection,

25 for instance, to our regulations than such a broad and
3

, . _ _ , . . _ - . _ - - _ - _ _ -. - _.
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1 -expansive view of our regulations.- |

5 2 Just again speaking for myself,'it seems to me to
-i

3 read these as' broadly as you're suggesting'really removes

4 the- whole point of- having the provision that if an applicant

5- doesn't like the requirements-that are being proposed by the

6 agency, he can come up with an alternative proposal if he

7 .can demonstrate that it will provide all the adequate

8 protections. That would seem to me to be a much more

L> 9 sensible regulatory approach, but that's just-one person's
!

10 opinion at this particular point.
,

11 MS. HODGDON: The only one of those criteria-that
?

12- wouldn't be met by this site would be remoteness and

j } 13 remoteness-is not a defined term, but obviously it's not

.14 remote in any sense that we understand the term. As Mr.,

.

15' Meserve has said, there's a Title I site which the staff did

m
; 16 review and concur in which is-within1the city limits-of

17 Cannonsburg, Pennsylvania and has been there for some time.

18 JUDGE WILBER: Do you have anything that supports

<19 .that.this is an existing site?

| .

20 MS. HODGDON: Sure it's an existing site.

21 JUDGE WILBER: The point I'm getting at, it' -

22 appears to me we're excavating a new area, we're repairing

12 3 uan entirely new-area.. He's putting down a liner and the
h

L- 24 Commission in their statement of consideration says you 3

{
L ' '

25 can't do that at an existing site, it's physically

. . . _.

. _. ..
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! 1; impossible. .'So if I read the reverse of that, then I can -j

m i

- 2 say-I don't.see how thic is an existing site. I think you -|

3 look through statements of considerations throughout. You

4 find this indication that an existing site is a tailings
,

-:5 pile that has not moved,

i' 6 MS. HODGDON: I think clearly all the sites that

7- existed at the time that UMTRCA was enacted are existing

8- sites. I'm not sure --

9 JUDGE KOHL: Judge Wilber's question is more of a

10 technical or terminological one. Does the fact that this

111 proposal requires a liner and some excavation transform what

12 -was an existing site into a new site?

13 JUDGE WILBER: 'It may be the same geographical

14= location, but it sure isn't the same piling site. I'll say

15 that for it.

16 MS.-HODGDON' I don't believe that it does. I-

17' think that existing-sites are sites where tailings are

18 located. These tailings are located there. I think;they're
-

19- going to-have to move them over in order to do-whatever it

20: is they.do and then put them back in again.

-21- JUDGE WILBER:- Once you do:that, why don't'you-
'

22. make the decision that you have to compare it to all other

23 sites, because you're moving it in every case? I-don't know

24 which way the balance would come, but why doesn't it have to

'J
25 be given the same treatment?

.1
1
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1- MS. HODGDON: It was given the same treatment.. _ .

f '-
-

d' f 2 JUDGE WILBER: No. The. Licensing Board says it's

.3 going'to fail if you do that.

4 MS. HODGDON: The Licensing Board said you

5 wouldn't choose the site if the stuff --'if it weren't an

6 existing site.
T

7
~

JUDGE WILBER: That's right.

8 MS. HODGDON: If it were a new site you would'not

9' choose it. However, the comparison for NEPA purposes and

10- :even for UMTRCA purposes was done on the same basis and it .

11 was on that basis that they found that this site had the

12 leastfeffects,-the most insignificant effects and all

13 effects'were found to be-insignificant of the alternate

,

14- sites in Illinois.

J15 JUDGE MOORE: Do you-have with you West Chicago's

16 -response to the NRC staff's August 10 brief?.

~ 17 t- :=MS.'HODGDON: Lyes.

18! JUDGE MOORE: Would you turn to Page -11 of- that4

19 where --

20 MS. HODGDON: It will take me a second to-find it,-

. 21 :but I have:it.

22 (Pause.)

:23 - MS. HODGDON: Page 11 of the city's brief.

..
-24 JUDGE -MOORE: Correct. At the top of the page,-

:

25 the city sites -- I'm sorry -- quotes the Commission's-
'

_, . - _ _ . _ , _ _. _ _ _-__ _ _ ]
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I
1 decision.

,A

sm/ 2 MS. HODGDON: I'm still not there. Just one ,

1

3 second. Page 11. Yes.

4 JUDGE MOORE: Can you read that and comment what

5 the Commission means? Does that not support what Mr. Wilber

6 just said as to the difference between an existing and a new

7 site?

8 MS. HODGDON: I'm sorry. I'm not clear where I'm

9 directed to. The city's brief on Page 11 where?

10 JUDGE MOORE: The top of the page, starting with

-11 the fifth line is a quotation.

12 MS, HODGDON : I think I must be on the wrong page.

[) 13 JUDGE KOHL: Is your version the f. axed version?
's /

14 _If it is, the page --

15 MS. HODGDON: West Chicago's memorandum in support

16 of its appeal -- j
17 JUDGE MOORE: No. West Chicago's brief in

!

18 response to your August 10 --

19 MS. HODGDON: I'm sorry. I have the wrong thing.

- :2 0 (Pause.]

21 MS. HODGDON : Thank you. I had it in another

22- volume. Yes.

23 JUDGE MOORE: That's from the Commission's

24 decision.7x
( )
'~ 25 MS. HODGDON: Criterion two explicitly prefers on-

|
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Il site' storage in existing than existing rather than on-site |
1/~'s j
\_) 2 storage, and thus the addition,of a new storage site --

|
1

3 welli this is with regard to criterion two and criterion two j

.;

4 has.to do with -- I can't remember what you call those.

5 JUDGE MOORE: The Commission is saying, though,

6 that you're creating a new storage site in much the same way. ;

7 that Mr. Wilber says that if you're going to move-this pile

8 off one geographical location and do something to the:

9 geographical location and then return it to that same

10 geographical. location, you've created a new storage site.
,

11 The Commission seems to have said the same thing

12- in its own decision.

) 13 MS. HODGDON: Well, this is out of context and- !

14 it's not properly-directed to what.the contention was.

15 Criterion two says'small sites and.the staff took the view

16 that thisLis not~a small site. But actually what was meant,

-17 and it's in the statement of consideration, with regard-to

18 this, is sites where the equipment was.taken in in order to

19- 'mine just little bits and pieces here.and there and not al--
i

"20 just very small sites and_it certainly didn't have anythingL

21 whatsoever to do with this

22' JUDGE MOORE: What they're saying, though, is if

23 you have a site and you are putting new materials, seemingly.

j. 24 new materials on that site, you're creating -- in this
.( -

-

25 instance it was source material from off-site -- you're

- . --
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1 creating a new storage site. They aren't our words. We're
.

!()f
2 just looking at what the commission has said.

3- -I'm just curious if that doesn't support what Mr.

4 Wilber is saying from the statement of considerations.

5 MS. HODGDON: I think this has to do with whether
~

q 6 to bring the_off-site materials on-site and whether they

$ f
!

7 were= included within the material to be disposed there.

8 JUDGE MOORE: On-site in this case refers to West

9 .Chlcago.
l-

10 MS. HODGDON: Yes. West Chicago.

11 JUDGE MOORE: We're talking about the'same thing. '

'12 MS .HODGDON: That is-true. |

| 13 JUDGE MOORE: So we already have_a site. S'o We're

14 talking'about what-you were calling an existing site, the

15- Commission seems to be calling, when you. bring this new. 7

16 . material :on it, is -a new site. *

] ;

.17 MS ~. HODGDON:- Yes. They were talking about-

|, 18 storage.here and'they're not talking about disposal anyway.

19. _So__it's a question.about. bringing the_off-site materials on- |
~

g

20 -site.and..what's to be done with them. At=that time,.they
'

21- thought that this was source material. We now know that

[ ' 2 2- it's .11'(e) (2) .
~

23 This is, as I say, out_of context. In any event,

24 'the' city, who did not participate, seems to have been,

25 pursuing on appeal here the state's contention on criterion

L

.-. _ . - - . ..
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1. two, which was not pursued on appeal by the state. That's .

p
~ 2 what I have to say on this matter. This i~s not really even 1hm / -

3 pertinent to this controversy about existing -- with regard
o

4 to-whether you're creating a site here, what an existing

5 ' site is.
'

-

6 JUDGE KOHL. The city isn't allowed to pursus an _,

7 appeal issue that may hatte been litigated below,. but

8 Illinoist -for one reason or another, doesn't choose to

L 9 pursue?

10 MS. HODGDON: No, I don't think so. I think the

11. regulations state that --

12 JUDGE KOHL: Those are the new regulations.

/"'1 sl3 MS.-HODGDON: You think they're not ---excuse me.
V

~

14- I-didn't mean to ask the question.

15 JUDGE. KOHL: .I'm askingfyou.

= 16 MS. HODGDON:- I th' ink they night be binding on the p

17 city:because the city.came in after these' decisions -- after

18 these --
,,

u

h 19 . JUDGE KOHL: Butfit doesn'tinake any difference

' 2 0. 'that they're participating in_the-interested governmental

L
- 21- entity. LThe Commission has always_been more liberal because

22 of the dictates of -- again, I think it's Coctio.n 274 that |

:23 provides.for that: type of participation in the_first: place.
-

. MS. HODGDON: That's true, although I thinkJthat| o'
24

25 the Licensing. Board sought to' restrict the city to the_ cases'~

|

_ _ _ _ _ __ . . . _ . . ~,_
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1 it found and the city did represent that it would not m

c

's / 2 enlarge the issues before the Board. I think tha --

3 JUDGE KOHL: This isn't enlarging an issue,

4 though, if it's something that vaa before the Licensing ig

'
5 Board. We're talking about an appellate matter.

-6 MS. HODGDON: The city did not participate on this

7 contention because it was decided by summary disposition.

8 In fact, the city didn't participate except very minlually,

9 in any event.
,

,

10 So my feeling is that this relates to criterion

11 two, but this is not really what criterion two is about.

12 It's very skewed as it came up on appeal.

(x,

13 JUDGE WILBER: You mean there's two different(v)
14 definitions for criterion two and criterion one?

15 MS. HODGDON: Excuse me?

16 JUDGE WILBER: Criterion two, you're saying that's
4

17 fine, that's an existing site or is not an existing site;

18 but, in criterion one, it becomes one?
.

19 MS. HODGDON: Critorion two talks about small (

20 sites. It doesn't talk about existing sites. It sayo --

21 JUDGE MOORE: You can't have a small existing

22 site.

l23 MS. HODGDON: To avoid proliferation of small

,s 24 waste disposal sites, and I can't find the reet of tha
t \
'd

25 sentonce, waste from small remote above-grcund extraction

|*

1

.. . . .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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.1 cperations taust be disp.1rrd of at existing large mill
-

4 ttiLinga U nposal sites. So this is not waste from a small

3 runcto above 4 ground extraction operation and, therefore,
>

4 doesn't onm,u under criterion two.

5 JUDGE WILBER: Which ones of those don't apply?

[ 6 MS. llODdDON: It's act small. It's above ground, g

7 JUDGE WILBER: I'll bet. It's extraction, too,

8 isn't-it?

9 JUDOld MOORE: In the scheme of things, ft'c amall,

10 lan't it? *

11 MS HODGDON: No, it's not, No, it's not small in

12 the scheme of t~nings. It's 500,000 cubic meters, which is

13 above average for all the Title II sites and very big in

14 comparison with nost Title I sites. It's not small.

15 JUDGE HOHL: Why /.Fa't you sum up here?

16 MS. IiODGDON : Yes. I think I've made whatever

11 arguinent I might want to make about the rules. I'll just

18 look through my notes and see if there's anything --

19 JUDGE WILBER One question before you go into

20 summary. X couldn't find in your brief where you address

21 the groundwater cencerrs th:at vere in the appeals.

22 ES. IiODGDON : In the appeals of?

23 . JUDGE WI1BEdn Either West Chicago or --

I M MS. MODGDON: I don't believe that West Chicago !

) 2b pursued any groundwater issue on appeal that we didn't,

i

b - - _ - -
,, _
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1 address in our brief. The groundwater -- if you could point

2 me to a particular point that -- excuse me. You're saying |

3 West Chicago and not the state?

4 JUDGE WILBER: I thought West Chicago. I doh't
3

5 see it here. I'm sorry. I don't have it now.

6 (Pause.)

7 JUDGE WILBER: Page 27, isolation and

8 contaminants.

9 MS. HODGDON: West Chicago's brief at what page?

10 JUDGE KOHLt Twenty-seven.

11 MS. HODGDON: Thank you.

12 (Pause.]

l' ) 13 MS. H00GDON: Well, I don't have a chance toQ
14 review our brief now, but I suppose that to the extent that

15 those go beyond anything that the state articulated in its

16 brief., we may have missed a few of the points made here. If

17 you'd direct me to something in particular, I'd be glad to

18 answer it.

19 (Pause.)

20 JUDGE MOORE: If you can't find it, go ahead and

21 wrap up.

22 MS. HODGDON Yes. I just read very rapidly

23 through that. I suppose the reason that we didn't address

24 that in addition to addreasing that argument on criterion

(
25 one in the state's brief is that mostly this has to do with

r

|

. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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1 the SFES and certain other things. It doesn't have much to

k_- 2 do with the Licensing Board's decision and it's for that

3 reason that we didn't address it, because it was the

4 decision that was on appeal and not the SFES.

5 Yes. I will wrap up. I just want to see if 1

6 have anything its my notes that I wanted to answer, points

7 that were made by other parties that I thought I might

a previde the staff's view about.

9 (Pause.) -

10 MS. HODGDON: Yes. The state and perhaps the city

11 also in their argument mentioned the dono calculations. I

12 was-going to address that, but the staff agrees with what s

() 13 been said by Mr. Moserve regarding the characterization of

14 the FES and the SFES and the EPA's regulations. I think

2
15 that Dr. Shift's affidavit tracks that. So we'd just

16 reiterate the position that's taken there with regard to

17 dose.

18 Unless the Board has further questions, I think

19 that's all I have. Thank you.

20 JUDGE MOORE: Thank you very much. We'd

21 appreciate any rebuttal you have and keep it very brief,

22 please.

23 MR. SEITH: May it please the court, I think that

24 in listening to the comments and argenents of Mr. Moserve

25 and Ms. Hodgdon, comments of the Board, they've been very,

--_ ---__ - _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ - _ - _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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1 very illustrative. We have heard both from the Board now --

{
O- 2 correction -- the statf and Kerr-McGee that the statf does

3 not consider and Kerr-McGoe does not consider the disposal

4 cell that=they have proposed to be an alternative to the

5- criteria in Appendix A. It is clearly not an alternative.

6 As Board members have pointed out or panel members

7- have pointed out a number of times, tha language in

8 criterion one is quite clear that all three of the general

9 siting requirements must be considered, that's the-language,

10 must be considered. And we have hashed and rehashed those

11 siting requirements. I don't intend to go over those, but

12 -there is,-in my opinion, no way you can read this record and

13 come to a determination that a disposal cell centered in-the

14 center of a highly popultted area ten feet from a

15 groundwater aquifer meets the three criteria or the three

16 elements of criterion one. It clearly does not.

17 JUDGE KotiL What about Mr. Meserve's argument on

-18 health effects? -

i

19 MR. SEITH: Pardon me?

20 JUDGE KOHL: What about Mr. Meserve's argument on

21 health effects and the fact that of all the alternatives

22 studied,_this has minimal health effects and the leest

-23 amount of all the alternatives?

2 4 --
- MR'. SEITill I think-that goes back to Judge

-

O 25 Moore's point that you cannot -- certainly if you consider
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1 that this cell will succeed as planned and that all the

2 other alternatives will succeed as planned, there is very

3 little difference in health effects.

4 But what you have to consider and what criterion

5 one clearly implicates consideration of its siting

6 requirements and not design requirements for the simple

7 reason that when you're looking at a 1,000 year period,

8 designs do fail and the health effects of failure have not

9 been adequately considered,
i
'10 Ms. }{odgdon has indicated, I suppose to some

11 extent tongue-in-chook, but in response to one of your

12 questions, but nevertheless did say that you casentially

13 have to ignore the language in critorion one, that you have '

14 to ignore the word overriding which is written into the

15 regulation, that you have to give overriding consideration

16 to the siting features.

17 And she said, well, you know, essentially you have

18 to ignore that word in order to come to the conclusion that

19 the Board has reached. She also indicated quito clearly in

20 her comments that the staff has indeed changed its positions

21 and Mr. Moserve indicated that despite that change in

22 position, the staff feels that Kerr-McGee's proposal

23 nevertheless comp 3ies. 1. pin, the panel has indicated in

24 its comments that that determination by the staff has not
O 25 been subjected to a f.111 and adequate review by any panel,

|
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1 either a Licensing Board or this panel. <
,

2 And to suggest that the mere submission of briefs

3 in response'to that staff conclusion or the mere submission

4 of affidavits is adequate, I suggest to you is improper.

5 Clearly the Commission envisioned a full due process type

6 hearing. Otherwise, we would not have gone to this point

4
.

7 today through this licensi.7g process.

8 Ms. Hodgdon also indicated in her comments, she

9 admitted quite clearly that the basis for the Licensing
,

10. Board decision has not changed and that there is no longer,

11; for a number of their considerations, a number of their !

,

-12 determinations, those bases are no longer valid because of

13 the change in circumstances, a change in conditions, and a

14 change of determinations by the staff. 4

15 She also indicated when discussing the merits or i

16 the-equities of whether or not the underlying decision (
17 should be vacated that it's quite possible that in additiun

18 to the events postulated by Judge Moore, the NRC'_s-

19 interaction delaying the ultimate approval, Agreement State

20 status approval, thht Kerr-McGee itself may have delayed the

21 Agreement State status approval by requesting a hearing

'22 under.Section 274.

23 Again, to suggest.that Illinois is at-fault:for
e-

24 the timing of the situation I think is inappropriate.

25 Ultimately, I think the briefs indicate and the arguments

- - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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1 indicate that quite clearly this panel has no jurisdiction.
-

- '2 Now'that jurisdiction under Section 274 has transferred to
_

3 the state of Illinois, that under the circumstances, under

4 the case law and under the circumstances of this particular

5 case, it is appropriate to vacate the underlying decision.

6 But failing that, it is quite clear that due to

7 the numerous inconsistencies within the Licensing Board

8 decision and the'now change of circumstances, it is quite

9 appropriate to, if the Board retains jurisdiction, to

-10 reverse that decision on its merits.

11 What.Kerr-McGee has proposed is a time bomb, that
;

11 2 under even the Alice-of-Wonderland type of scenario is bound

() 13 to explode. And I submit to you that it is appropriate for

14 this Board to reverse the decision of the Atomic Safety and

15 Licensing Board.

16- Thank'you. '

17 MR. KARAGANIS Five minutes or less. Point one;

10 Mr. Meserve, in an attempt to preserve the jurisdiction of

19 the Appeal Board, suggested that the Commission retains-

20 jurisdiction _through a mechanism for-an adjudicatory 274(o)

21 hearing. lle' suggests,.without ever coming out clearly.and

22- stating it, that the 274(o) hearing that he's thinking about
!

-23 is this adjudicatory proceeding that is now on appeal. And

24 he suggests that whether this Board decides to hear the

25 evidence, affirm or reverse or whatever, that the decision-
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1 making rocess in this window on this license is the 274(o) I

O
U 2 hearing.

3 And it's not. What 274(o) contemplates is a

4 future hearing by the Commission applying commission

5 standards, not site-specific decisions, but standards to a

6 site when brought to it through the state mechanism that

7 Judge Kohl referred to. So this is not the 274(o) hearing.

8 JUDGE KOHL: Well, I didn't understand Mr. Moserve

9 to argue that. I thought what he was arguing was that you

10 need to bring this particular proceeding to closure so that

11 it would be out there in existence and would be something to

12 which to compare the state proceeding at a later point in

() 13 time, and that comparison would then take place in the

14 context of hearing No. 3 which would be the 274(o)

15 proceeding before the commission.

16 MR. KARAGANIS: Right. We're a little slow. What

17 I couldn't quite get was that on the one hand he said that <

18 when you, Judge Kohl, referred to the fact that the Board

19 doesn't consider an undecided appeal a case that has just

20 had initial decision and has not gone to appeal decision, a

21 binding precedent.

22 Mr. Meserve and his client have referred to the

23 initial decision at least in one pleading I've been involved

24 in in the Federal Court in Chicago as essentially res

~' 25 judicata. And we're going to face res judicata claims if

!.

m- _____--L- - _ _ - - - - _ _ _ _ _ - - . - . - - . - - _ _ _ - - - . - - -
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1 that decision lives.

2 What he said was that he's going to make this

3 3 Licensing Board decision, if it stands, as a res judicata

4 claim binding both the state and ultimately the commisalon I

*

5 on their 274(o) decision. That's the game that's in town -

6 here. And I just suggest to you that when you raised that

7 with him, he then came back and said, well, a future

8 adjudicatory body might disagree with what this questioneble

9 decision below had to say; but if this Board lets it rest,

10 let's it live, let's it fester there, Kert-McGee is going to

11 be in its binding and that any future adjudicatory body, be

i 12- it administrative agency or court, is bound by doctrines of
'

13' collateral estoppel and res judicata.

14 The thing is given where it's at --

15. JUDGE KOHL: They're going to argue that. They.

16 may not succeed on that.
i

17 MR. KARAGANIS: But, again,.as the commission has j

18- said, and I refer to this Board's language in U.S. Ecology

19 which puts U.S. Ecology in that. sense in a position

20 identical to where=the city of West chicago is, " Inasmuch as-

21: the agreement manifestly has the effect of depriving U.S. e

22 Ecology of its preexisting ability to obtain a review within

23 the NRC of.the Licensing Board's orders, operative effect

24 must be removed from those orders as an incident of the

O 25 termination of the proceeding."

__ ~-._ ._ __ . _ , _ _ _ _ _ -- _ ._. _ _ _ . _ _ _ , _ , . _ , _ , _ _ .
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l" 1 JUDGE KOHLt There's a big difference. U.S.

2 Ecology was the appellant, correct?

3 MR. KARAGANISt We are the appellant..

4 JUDGE KOHLt Right. I'm talking about in
1

4

5 Sheffield.
4

; 6 MR. KARAGANISt Yes.
I I

j. 7 JUDGE KoHLt All right. That's what I talked

8 about depriving them of their right to appeal.

9 MR. KARAGANIS Before the NRC.
t:

~10 JUDGE KOHLt In this case, you are the appellant'

11 and you don't mind being deprived of your right to appeal.

'
12 MR. KARAGANIS: Let me suggest to you --

4

( 13_ JUDGE KOHLt You wanted it terminated --

14 MR. KARAGANISt ho. With all due respect. If the

15 decision hore, if your choice.was either to vacate below or
i

1G to dismiss and let it stay in place.below or to proceed on 1

i.

17 .to the merits of this appeal, we would say proceed on'_to_the |

18' meri':s.of the appeal. We're not trying to diminish -- I i

19 said that this morning. We honestly believe, and I think

20 the staff concurs, that you don't have jurisdiction to do

-21 so.
'

'

22' If you had jurisdiction, we'd be hell bent-for

23 leather to go--to the-merits of this question. We think that'

'

.
24- this is a bad decision. It doesn't; pass a basic smell test

,

25 of legality and facts and-we think that under the

. .._.._.m . _ _ . _ _ . _ . _ _ - . . _ _ . . .-_ __ _ _ - . _ _ _ _ . _ . . _ . __ _ _ . _
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1 circumstances, we'd like to appeal on the merits. We don't

2 think this Board has the jurisdiction to addrous it and

3 that's why to vacate this now deprives us of our rights on

4 appeal, and wo don't think that that's fair.

5 With respect to the factual claims going back and

6 forth, and this is what I meant before, Mr. Meservo in

7 colloquy said, well, on the erosion analysis, it shows that

8 the forrest is botter, the forrest is better than the grass.

9 What does he rely on? A July 23rd submittal that we've

10 never had an opportunity to contest in an adjudicatory or

11 adversarial proceeding.

12 As far as the incue that Judge Moore set forth --

( 13 and wo still didn't hear a direct answer to the question ---

14 if the Board accepts the design as paramount, design

15 features can fix anything approach, the Korr-McGeo and the

16 staff, then there is truly never a downtown site, a downtown

17 pile that will bo disapproved under that interpretation of

18 the regulations. They will always be the cheapest way to

19 go, and that is not what those regulations are for. That is

20 not the logic of the preambio in the Federal Register

21 Noticos, nor is it the logic of the language of the

22 regulations themselves.

23 As far as the health factors that Judge Kohl

24 referred to in discussing this with my colleague, those

O 25 health factors have two problems with them. One is Dr.

e

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.. . . . . . . . . . . .

.
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1 Levin's affidavit suggests those health factors are premised

2 on the existence of the two-fcot layer and the two-foot

3 layer always being there, the two-foot soil layer.

4 Once you take that two-foot layer away, those

5 numbers change and the numbers don't reflect what would

6 happen at a West Chicago site versus a deep mino site in

7 Illinois or a mining site in Utah in the event there were a

B failure, and those health consequences are not addressed

9 anywhere in the record of this caso.

10 With respect to the points of the rail issue, tho

11 city of West Chicago used to bc known as Junction and the

12 town was called Junction because Chicago-Northwestern

() 13 Railroad put a rail junction there. We've got some of the

14 best long-haul rail service in the country and wo have a

15 number of major unit train operations that are available for

16 that city. So rail is read 41y available in the city of West
,

17 Chicago.

18 JUDGE KOHL: Has the spur that's been referred to

19 been abandoned?

20 MR. KARAGANIS I honestly can't answer that

21 question, but I would suggest to you, I can speak for my

22 client to say that the city would be more than cooperative

23 in assisting Korr-McGee in obtain rail spur or rail service

- 24 if they wanted to go that route.

~'
25 With respect to the groundwater issue, I think '

-_ _ _ _ _ _ _
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1 Judge Wilber is right. It wasn't addressed in the NRC
[) I
\_/ 2 brief. We raised it in our initial brief. We raised it in i

3 our response to the EPA brief. We raised it again in our

4 response to the NRC brief in response to the EPA.

5 The Commission staff did not address either our

6 concerns or the EPA's concerns, both in their letter and in

7 the EPA amicus brief. There are a number of problems here.

8 Ono, many of the concerns raised by EPA and us in the briefs

9 say that in order to obtain a license for a facility that

10 says you meet the requirements, the twelve criteria of

11 Appendix A, you must show that you have mot those things

12 with respect to corrective action and these other measures.

() 13 There's no showing in the record that they've done this.

14 You have a July 31 staff memorandum, unsupported

15 by whose written it, which basically says those things

16 aren't hero, and we're suggesting writing a letter to Korr-

17 McGee saying, goe, you should have complied. This is not an

18 attar-the-fact event.. The regulations require it.

19 So what I'm suggesting, and I wish you could do

20 more, I wish this Board could do more under the

21 circumstances, I'd love to see a decision on the merits of

22 this case, but I don't think you can do so. And I suggest

23 to you that within your power, as the U.S. Ecology decision

24' indicated, your power to dismiss for want of jurisdiction,,-s

V 25 which is both your power and your duty, and respectfully
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1 suggest that coincident with that you vacate the decision
-g
MF 2 below and leave the baggage of this incredible summer of

3 1990 flurry of paper without prejudice to the legitimate
,

4 rights of the city of West Chicago to proceed.

5 Thank you.
i

6 JUDGE KOHL: Did the state or city make any effort
,
.

7 to get EPA involved in this case at the time it was pending

8 before the Licensing Board?-

9 MR. KARAGANIS: Sure did.

10 JUDGE KOHLt To what end? I guess you failed.

11 MR. KARAGANIS: No. Let me suggest, Judge Kohl,

12 that we got them involved to some extent. I think it would

( 13 be a mild statement to suggest that Federal regulatory

14 agencies don't like to intrude on other regulatory agencies'

15 turf.- The. fact that they've participated to the extent that i

16 they did is a major. statement of EPA concern in this area.
,

17- Let me suggest that they don't-want to get into-

18 fights with the NRC and they express reluctance to do so,

19- but given the circumstances of this case, they-took a very

20 aggressive stance in the amicus brief. And-what you-heard
'

21 Ms. Hodgdon say'is the staff was ready to do it. Even if

22- EPA.had not done it, the staff was waiting-to come out-and-

23 strike a blow for justice. And I expect that they would
,

'

24 have done so had EPA not filed its brief and we would have

O 25 been in the same position.>

|

!
y
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1 Thank you.

O)(_ 2 JUDGE HOORE: The case will stand submitted.
,

3 JUDGE KOHL: I'd just like to apologize for ,

4 keeping you all here this long. As you can see, there are

5 many difficult issues and I'm sorry that we all got twice
:

I 6 the argument for our money today. But thank you for your
|

|
7 participation.

8 MR. KARAGANIS: I can tell you that counsel

9 appreciates the interest.

10 JUDGE MOORE: Thank you.

11 (Whereupon, at 3:55 p.m., the hearing was

12 concluded.),
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